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Abstract
This thesis is based on the realisation that no analytical theory of loop antennas and
rings exists that is at once applicable to the Radio Frequency (RF), Micro-wave (MW),
TeraHertz (THz), Infra-red (IR), and Optical (OR) regions. Nor is there any Electrical
Engineering circuit model, rigorously developed from the results of that theory, that
generates results which match numerical simulations and experimental work in the
literature across all of these regimes.
This thesis fills that gap.
Maxwell’s equations for perfectly conducting, closed circular loops are presented,
and then solved, using standard RF and MW antenna theory. The governing equation
is then extended to include real, lossy metals with focus on the noble metals, gold,
silver and copper. The solution to the extended equation yields results for rings in
the THZ, IR and OR. Next, the governing equation is extended to include a single
impedance on the periphery. The solution is studied using a capacitive reactance,
in particular. These results are compared to simulations of illuminated rings with
a single gap, and a relationship is developed between the width of the gap and its
capacitive reactance. Primary results are these:
• An analytical set of mathematical functions derived from Maxwell’s equations
now exist that give the current distribution on closed and single gapped loops
at all frequency regimes from the RF through OR, constructed of any metal for
which the index of refraction is known.
• A detailed RLC circuit model has been derived from these functions, accurate
at all frequency bands, from which the total R, L and C of the loop at any
frequency or wavelength, and the R, L and C of any modal resonance, can
be calculated. The model yields the functions R(ω), L(ω), C(ω) from which
radiation resistance, power loss, radiation efficiency, radar cross-section, and
the quality factor (Q) of any resonance can be calculated.
• The input impedance of the circuit model representing the loop can be calcu-
lated as a function of wavelength for closed loops and single gap loops.
• The introduction of a single gap in the periphery of a loop will cause a very
high-Q resonance in the sub-wavelength region. This is due to the zero-order
mode inductance of the loop resonating with a combination of the gap ca-
pacitance and the closed loop capacitance. The Q is on the order of several
thousand.
• Gap width and capacitance value of the gap are closely related. However,
none of the simple models suggested in the literature, such as the flat-plate
capacitance model, generates the correct relationship, at least for gaps in rings.
vii
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Chapter 1
Preface
Sometimes scientific discovery requires the insights of those who do not see the world
through the same perspective lenses as others do. For example, it might be said that
everyone teaches themselves what they know; perhaps they learn to distinguish a
’truth’ from ’fable’ using discretionary criteria that they identified through trial and
error or through a personal education. Where the community of modern scientists
passes on its truth criteria through a complicated, multi-step, educational process
that stresses induction, deduction, and the testing of nature for its final testimony to
the facts, there are those who decide on these criteria through some kind of experi-
ence. But scientific criteria are difficult to understand; many people not exposed to
this education are usually hard pressed to understand the scientific method, let alone
employ it.
Yet, there are some particularly gifted people, who, having taught themselves
what they know in their own peculiar way, avoid the normal educational process, but
employ the scientific method rigorously and rather naturally. One of those persons
was my father. In the early 1960s, I was away from home at a distant boarding school,
allowed to phone home only once a week. Not liking the restriction, my father built
two amateur radio systems and gave one to the school’s radio club. He then designed
from scratch, over the course of two experiment filled years, a naturally resonant, six-
element loop antenna with a very high quality factor, and posted one on his house
and one on the roof of the school. I have discovered, through the course of this thesis
work, that he had found and exploited the “zero-order mode” resonance of rings. I
talked often with him on that ham radio set, and the students talked with people all
over the world. It was a marvellous communication system he had invented and it is
too bad he never published. He called the antenna a “Closed Circuit Resonant Loop”
(CCRL).
I took the design of that loop with me to graduate school in the 1970’s and played
with it in the Ginzton labs in the Electrical Engineering department at Stanford Uni-
versity, but had no tools to calculate or examine its radiation pattern. Not long
afterward, while working at Stanford’s Institute for Energy Studies on a study for
the US Department of Energy, I thought how useful it would be to shrink the loop
down to the incredibly small circumference of an optical wavelength to see how it
might capture light and thus enhance energy capture for solar cells.
It turns out that that idea is not far-fetched. Today physicists in the nano-
3
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photonics community are beginning to realize that there may be benefits in applying
radio frequency (RF) antenna theory in the THz and optical regions. That viewpoint,
applied to solar cells for example, sees nano-particles and nano-structures as light
energy capturing devices, which makes them, by definition, antennas. Very simply,
in this thesis, I want to apply analytical techniques that I know from RF antenna
theory to nano-scaled rings, fabricated for the optical region. Will these nano-scaled
rings act the same way as ring antennas do in the RF, and if so, can I design a high-Q,
nano-scaled ring that will capture light as effectively as it captures RF energy?
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Chapter 2
General Introduction
2.1 Motivation
The closed circular loop never served as an effective antenna for communication at
radio frequency during World War II or after, because of its broad, low-Q resonances
and its tendency to radiate on multiple harmonics. Small loops were viewed mostly
as magnetic sensors. The analytical study of so-called “large loops”, those with
circumferences on the order of the incident wavelength, was limited in scope to a
few papers in the mid-late 20th century; namely, Storer [1956], Wu [1962], and Kanda
[1984]. But in 1999, after a modest circuit theory analysis of ring structures, Pendry
et al. [1999] suggested that two nested loops, each with a gap, but one twisted 180
degrees with respect to the other, would create, in consort with others in a 3D array,
a negative permeability structure, unlike any material found in nature. This effect
came to be the identifying mark of meta-materials.
Smith et al. [2000] added to the Pendry ring structure, a cylinder which provided
simultaneously a negative permittivity, thereby creating a negative index of refraction
material. A 3D structure was built using a square loop as the basis for the meta-
material two years later by Shelby et al. [2001] and indeed, it displayed a negative
index of refraction at the resonance calculated. Since then, rings with gaps, called
“split-rings”, have been found useful for high definition imaging, radiation beam
control, tiny Fresnel lenses, single photon emitters, medical sensors and a host of
other applications.
The central identifying effect is a very high Q resonance in the region where
the excitation is greater than double the circumference of the loop; now called the
“sub-wavelength” region. All of these authors identified the effect as the resonance
of an LC circuit created by the loop, which acted like the inductor (L), and the gap
(together with coupling between the loops), which acted like the capacitor (C).
A large number of papers have appeared since then, applying LC circuit models
to circular and square rings of varying sizes, attempting to understand the origin of
the resonance (see Shamonin et al. [2004, 2005]; Radkovskaya et al. [2005]; Sydoruk
et al. [2009]), and in some cases attempting to learn how to tune the resonance (see
Aydin and Ozbay [2007]; Zhou and Chui [2006]; Chowdhury et al. [2011b]).
These LC models are simple ones, aimed at determining the cause of the sub-
wavelength resonance. But the loop is a much more complex beast than such straight-
5
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forward models would imply, and with such recent intensity around the periphery
of the subject, it seems time to pursue a direct study of the loop in all of its complex
character. The motivation is simply this: to discover where the loop resonates, under
what conditions, and how well. How many resonances are there? Is it a broad band
or a narrow band antenna? Can the RLC circuit model suggest alternative ways of
using it at the higher frequencies?
There are several fertile areas of research that will benefit from this work.
2.2 Extending RF Antenna Theory to Nano-photonics
The first reference that uses the word “nano-antenna” seems to have occurred in
this century (Lyshevski and Lyshevski [2000]), associated with the field of nano-
electromechanical actuators, a field that has been around for some time. It appears
in a figure referring to a “nano-switch”, constructed with a carbon-nanotube and
molecular wire situated above a non-descript entity identified as a “nano-antenna”.
The usage occurs once in the article and does not occur in any of the cited works.
This is not to say that using the term “antennas” to refer to radiating structures in
the optical region does not pre-date the year 2000. Recent papers reviewing the field
of “nano-antennas” (Alda et al. [2005]; Gonzalez and Boreman [2005]) cite papers
as far back as the mid-1970’s. Most of the early modern work, in which wires and
similar devices were thought of as optical antennas, appears in the late 1990s in the
field of near-field imaging (Novotny [2007b]). Apparently the first application using
the scattered light from a nano-sized particle can be attributed to (Synge [1928]). This
idea incorporates the idea of capturing incident light and the idea of capturing the
reradiated “scattered” light for some use; both of these are functions of antennas.
But Synge never used the word “antenna” to refer to the particles involved, nor did
any other physicist until 1985. Novotny says that it was John Wessel [1985] who first
mentioned the analogy to classical antenna theory.
Alda et al. [2005] suggests that the constant need for broadening communications
bandwidth demanded the study of antenna design at higher and higher frequencies
and that this improved the fabrication of useful antennas in the micro-wave region.
But the development did not continue into the THz and optical regions in a reli-
able way because semiconductor detectors had made lightwave links possible in free
space and along optical fibres. Reliance on classical engineering antenna theory then
became unnecessary. Only recently, he suggests, has the need to improve these de-
tectors caused physicists to take another look at the field.
Therefore, treating closed and split-rings as antennas, by applying standard an-
tenna theoretical approaches to light-matter interactions, and by commingling an-
tenna theory with the standard physics of nano-photonics, as this thesis does, con-
tributes to a more broadly applicable understanding of light-matter interactions.
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2.3 Nano-Antennas as Tiny Copies of RF Antennas
One obvious first place to bring antenna theory to the optical region is to see what
happens when one miniaturizes RF antennas. Several reviews of work performed in
the first decade of this century exist: for example, Alda’s, Bharadwaj et al. [2009],
Novotny and Van Hulst [2011], and Krasnok et al. [2013]. The list of antenna types
and of uses to which they have been applied is rather long, and includes single
photon emission (Maksymov et al. [2012]), imaging techniques (Koh et al. [2010]),
bio-sensors (Larsson et al. [2007]), solar cells (Mokkapati et al. [2011]), and Raman
spectroscopy (Fan et al. [2011]).
But since rings have little useful history in RF work, analytical advances more
complicated than the simple ring structure were never pursued. The exceptions
might be where rings are used as magnetic sensors (Kanda [1984]). Consequently,
few researchers expected such rings to be useful if replicated at the higher frequen-
cies. The surprise is that arrays of rings with gaps in them create negative perme-
ability materials, the so called “meta-materials” (Pendry et al. [1999]). Research into
what rings could do suddenly flourished in the first decade after the discovery. Now
rings, singly and in various array configurations, have been shown to create Fres-
nel lenses (Memarzadeh and Mosallaei [2011]), tunable antennas in the THz region
(Chowdhury et al. [2011b]; Chiam et al. [2010]), and beam shapers (Ahmadi and
Mosallaei [2010]). It is only reasonable to expect that a detailed analytical model,
describing all magnetic and harmonic resonances of the ring, of various thicknesses,
with and without gaps, applicable at all frequencies, would shed some light on new
uses and functions of rings. This thesis will fill that gap in understanding.
2.4 Enhancing light capture in solar cells
The most common solar cells are made of crystalline silicon with textured surfaces
of small pyramids. When incoming photons hit the surface of a solar cell, they will
either enter the cell or be reflected. When they encounter the pyramids, reflected
photons are more likely to hit another pyramid rather than escape back into the
medium. This enhanced light capture increases the chances of creating hole-electron
pairs within the cell’s active region thus causing larger currents. Other structures
have also worked well. Among those tried have been metal particles (Beck et al.
[2010]), gratings of various lengths and period (Heine and Morf [1995]; Yu et al.
[2010]; Wang [2012]; and Chong et al. [2012]), nanowires (Lin and Povinelli [2009]),
and other plasmonic scatterers (Catchpole et al. [2011]; Mokkapati et al. [2011]).
The natural next question to ask is “What about a resonating ring structure or
ring arrays?”. If the resonant characteristics of rings were known in detail, could an
array of rings be designed that enhances light capture by carefully managing their
resonating properties? Could they be used to shape the re-radiated beam out of the
internal light-cone to enhance capture? Could their very high Q be used to capture
specific regions of the solar spectra? Could nested rings be used in this search for a
higher efficiency solar cell? A detailed analytical study of ring resonances should be
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able to recognise the options.
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Chapter 3
Differing Perspectives on
Wave-Matter Interactions
3.1 Introduction
Two different research groups have evolved two different languages for speaking
about the underlying physics of wave-matter interactions in two different regions
of the spectrum. One region is where low frequency waves interact with antennas
for the purpose of communications, the other is where infra-red and optical waves
interact with molecular structures forming the surface and bulk of materials. The
region in between has formed a sort of “no-man’s land”, since communications has
not been possible there and optical-like phenomena did not occur there. That “no-
mans land” thinned and disappeared in the first decade of this century.
Even though each research group begins with the commonly well understood
language of Maxwell’s equations, differences arise due to scale and to the focus
of their research. Indeed, both groups solve Maxwell’s equations using the same
techniques and the solutions often look nearly the same.
In the case of low frequency radio (RF) and micro-wave (MW) communications,
the scale is large, meaning that the wavelengths with which this research group
works are on the order of 3 mm and longer. In the case of optics, the scale is small;
wavelengths are on the order of 30 µm and less. In the former case, engineers have
abstracted their solutions to Maxwell’s equations by creating abstract devices that
automatically solve certain forms of the equations under certain conditions. These
are the resistor R, the inductor L and the capacitor, C. These abstractions have been
created in such a way that they can be constructed physically; that is, they have real,
physical counterparts and the electrical engineers who use them, build circuits that
manipulate and control electric and magnetic fields. In essence these circuits take
the place of Maxwell’s equations, and some engineers know circuitry but do not
know Maxwell’s equations. They develop complex results that were never scripted
by any written equation at all. The terms these engineers use, such as “voltage” and
“current”, “input impedance” and quality factor “Q”, reflect the behaviour of this
large scale phenomenon.
In the latter case, physicists working in non-linear optics give names to the so-
9
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lutions of Maxwell’s equations, such as “plasmons”, “polaritons”, or “evanescent
waves”. Light is “scattered”, “reflected from”, and “transmitted through” substances.
Electrons and other particles are affected by light waves, raising their “energy state”
and “jumping a band-gap”; these particles have a “lifetime” and a “decay-rate”.
These physicists want to know, for example, how the “index of refraction” affects all
of these phenomena.
Recently electrical engineers have become interested in communication possibil-
ities at THz frequencies, while non-linear optics physicists have become interested
in the MW behaviour of negative index of refraction meta-materials. Since no-mans
land is thinning, the two languages are meeting head-on and causing some confu-
sion.
In one way, this thesis is a meeting of two cultures. Low frequency antenna theory,
the language of electrical engineering at low frequencies, will be used to speak about
short wavelength optical phenomena. This chapter explains some of the similarities
and differences between the two approaches, so that the reader will have a sense of
the two bases that underlie the work.
The language and perspective of low frequency antenna theory has always been
the language of electrical engineers, because it is they who tamed electromagnetic
theory for the express purpose of low frequency communications. As a conse-
quence, the diagrams, analysis and perspective of antenna theory incorporates large
amounts of electronic circuit theory, which relies heavily on simplified versions of
Maxwell’s field equations. Indeed, [Kraus and Carver, 1973, See Chapter 9.] show
how Maxwell’s equations are generalizations of basic circuit theory concepts, such as
Ohm’s Law and Kirchoff’s Laws.
The language and perspective of optical physicists has remained with Maxwell’s
field theory. Their work began with the optical response behavior of materials, par-
ticularly relating to refraction, absorption, scattering, and transmission phenomena
and continues today as they study many new phenomena, such as negative-index
of refraction materials and surface plasmons, and new uses, such as single photon
emission.
Recently, though, the two worlds have become intertwined. Communications
engineers have moved into the microwave (MW) region and now seek to move into
the Terahertz (THz) region (Akyildiz et al. [2014]). Physicists have found ways of
producing “optical-like” effects at microwave frequencies in configurations of circular
and square loops, called “meta-materials” (Smith et al. [2000]). One of these effects,
by which a meta-material object becomes invisible to incident wavelengths, would
have many practical applications if brought to the optical wavelengths. As yet, this
remains an unachieved goal in the optical regime.
As the regions between engineering communications and optical applications
grows tighter, it would be beneficial for engineers and physicists to converse and
to share the languages and perspectives of both regions for the purpose of improv-
ing understanding and control of the physical behaviour of material objects.
This section aims to highlight the work that has been done over the last fifteen
years to bring the methods engineers use to study wave-matter interactions to the op-
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tical region and to show similarities and differences with the methods physicists use
to study nano-photonic phenomena. This section is important because the engineer-
ing methods discussed here will be applied throughout the thesis, and a physicist
needs to know the way of thinking that leads to this attempt at characterising nano-
scaled rings.
3.2 Wave-Matter Interactions from the Perspective of Engi-
neering
3.2.1 The Engineering View of Particles and Fields
As history goes, electromagnetic fields were discovered and explained mathemati-
cally in the mid 1800s, about 40 to 50 years before the electron was discovered. Fara-
day’s experiments in the 1840’s and 1850’s showed that interactions occurred between
currents and magnetic phenomena. In the 1860’s, Maxwell translated Faraday’s idea
of lines of flux into electric and magnetic fields and developed a set of equations,
which also incorporated work by Ampere and Gauss, that showed explicitly how
these fields interacted with current flowing in materials. But no one knew what con-
stituted currents until the early 1900s when atomic theories of particles showed that
electrons moved and carried with them a negative charge. By that time, engineers
had invented models of large scale, wave-particle, phenomenon, which had, as a con-
vention, a direction of positive current flow with respect to driving voltage that was
opposite to the actual direction of electron flow. In other words, conventional current
flows in the opposite direction from that which constitutes the phenomenon.
The simplest of these models are used regularly in engineering circuit design.
They are the resistor (R), which describes the basis for energy loss in a system (es-
sentially Ohm’s Law); the inductor (L), which describes the basis for current and
magnetic interactions in a system (essentially Faraday’s Law of magnetic induction);
and the capacitor (C) which describes the basis for electric charge storage in a system
(essentially Gauss’ Law of electric flux).
With these tools in hand, it is only natural then that engineers would think almost
exclusively in terms of voltage and current flow control, as the primary means of at-
taining selected goals. Voltage and current are, for engineers, the real thing now, not
Maxwell’s equations. These circuit elements are no longer considered idealisations,
or a short-hand, for Maxwell’s equations, since they can be constructed to behave
nearly linearly and to follow the mathematical specifications of Maxwell’s equations.
Rather, circuit elements are thought of as manipulators of voltage and current. This is
true, even though real resistors, inductors and capacitors all have non-linear aspects
when pushed to the boundary of their material and construction limits.
3.2.2 Circuit theory Applied to RF Communications
In communications, the primary goal of circuit design has been the transmission and
delivery of information over long distance without the need of wires. The means for
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Figure 3.1: A design of a tank circuit, transmission line, and antenna. The impedance on the
right end represents the antenna. One varies the capacitance of the tank and sometimes of
the matching circuit at the antenna in order to get resonance and best energy flow.
doing this was the manipulation of electromagnetic waves, first by modulating the
amplitude of carrier waves (AM) and later by modulating the frequency of the carrier
waves (FM). These discoveries were nothing short of genius.
Three of the more important ideas that enabled these means; (1) the mastery of the
phenomenon of resonance, (2) the transmission line, and (3) mastery of impedance
matching and wave matching; that is, determining the conditions under which a
wave travelling down a wire matches to free space. In the first, current and voltage
are set oscillating at some frequency in pre-amplifying circuits of the transmitter, am-
plified, then handed to a circuit consisting of an inductor in parallel with a capacitor
(see Fig 3.1). This is called a “tank” circuit, because, if the frequency matches the
resonance condition of the LC circuit, energy rises within the magnetic and electric
fields of the inductor and capacitor and the tank circuit acts like a storage device.
This rise continues until the rate of energy loss, due to resistive heat loss and to
extraction by a transmission connected at the other end, matches the incoming flow
rate of the energy.
The transmission line removes energy from the tank circuit best under the condi-
tion that the ratio of voltage to current remains in the same “balance” as in the tank
circuit. That ratio is critical to successful energy transfer down to the antenna. The
balance is called the transmission line’s characteristic impedance. A typical value is
50 ohms.
The antenna provides wave matching. The word “antenna” was coined, appar-
ently, by the Italian inventor, Guglielmo Marconi, during experiments in the Swiss
Alps in 1895. He used the word to refer to a wire he dangled from a vertical pole. In
Italian, the central pole holding up a tent is called ’l’antenna centrale’ (Gardiol and
Fournier [February 2006]). The antenna is usually seen as a wavelength matching
device, in the sense that the wavelength coming off the transmission line needs to
be reformed into something that can become an electromagnetic wave in free space
([Balanis, 2005, See for example, Chapter 1, page 1]). This makes the antenna a
sort of “transition” device. For example, dipoles open up the transmission line to
couple the electric component of the wave to free-space. Vee and Rhombics do the
same thing more cleverly. Horns open up the mouth of a waveguide allowing the
microwave to match itself to free space. Alternatively, antennas can be thought of as
transferring the balance between voltage and current to the ~E and ~H fields of free-
space. The dominant view of the antenna as a wave-matching device has proven
quite successful.
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Circuit theory can be applied from the tank circuit through the transmission line
to the antenna. The tank and the antenna can be modelled using lumped elements,
while the transmission line is modelled using distributed elements. A lumped el-
ement occupies one position in a circuit and carries a distinct value; it performs a
distinct task. A distributed element is expressed in terms of density, eg. ohms per
meter, and represents a section of the circuit spread over some distance. The antenna,
which is our interest here, is treated as an impedance, usually as a series RLC circuit,
where the R represents the radiation resistance.
The use of distributed elements to represent the antenna is not often done in the
RF region, but work has been done on the ring at THz and optical frequencies which
uses distributed elements (for example, see Shamonin et al. [2004]). It is natural to
try distributed elements, particularly when lumped elements do not seem to apply,
usually when the wavelength is roughly the same size as the antenna.
There are two ways of energizing an antenna: either by connecting it directly to
a voltage or current source, or by illuminating it with an ambient wave. Connecting
it to a source, such as a transmission line, causes the antenna to transmit energy.
Illuminating the antenna with a plane wave causes currents to flow in the antenna
and energy to be transferred to the transmission line in reverse of transmit, in such
a way that the line moves energy to a receiver. The position of a switch on the
transmit/receive side of the line decides whether the antenna is in transmit or receive
mode (Collin [2003]).
3.2.3 Scattering and Absorption From an Electrical Engineering Perspec-
tive
The quality of an antenna shows up in its radiation capabilities, given in terms of
several important measures: gain, directivity, radiation patterns, power pattern, po-
larisation, effective aperture and the radar cross-section. Many of these are directly
determined by the current distribution over the surface (and bulk, if the material is
lossy) of the antenna. Generally, the larger the current, the better the quality mea-
sures.
The term “radar cross-section” (RCS) comes, as one might imagine, from the
early days of world War II, when early knowledge of airborne attacks was crucial
to effective response. A transmitter sent a directed plane wave toward an area of
interest, and if an aircraft was present, the wave would reflect back to the source as
an echo. The time between transmission and receipt would give an indication of how
far away the aircraft was and its speed. The “cross-section” refers to the effective area
presented by the aircraft to the incident plane wave; the larger in area the reflection,
the larger the cross-section. There are two RCS modes: (1) mono-static and (2) bi-
static. In the first, the receiving radar is in the same location as the transmitting
radar. In the second, it is not.
RCS is, by definition,
RCS =
Power scattered to receiver per solid angle
incident power density / 4pi
= lim
r→∞ 4pir
2 Psc
Wi
(3.1)
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where a spherical shell of radius r encircles the target. The incident power density,
Wi, is that which is usually given for an illuminating wave per unit square meter
of the plane determined by the cross product of the incident electric and magnetic
fields, ~Ei and ~Hi. It is sometimes called the power intensity. Hence the reason for
the units of m2 for the cross-section. The resulting cross-section has an area that
grows as the size of the target grows, unless the target has been engineered to hinder
reflections, particularly in the direction of the receiver. One would expect the RCS of
a human to be about 1 m2, for example, or a fighter aircraft perhaps 100 m2.
RCS is not an easy calculation if done by hand, since the incident and scattered
waves interfere. The rate with which energy density passes through the surface of
the sphere depends on the absorption, because if there were no absorption, the same
amount of energy would scatter outward as inward and the total net power density
flow would be zero. In fact, this means that the net power density flow, WT, through
the surface, S, is excess inward and therefore exactly the negative of the amount
absorbed.
Wabs = −
∫
S
~WT · d~S (3.2)
The net power density is given by the sum of the incident power density, Wi =
1
2 Re(~Ei × ~H∗i ), the scattered power density, Wsc = 12 Re(~Es × ~H∗s ), and the power
density due to the interfering terms, Wint = 12 Re(~Ei × ~H∗s + ~Es × ~H∗i ).
If inward is taken positive and outward negative, then the second of the four
terms (the scattered power term) will be negative. Bringing it to the left side will leave
three terms on the right, one representing the incident power and two representing
the interference. The result is called the “extinction”, Wext.
Wext = Wabs +Wsc =
1
2
Re(~Ei × ~H∗i + ~Ei × ~H∗s + ~Es × ~H∗i ) (3.3)
In illuminating an antenna structure, one expects to find the incident plane wave
inducing currents. Usually the current is drawn off the antenna into receiving cir-
cuitry, but if that is not done and the energy is left in the loop, it re-radiates, giving
rise to forward and backward scattering, as shown in Fig. 3.2. If the frequency of
illumination matches one of the loops resonances, where more current occurs than
at some other frequency, one would expect a higher scattering cross-section. One
would further expect to see a higher cross-section when receiving along its radiation
beam than not. All of these factors go into accounting for the RCS of an antenna.
The illuminating beam induces current flow in the antenna, part of which is then
absorbed in the material resistance as a loss, Wabs, and part of which is re-radiated as
scattered energy, Wsc out of phase with the incoming beam. The latter occurs in the
radiation resistance. We have
Wsc =
1
2
I2Rrad and Wabs =
1
2
I2Rloss (3.4)
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Figure 3.2: The relation between fields during scattering off a loop antenna.
The RCS and the Absorbed Cross-section (ACS), then are
RCS = lim
r→∞ 2pir
2 I
2Rrad
Wi
and ACS = lim
r→∞ 2pir
2 I
2Rloss
Wi
(3.5)
When a numerical simulator such as MWS1 is used to calculate the radar cross-
section of the loop in Chapter 10, the results will be proportional to the square of
the current times the radiation resistance. We expect to see cross-sections about the
size of the square area of the ring; about pib2, where b is the radius of the ring. If
b = 1um, the cross-section ought to be about 3.14× 10−12m2 ≈ 3µm2.
3.3 The Language and Perspective of Nano-Photonic Physics
3.3.1 Reflection, Refraction, Absorption, and Transmission From a Physics
Perspective
Standard experimental tests of surface phenomena employed by physicists use plane
wave illumination, even in simulations. There is no concept of a voltage or current
source; there is no way, in fact, on the nano-scale to employ such a thing. The physi-
cist’s first impulse is to illuminate a target to see what happens, rather than model it.
Engineers tend to do the reverse. Consequently, if one wants to energise a ring struc-
ture of some sort on the surface of a solar cell, for example, the standard approach
is simply to illuminate it and measure the resulting reflection and transmission spec-
tra. Some light will reflect from the surface, some will be absorbed, and some will
1See Appendix A
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Figure 3.3: The index of refraction of gold, as given by Johnson and Christy [1972]. The inter
band transitions are seen in the abrupt change in both the real and imaginary parts of the
index.
escape the other side as a transmitted wave. The degree to which each occurs can be
calculated and is represented by a decimal value between 0 and 1.
Since light refracts when passing through bulk material, the effects of a material
on the refraction of light forms a central focus of study. Since refraction is charac-
terised as an complex index, which varies by material and varies over frequency, it
describes amplitude and phase changes throughout the bulk quite handily. It is so
important that the index plays a central role in calculations of reflection, absorption,
and transmission. The latter have a smooth variation for the most part from low to
high frequency, until the optical region, where the index suddenly experiences rapid
fluctuations. They are due to sudden influxes of electrons into the conduction band
from the upper band states of the bulk material when hit by the incident photons.
These fluctuations are called “inter-band transitions”. Figure 3.3 shows the index
of refraction for gold against photon energy (eV). The smooth curves on the left
abruptly divert in the middle of the visible region because of the inter-band tran-
sitions. This change appears in the higher reflection of photons in the the higher
energy part of the spectrum beginning from orange through UV.
In physics, the scattering cross-section is thought of in the same way as in engi-
neering with, however, the lack of a 4pi.:
SCS = lim
r→∞ r
2 Psc
Wi
and ACS = lim
r→∞ r
2 Pabs
Wi
(3.6)
Consequently, characterising a nano-scaled ring using an illuminated plane wave
makes sense to a physicist, and the measures will have the same meaning. This
correspondence is particularly easy to understand, since antenna radiation in the
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far-field has dipole moments, just like scatter from illuminate particles do (Jackson
[1999]). The characterisation will be done in Chapter 10.
3.4 General Conclusions on the Differences in Perspectives
and Language
Two close encounters between engineering and nano-photonics have occurred, both
beginning in the early 2000s. The first follows a line through the literature from
Pendry et al. [1999]’s use of RLC circuit elements to describe meta-materials in the
MW to a large number of articles treating nano-particles and other nano-structures
in the THz and optical region as nano-antennas, with characteristics also to be under-
stood using RLC circuit models (Alda et al. [2005]; Bharadwaj et al. [2009]; Mokka-
pati et al. [2011]; Novotny and Van Hulst [2011]; Agio [2012]). The second follows a
line from Engheta et al. [2005]’s search for nano-circuit elements to Staffaroni et al.
[2012]’s development of RLC circuit elements for plasmonic behaviour.
The time is ripe therefore, for applying low frequency antenna theory, using RLC
circuit elements, to a loop or ring, a nano-structure which hasn’t yet been used for
many nano-photonic applications. The effort would tie together the first and sec-
ond threads noted above, show how antenna theory elucidates ring behaviour in
meta-materials, and test whether engineering design methods developed at low fre-
quencies can be applied to nano-photonic applications in the optical region.
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Chapter 4
The General Theory of Resonance
4.1 Introduction
Resonance is a general physical phenomenon, in which a system oscillates in re-
sponse to a driving signal such that more energy is stored in the system than is
dissipated. The loss may occur as heat loss or radiation loss. The phenomenon oc-
curs over a range of frequencies, called the “bandwidth", and some systems typically
show wider bandwidths than others.
The phenomenon is handled in electrical engineering using RLC circuit elements.
A system’s resonances are governed by specific combinations of these, of which there
are two primitives, the series RLC circuit and the parallel RLC circuit. This chapter
presents these primitives because the loop antenna, and the nano-scaled ring, at any
given frequency, can be represented by combinations of either. I select the series
circuit representation and give reasons for that choice in Chapter 8. This chapter
serves as foundation material for Chapter 5 and for the rest of the thesis.
The general theory of resonance is discussed first, followed by its application to
electrical circuits. The next chapters apply these results to the ring.
4.2 The Theory of Resonance
4.2.1 Governing Equation of Resonance
Systems described by the following differential equation oscillate and will resonate:
y = m
dx
dt
+ γx + k
∫ t′
0
xdt′ (4.1)
where m, γ and k are constants and the forcing function is a constant amplitude
oscillation, y = Y0eiωt, with initial conditions of the system having no first or second
derivative and x(0) = X0. One can eliminate the integral by differentiating through
to create a second order differential equation, but the solution is straightforward in
19
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Figure 4.1: The two forms of resonance, (a) Y0X0 and (b)
X0
Y0
with γ = .5, m = 2, k = 4.5. The
red circles mark the resonance, in this case 1.5 radians/sec.
either case. Substituting x(t) = X0eiωt and arranging,
Y0eiωt =
[
iωm− i k
ω
+ γ
]
Xoeiωt (4.2)
This is examined in its two forms:
(A)
Y0
X0
= γ+ i
[
ωm− k
ω
]
and (B)
X0
Y0
=
1
γ+ i
[
ωm− kω
] (4.3)
These are simply inverses of each other, but the literature examines both forms when
noting resonances. The real and imaginary parts of both forms are shown in Fig. 4.1.
The action occurs where the imaginary part equals zero; this is the “resonant”
frequency; in Fig. 4.1, ω0 =
√
k/m = 1.5 radians/sec. Below resonance, ω < ω0,
the system element represented by k dominates the imaginary term, making the
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imaginary part negative. Above resonance, the element represented by m dominates
and the imaginary part is positive. In the case of (A) the real part is constant. In the
case of (B), the real part rises to a peak then falls off again to zero at high frequencies.
The peak of the real part in form (B) is found by taking the derivative and setting
it equal to zero in the standard way:
d
dω
[
X0
Y0
]
=
1
γ
d
dω
[
(ωωd)
2
(ωωd)2 + (ω2 −ω20)2
]
= 0 (4.4)
where ωd = γ/m is called the damping frequency, due to the damping constant, γ.
Solving gives the peak: ωpk = ω0 . That is, the peak occurs at resonance. The peak
value itself comes from a substitution of this into (4.3)(B):
X0
Y0
∣∣∣∣
ω0
=
1
γ
(4.5)
As γ goes to zero, the peak goes to infinity. It is this constant that limits the peak.
4.2.2 Energy and Quality Factor
The quality of resonance, Q, was originally applied to electrical resonances, and later
to mechanical and other physical systems, and in that forum, Q refers to the ratio of
energy stored during one cycle with respect to energy dissipated in that cycle. That
is,
Q = 2pi
Energy stored at resonance
Energy dissipated per cycle at resonance
= 2pi
Estored
Edissipated
(4.6)
In such systems, the energy stored at any moment at any frequency is given by
the sum of the energies in the elements described by m and k. The element m is
called the kinetic element, because in physical systems it is related to the momentum:
p = m(dx/dt) = mx˙. The k element is called the potential element because it is
related to restoring forces in the system: f = −kx. Since x = X0eiωt and bearing in
mind that since it is a complex number, the real part describes real behaviour, the
energies corresponding to the two elements at resonance are:
Em =
1
2
mRe(x˙∗)Re(x˙) =
1
2
mω20 |X0|2 sin2(ωt) =
1
2
ω0
√
km
γ2
|Y0|2 sin2(ωt) (4.7)
Ek =
1
2
kRe(x∗)Re(x) =
1
2
k |X0|2 cos2(ωt) = 12
ω0
√
km
γ2
|Y0|2 cos2(ωt)
The total energy in the system is:
ET = Em + Ek =
1
2
ω0
√
km |X0|2 = 12
ω0
√
km
γ2
|Y0|2 = Estored (4.8)
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It can be seen that Em and Ek have the same magnitude, but vary by the cos2(ωt)
and sin2(ωt), so that the total energy, ET, is constant in value and equal to either
|Em| or |Ek|. In other words, the energy ET flows from element k to element m and
back again. At resonance the total does not change, which means that no energy
enters or leaves the domain of the two elements. This is the energy stored, Estored,
in the resonant system. The magnitude of the energy depends only upon the factor√
km/γ2. If there is no damping, the energy goes to infinity.
The rate of energy dissipation is given by γx˙∗ x˙ (Goldstein [1980]). The energy
lost over one cycle at resonance, therefore, is the integral
Elost =
∫ T=2pi/ω0
0
γ Re(x˙∗) Re(x˙)dt =
∫ T=2pi/ω0
0
γω20 |X0|2 sin2(ωt)dt (4.9)
= piω0γ |X0|2 = piω0
γ
|Y0|2
Substituting Eqns. 4.8 and 4.9 into 4.6, the quality factor becomes:
Q = 2pi
Estored
Elost
=
√
km
γ
=
ω0
ωd
(4.10)
Using Q, the total energy, (4.8), becomes:
ET =
1
2
ω0γQ |X0|2 = 12
ω0
γ
Q |Y0|2 (4.11)
The solutions (4.3) to the differential equation (4.1), then take the form:
(A)
Y0
X0
= γ
[
1+ iQ
(
ω
ω0
− ω0
ω
)]
and (B)
X0
Y0
=
1
γ
[
1+ iQ
(
ω
ω0
− ω0ω
)]
(4.12)
When damping is low, ωd is small, as noted above, and ω ≈ ω0. Then the peak of
the real part of (B) may then be approximated by 1/γ.
Squaring X0 taken from (B) leads to
|X0|2 = |Y0|
2
γ2
 1
1+ Q2
(
ω
ω0
− ω0ω
)2
 (4.13)
The two frequencies, one on either side of the peak, at which this squared value
reaches one-half the peak, are called the “half-power” points, because the power is
related to this square. Setting Eqn. 4.13 to 1/2 and solving for the frequencies gives,
ω+,ω− = ±ω02Q +
ω0
2Q
√
1+ 4Q2 (4.14)
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The difference between these is
ω+ −ω− = ω0Q = ±ωd (4.15)
Alternatively,
Q =
ω0
(ω+ −ω−) (4.16)
4.3 Electrical RLC Circuit Models
In general, electrical circuits in electrical engineering are represented by a character-
istic “input impedance", which represents the balance between the voltage and the
current at the point where energy enters a circuit. When mathematically simplified,
the impedance is a complex number; the real part representing the resistance (the
absorption, if you will, in physics terms), and the imaginary part representing the
reactance of the system (the phasing). The reactance is either positive or negative,
and if positive, the system acts inductively; if negative, it acts capacitively.
Resonance occurs in an electrical circuit whenever the reactance of a system can
be modelled at its input with an inductor (L) and a capacitor (C); both must be
present. The inductor models the effects of the changing magnetic vector potential,
that is, any Faraday Law behaviour in the system. The capacitor models the effects
of the changing electric potential of the system, that is any Coulomb or Gauss’ Law
behaviour. At resonance the inductor and capacitor work 180 degrees out of phase
with each other, so that when energy enters the inductor, it leaves the capacitor, and
vice-versa. The energy remains within the two devices, increasing, until at resonance,
the energy increases to infinity. In real systems, heat and radiation losses occur to
limit the energy increase. These are modelled using a resistor. Once the rate of
dissipation in the resistance of the system matches the rate of energy input from the
driving source, the energy buildup ceases, and “steady-state” is achieved.
While many combinations of R, L, and C generate resonances, each of the reso-
nances can be built from two primitives: the series and the parallel circuits shown in
Fig. 4.2 (A) and (B). That is, a system with many resonances will have a number of
inductors and capacitors, some in series, some in parallel, but when the analysis is
complete, each of the resonances will consist of some mathematical combination of
the inductors to produce one inductance, and of some mathematical combination of
the capacitors to produce one capacitance.
Both primitives are governed by a differential equation that looks like (4.1), there-
fore they resonate. As with the generic resonant system of section 4.2, the energy at
resonance in the inductor and in the capacitor are equal and the total energy within
the two LC elements is constant with time. Since no energy enters or leaves the
LC combination, the series combination does not add or subtract from the circuit
current flow, which means that the two elements may be replaced by a simple wire
at resonance and the circuit will behave the same; that is, the circuit will act like a
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Figure 4.2: (a) A series resonant RLC circuit (b) A parallel resonant RLC circuit
simple resistor. The series circuit is therefore often called a “short-circuit” resonance.
Similarly, the LC combination may be removed from the parallel circuit at resonance
without effect to the behaviour of the system, since no current enters the LC combi-
nation and the circuit will act like a simple resistor. The parallel circuit is therefore
often called an “open-circuit” resonance.
Since a loop antenna or ring can resonate, it can be modelled using various com-
binations of these two primitives. Exactly which models the ring best is the subject
of Chapter 8. The following sections describe resonant RLC circuit models in enough
detail that ring behaviour can be understood over the entire useful spectrum from
Radio Frequency (RF) through the optical region.
The series resonant circuit is governed by the linear differential equation (A); the
parallel resonant circuit by (B)
(A) vs = Ls
dis
d
+ Rsis +
1
Cs
∫ t′
0
isdt′ (B) ip = Cp
dvp
dt
+
1
Rp
vp +
1
Lp
∫ t′
0
vpdt′
(4.17)
Under the transformation
vs → ip; is → vp; Rs → 1Rp ; Ls → Cp; Cs → Lp (4.18)
both have the same form, that of a damped harmonic (resonant) oscillator. In this
sense they are “duals”.
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4.3.1 The Series Resonant Circuit
Comparing (A) with (4.1), the transformation
y→ vs; x → is; m→ Ls; γ→ Rs and k→ 1Cs (4.19)
makes section 4.2 relevant to the series circuit. Applying those results,
ω20 =
1
LsCs
; ωd =
Rs
Ls
; and Qs =
ωo
ωd
=
√
Ls/Cs
Rs
(4.20)
The two forms given in (4.3) appear as:
(A)
V0
I0
= Rs + i
[
ωLs − 1
ωCs
]
≡ Zs and (B) I0V0 =
1
Rs + i
[
ωLs − 1ωCs
] ≡ Ys
(4.21)
ZS is called the “Impedance” of the circuit and Ys the “Admittance”. Note that they
both represent the balance of input voltage and input current, one the inverse of the
other. The units are “ohms" and “siemens", respectively. The real and imaginary
parts are shown in Fig. 4.3. These are the same as in Fig. 4.1. Below resonance,
the capacitor manages the circuit current and the reactance is negative; the circuit
behaves capacitively. Above resonance, the inductor manages the circuit current and
the reactance is positive; the circuit behaves inductively.
Using Qs, the impedance can be reformed to
Zs = Rs + i
[
ωLs − 1
ωCs
]
= Rs
[
1+ iQs
(
ω
ω0
− ω0
ω
)]
(4.22)
4.3.2 The Parallel Resonant Circuit.
In similar fashion, the differential equation (B) of (4.17) leads to
y→ ip; x → vp; m→ Cp; γ→ 1Rp and k→
1
Lp
(4.23)
ω20 =
1
LpCp
; ωd =
1
RpCp
; and Qp =
ωo
ωd
=
Rp√
Lp/Cp
The two forms given in (4.3) appear as:
(A)
V0
I0
=
1
Rp + i
[
ωLp − 1ωCp
] ≡ Zp and (B) I0V0 = 1Rp + i
[
ωCp − 1
ωLp
]
≡ Yp
(4.24)
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Figure 4.3: Series impedance (a) and admittance (b) for Rs = 0.5, Ls = 2, and 1/CS = 4.5.
The red circles mark the resonance, in this case 1.5 radians/sec.
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Zp is the “Impedance” of the circuit and Ys is the “Admittance”. Note that they
have the opposite behaviour of the impedance and admittance of the series resonant
circuit. The real and imaginary parts are shown in Fig. 4.4. Below resonance, the in-
ductor manages the circuit current and the reactance is positive; therefore the circuit
behaves inductively. Above resonance, the capacitor manages the circuit current and
the reactance is negative; the circuit behaves capacitively.
Figure 4.4: Parallel impedance (a) and admittance (b) for 1/Rp = 0.5, Cp = 2, and 1/Lp = 4.5.
The red circles mark the resonance, in this case 1.5 radians/sec.
Using Qp, the admittance can be reformed to
Yp =
1
Rp
+ i
[
ωCp − 1
ωLp
]
=
1
Rp
[
1+ iQp
(
ω
ω0
− ω0
ω
)]
(4.25)
4.4 Resonances and Anti-Resonances
4.4.1 True Resonance
In the remaining chapters of this thesis, the behaviour of rings will be described
first and foremost by their input impedance and admittance. Depending on incident
wavelength, this impedance and this admittance will show characteristics of either
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the series RLC circuit or the parallel RLC circuit or both. Indeed, the general RLC
model of rings will be shown to be quite complicated, since the values of these
three parameters vary with frequency, unlike conventional RLC circuits where the
elements have fixed, constant values. In other words, the R, L and C of loop antennas
and nano-scaled rings are functions of frequency: R = R(ω), L = L(ω), and C =
C(ω). But despite the complications, a ring can be described, at any given frequency,
as a simple RLC circuit, with constant values, values which will also be reasonably
correct in the vicinity of that frequency.
One may therefore appeal to Fig. 4.2 for a rather accurate understanding of ring
behaviour at any given frequency. At some frequencies, Fig. 4.2 (A) will be more
representative of ring behaviour than (B). In that case, the impedance and admittance
in the region around the resonance will behave like that in Fig. 4.3:
• The ring will behave capacitively just below the resonance and inductively just
above.
• At resonance, the input current ring current will reach a maximum as described
above by (4.4).
• At resonance, the LC combination will look like a short circuit and the impedance
will be real; the ring will behave only like a resistor.
Consequently, when this occurs, the resonance is called a “short-circuit” resonance,
or “true” resonance (since the current is larger than at any other nearby frequency).
4.4.2 Anti-Resonances
At some frequencies, Fig. 4.2 (B) will be more representative than (A). In that case,
the impedance and admittance in the region around the resonance will behave like
that in Fig. 4.4:
• The ring will behave inductively just below the resonance and capacitively just
above.
• At resonance, the input ring current will reach a minimum, usually zero.
• At resonance, the LC combination will look like an open circuit.
Consequently, when this occurs, the resonance is called an “open-circuit” resonance,
or “anti-resonance” (since the current is smaller than at any other nearby frequency).
Both resonances and anti-resonances appear in the impedance of loops. Where
they occur in the frequency spectrum will be distinct. They will also be quite evident
in the plot of the input impedance.
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Chapter 5
Prior Work on Closed Circular
Rings at Radio Frequencies
(1 MHz to 1 GHz)
5.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews prior work on loop antennas in the radio frequency (RF) region.
It is “classical" work, in the sense that it approaches the analytical study of loops in
the same way that engineers approached the study of dipoles and other types of
antennas in the early days of antenna design. For loops that are small compared
with wavelength, it is sufficient to assume a constant current distribution. In Chapter
10, I shall call this the “zero-order" mode and there shall be a resonance associated
with this mode that crops up when one adds a capacitor to the closed loop. The first
section here, Section 5.2, on small loop analysis is all that was known about loops
prior to 1938.
Four works are of fundamental importance in establishing the basis for loops
with circumferences on the order of the exciting wavelength, which is the work of
this thesis: the papers by Hallen [1938], Storer [1956], Wu [1962], and Iizuka [1965].
Studies prior to Hallen a single sinusoidal current distribution on the loop. Hallen
took the bold step of using a delta function voltage generator at one point in the
periphery of the loop, so that all modes of the loop would be stimulated. This
results mathematically in the establishment of a differential equation that is solved
using a Green’s function. The delta function has within it, mathematically, an infinite
number of modes and therefore a delta function generator would generate a small
voltage for each mode. This approach manages to overthrow the simplistic sinusoidal
assumption.
Following Hallen’s approach, Storer solved the differential equation and found
the current distribution for all harmonic modes; the solution unfortunately did not
converge. He did, however, produce, an approximation, which provided an excellent
solution for the first four harmonic modes. Wu questioned the validity of the approx-
imation and instead, suggested a small change to the differential equation, which
produced a tidy closed form for the coefficients. This is the solution for the closed
31
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Figure 5.1: The geometry of the ring for purposes of the derivation. b is the ring radius. a is
the wire radius. The size of the loop is given effectively by Ω = 2ln(2pib/a)
loop in the RF region that I use in Chapter 8. Iizuka suggested that impedances could
be introduced into the periphery of the loop if one accounted for phasing properly. I
use his suggestion in Chapters 10 to produce the current distribution for single and
multiple gaps in nano-scaled rings.
Prior work on loops and rings at higher frequencies is examined in the next
chapter.
5.2 Small, Perfectly Conducting Rings
Loops that are small with respect to the wavelength of incident radiation are rela-
tively straightforward to understand, but the analysis is fairly complex. A derivation
of the far-fields appears in [Balanis, 2005, sec 5.2]. A “small” ring is, by definition,
one for which the current, as a function of the angle around the circumference, is
constant. This constancy assumption applies when the circumference, given by 2pib
in Fig. 5.1, is much less than the wavelength, λ, of interest, say about 1/10λ. It is
assumed that the material of construction is perfectly conducting, meaning that it
has no resistance and therefore no heat loss.
The result is that the far-field of a small ring, looks like a magnetic dipole1. In
the same way that an electric dipole is used to measured the charge of an external
body brought close, so a small ring can be used to measure the strength of a magnet
brought close. Just as the electrical dipole moment is given by p = I0l, where I0 is
the current running along a short wire of length l laying along the z axis, so the ring
magnetic moment is given by m = I0S where S is the area of the ring and I0 the
constant current flowing around the ring.
The far-field for the electric dipole is defined as the field in the region kr  1,
where k is the wavenumber, 2pi/λ and r is the radial distance from the centre of the
1The near-fields have no importance in the work of the thesis, so they are neglected. The near-field
power is reactive. Not so the far-field, where the power is real, as shown below.
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loop:
Hr = Hθ = Eφ = 0; Hφ = ip
ksin(θ)
4pir
e−ikr (5.1)
Er = bx p
cos(θ)
2pir2
e−ikr; Eθ = ibx p
ksin(θ)
4pir
e−ikr
while the far-fields for the small ring are the duals
Er = Eθ = Hφ = 0; Eφ = bxm
k2sin(θ)
4pir
e−ikr (5.2)
Hr = im
kcos(θ)
2pir2
e−ikr; Hθ = −m k
2sin(θ)
4pir
e−ikr
Here, e0 is the electric permittivity and µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space,
such that bx =
√
µ0/e0 = 376.73 is the balanced reactance of free-space, commonly
called the intrinsic or characteristic impedance of free space. Notice that in the far-
field Hr decreases much faster than either Eφ or Hθ and that Eφ/Hθ = bx.
The radiated power is given by the complex Poynting vector.
~S =
1
2
(
~E× ~H∗
)
=
1
2
[
(Eφ eˆφ)× (H∗r eˆr + H∗θ eˆθ)
]
(5.3)
=
1
2
(−EφH∗θ eˆr + EφH∗r eˆθ)
The average is given by integrating ~S over a spherical shell surrounding the ring at a
large distance. Again, the condition taken is kr  1. The second term yields 0 since
the sinθ and cosθ are orthogonal. The result, using the definitions for m = I0A as
above, is along the radial only, indicating outward power flow in the amount
Pr =
1
12
bxk4m2 =
1
12
bxk4(pia2)2|I0|2 (5.4)
The constancy of the current magnitude in a ring with circumference much less
than the incident wavelength gives rise to an inductance that depends on its radius
and on the thickness of the wire.
L = µ0blµ where lµ =
[
ln
(
8b
a
)
− 2
]
(5.5)
The important point to note is that the inductance changes with the thickness of the
loop, b/a. There is no capacitance, since the charge is the same at every point along
the length of the ring. Resonances simply do not occur. This is an important result
because any analysis of large loops must converge to this answer in the approxi-
mation of small rings. Moreover, the addition of a capacitor will resonate with this
inductance, and that is the basis of a zero-order resonance studied in Chapter 10.
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5.3 Large, Perfectly Conducting Rings
5.3.1 Preliminary
Loops with circumferences about the length of the incident wavelength are much
more difficult to analyse than small loops. Hallen [1938]’s approach, which even-
tually proved successful in determining the current distribution, was to use a delta
function generator across a gap, which mathematically could be made infinitesimally
small and therefore allow for a lumped voltage source approach. One would expect
such an approach to stimulate all resonating modes.
There is, in the historical annals of physics, a similarly occurring phenomenon
with rings. In 1913, Neils Bohr produced an analysis which suggested that electrons,
as waves, circulated around the nucleus of an atom in such a way as to quantise its
angular momentum. In 1924, Louis deBroglie found that these waves fit exactly the
circumference of the orbits which they occupied. That is, the electron was resonant
to its corresponding orbit. That idea was critical to the development of the quantum
view of particle physics. Fig. 5.2 shows the idea. Similarly, a good guess for current
distribution on a closed circular loop is to say that a current wave in such a loop,
reinforces itself when its wavelength exactly matches the circumference of the loop;
namely, when λ = 2pib ≡ λb, where b is the radius of the loop. In fact, one might
further guess that the wave reinforces itself as long as the current wavelength is some
integer fraction of the fundamental wavelength; λ = λb/n, for n an integer. This
expectation replicates the “deBroglie" conditions mentioned above. The frequency
associated with n = 1 is called the “fundamental"; those associated with the integers
n > 1 are called “harmonics" of the fundamental. Hence the circumference of the
loop is an extremely important parameter when discussing the behaviour of circular
loops.
The opposite phenomenon, namely cancellation due to wave interference occurs
generally at the half integer wavelengths, λ = λb/(n/2). These are called “anti-
resonances". No current flows in the loop at such frequencies, because the current
wave is n/2 times longer than the circumference and continually cancels itself out
since it reaches a full passage around the circumference on the half cycle. In such a
case, it is impossible for energy to enter, let alone accumulate.
5.3.2 Derivation of the Current and of the Driving Point Impedance and
Admittance of the Ring.
The parameters of the circular ring are shown in Fig. 5.1. A delta function voltage
generator, V0δ(φ), is located across an infinitesimal gap at φ = 0. This is appropri-
ate since the differential equations later encountered are linear in the variables and
therefore the impulse response is a Green’s function, which, when convolved with
any other linear input such as a plane wave, will generate the corresponding modal
response of the ring. The delta function requires Eφ = 0 except at φ = 0, where it
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Figure 5.2: The deBroglie conditions for model resonances, m, on a loop.
becomes infinite, but in such a manner that∫ ∆g/2
−∆g/2
Eφd(bφ) = −V0 (5.6)
where b is the radius of the ring and ∆g is the width of the gap. This imposed
electric field generates a scalar potential, Φ, and a vector potential, ~A, according to
~E = −~∇Φ− ∂~A/∂t. Expanding in cylindrical coordinates, and using eiωt, gives:
V0δ(φ)
b
=
1
b
∂Φ
∂φ
+ iωAφ (5.7)
The potentials at the element bdφ are
Φ =
1
4pie0
∫ pi
−pi
q(φ′)W(φ− φ′)dφ′ (5.8)
Aφ =
µ0
4pi
∫ pi
−pi
I(φ′)W(φ− φ′)cos(φ− φ′)dφ′
where q(φ) is the charge distribution in Coulombs (C) and I(φ) is the current distri-
bution in amperes (A). W(φ− φ′) is the standard Green’s weighting function,
W(φ− φ′) = 1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
e−ik0bR(φ−φ′)
R(φ− φ′) dψ
where R is the Euclidean distance between two points on the surface of the ring,
(φ, a, θ) and (φ′, a, θ′) normalised by the radius of the loop (see Fig. 5.3 for the co-
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Figure 5.3: The function given in (5.9) “weights" the charge and the current to account for
the delayed effects of one element of the ring on another. The element {φ, a,ψ} affects the
element {φ′, a,ψ′}. ψ measures the angle around the internal circumference of the wire 2pia.
ordinate geometry of the derivation). ψ is an angle inside the wire in the toroidal
direction.
R(φ− φ′) =
√
42sin2
(φ− φ′)
2
+
( a
b
)2
(5.9)
The complex propagation constant of the medium is taken as
k = β+ iα/2 (5.10)
and, with β = ω/c = 2pi/λ; α = 0, k ≡ k0 throughout this thesis, unless specified
otherwise. λ is the driving or illuminating wavelength. In a perfectly conducting
wire, the current moves everywhere to create an electric field which exactly cancels
any imposed electric field. This is the source of the modal currents in the loop.
Therefore the driving field, Eφ, appears only in the gap. As a result, a boundary
condition for the solution of Eq. (5.7) is that the total electric field, given by the sum
of the imposed field and the reactive field, is zero on the surface of the wire; ie., the
surface impedance, Zs = 0. The surface impedance in this case must have units of
surface density, Ω/m2.
Using continuity, ~∇ ·~J = ∂Jφ/b∂φ = −∂ρ/∂t = −iωρ, where J(φ) is the surface
current density (A/m2), and ρ is volume charge density (C/m3). The assumption
that the current flows through the wire only in the φ direction is called the “thin-
wire approximation" since in thick wires, the current has components in the radial
direction, r, and in the “toroidal” direction, θ, as well. The thin wire approximation
assumes that the current flows over the full cross-sectional face of the wire in the
longitudinal direction, which isn’t the case for thick wires, due to the “skin depth"
effect, where the current remains near the surface. The approximation may be stated
more clearly as a2  b2.
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Using this continuity equation, the charge is thereby converted to current and we
have
Φ =
i
4piωe0b
∫ pi
−pi
∂I(φ′)
∂φ′
W(φ− φ′)dφ′ (5.11)
and
∂Φ
∂φ
=
ibx
4pik0b
∫ pi
−pi
[
∂I(φ′)
∂φ′
∂W(φ− φ′)
∂φ
]
dφ′
Since ∂W(φ− φ′)/∂φ = −∂W(φ− φ′)/∂φ′, we have by partial fractions:
∂Φ
∂φ
= − ibx
4pik0b
∫ pi
−pi
[
∂
∂φ′
(
I(φ′)
∂W(φ− φ′)
∂φ′
)
− I(φ′)∂
2W(φ− φ′)
∂φ′2
]
dφ′ (5.12)
=
ibx
4pik0b
∫ pi
−pi
I(φ′)
∂2W(φ− φ′)
∂φ′2
dφ′
Substituting into (5.7),
V0δ(φ) =
ibxk0b
4pi
∫ pi
−pi
I(φ′)W(φ− φ′)cos(φ− φ′)dφ′ (5.13)
+
ibx
4pik0b
∫ pi
−pi
I(φ′)
∂2W(φ− φ′)
∂φ2
dφ′
Rearranging,
V0δ(φ) =
ibx
4pi
∫ pi
−pi
M(φ− φ′)I(φ′)dφ′ (5.14)
where the new kernel becomes
M(φ− φ′) =
[
kob cos(φ− φ′) + 1k0b
∂2
∂φ2
]
W(φ− φ′) (5.15)
A solution of Eqn. (5.14) is obtained by expanding the kernel in a Fourier series,
W(φ− φ′) =
∞
∑
m=−∞
Kme−im(φ−φ
′) (5.16)
Substituting this into Eqn. (5.15) and the result into Eqn. (5.14) leads to
V0δ(φ) =
ibx
4pi
∞
∑
m=−∞
[
k0b
(
Km+1 + Km−1
2
)
− m
2Km
k0b
] ∫ pi
−pi
I(φ′)e−imφ
′
dφ′eimφ (5.17)
Expanding the current in a Fourier series leads to
I(φ′) =
∞
∑
m=−∞
Imeimφ
′
, for which Im =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
I(φ′)e−imφ
′
dφ′ (5.18)
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and so we have:
V0δ(φ) =
ibx
2
∞
∑
m=−∞
am Imeimφ (5.19)
where
am = a−m = kb
(
Km+1 + Km−1
2
)
− m
2
kb
Km and kb ≡ k0b (5.20)
The coefficients Km are the only parameters yet undetermined. The introduced term,
kb = 2pib/λ = circumference/wavelength, is a unit-less variable, which will allow
the equations to speak for many different sizes of rings. Eqn. (5.19) is a Fourier series
for which the coefficients are found in the standard way, so that
ibx
2
am Im =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
V0δ(φ)e−imφdφ =
V0
2pi
(5.21)
Using (5.18), the current then becomes
I(φ) =
∞
∑
m=−∞
Imeimφ =
V0
ipibx
∞
∑
m=−∞
[
eimφ
am
]
(5.22)
=
V0
ipibx
[
1
a0
+
∞
∑
m=1
2 cos(mφ)
am
]
The last step occurs because the am and the exponential are even functions of m. The
impedance and admittance at the gap are defined as follows:
Z ≡ V0
I(φ = 0)
= ipibx/
[
1
a0
+ 2
∞
∑
m=1
1
am
]
; Y ≡ 1
Z
(5.23)
Storer evaluates the Km coefficients in an Appendix, arriving at a recursive relation
for the K′s:
K0 =
1
pi
ln
8b
a
− 1
2
∫ 2kb
0
[Ω0(x) + i J0(x)] dx (5.24)
Kn+1 = Kn +Ω2n+1(2kb) + i J2n+1(2kb)
Ωm(x) and Jm(x) are the Lommel-Weber function and the Bessel function of the first
kind respectively.
Ωm(x) =
1
pi
[∫ pi
0
sin(xsinθ −mθ)dθ
]
(5.25)
Jm(x) =
1
pi
[∫ pi
0
cos(xsinθ −mθ)dθ
]
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5.3.3 The Divergence Problem.
Hallen had shown that, for large m, the coefficients am approach the value
am =
m2
pikb
{
ln(
2b
a
)− γ− lnm
}
(5.26)
where γ = .5772, Euler’s constant, which means that as m increases, am approaches
0, and the series sum runs into a singularity near
m→ m0 ≈ 2ba e
−γ (5.27)
To handle this problem, Storer truncates the series at m = 4 and approximates the
remaining terms using
Ψ =
2pi
ln(mo/4.5)
kb
4.5
[
J1(φ) + ( kb4.5 )
2J2(φ)
]
(5.28)
where J1 and J2 are integral functions of the angle φ.
J1(φ) =
∫ ∞
1
ln(mo/4.5)
ln(mo/4.5)− lnx
cos(4.5xφ)
x4
dx (5.29)
J2(φ) =
∫ ∞
1
cos(4.5xφ)
x4
dx
At φ = 0, the values are
J1(0) = {0.47, 0.9, 1.25, 1.4, 1.4} and J2 ≈ 1/3 (5.30)
for Ω = 2ln
(
2pi
b
a
)
= {8, 9, 10, 11, 12}
Ω is a measure of the thickness of the ring, with larger numbers referring to thinner
wire rings. This use of Ψ to substitute for most of the sums in the series significantly
speeds the calculation. Storer’s series sum now appears as
Z = ipibx/
[
1
a0
+ 2
4
∑
m=1
1
am
−Ψ
]
(5.31)
Since the input impedance requires the current at angle φ = 0, only the values of
the integrals there, namely as given by Eq. (5.30), are needed for their calculation.
But a calculation of the current at any other angle in the ring requires a computation
involving the integrals of (5.29).
Wu questioned the validity of the approximation in Eqn. 5.28. One that some-
thing is wrong with the printed version of the integral for J1 in (5.29), since the
denominator has a divergence at x = m0/4.5 within the bounds of the integration.
Wu notes that the divergence problem is a consequence of the approximations used
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to simplify the original differential equations, specifically in regard to the formation
of the distance R in (5.9). Wu instead suggests the form
R(φ− φ′) =
√
4sin2
(φ− φ′)
2
+
4a2
b2
sin2(ψ/2) (5.32)
Then, Storer’s recursive Km coefficients (5.24) are replaced with
K0 =
1
pi
{
ln
8b
a
}
− 1
2
∫ 2kb
0
[Ω0(x) + i J0(x)] dx (5.33)
Km = K−m =
1
pi
{
K0(mab )I0(
ma
b
) + Cm
}
− 1
2
∫ 2kb
0
[Ω2m(x) + i J2m(x)] dx
Cm = ln(4m) + γ− 2
m−1
∑
m=0
(2m + 1)−1
I0(x) and K0(x) are modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind respec-
tively. They may be approximated to first order in the parameter x when x  0
([Stegun and Abramowitz, 1964, See particularly page 375, Eq. 9.6.12 and 9.6.13]),
giving
I0(x) = 1+O(x2) ≈ 1 (5.34)
K0(x) = −I0(x)(ln(x/2) + γ) +O(x2) ≈ −ln(x/2)− γ
The series now converges and there is no need for Storer’s extra term, Ψ. Conse-
quently the full treatment reverts to Storer’s original form for the impedance, equa-
tion (5.23).
5.3.4 Interpretation of the Impedance and Admittance Curves.
The input impedance at the source, given by (5.23), may be evaluated against the
variable kb ≡ k0b = ω/c = 2pib/λ, where λ is the wavelength of the driving source
voltage. This variable is a unit-less ratio of the circumference of the ring over the
driving wavelength. The horizontal axis of most figures hereon will feature this
variable. Fig. 5.4 suggests two ways of interpreting the axis.
The results of the evaluation apply to any loop at any frequency, where the mate-
rial from which the ring is made acts like a perfect conductor (i.e. where its resistivity
is 0). Storer gave plots of the input impedance and admittance as a function of kb, of
current as a function of the angle φ, and of the first five am coefficients for rings of
sizes Ω = {8, 9, 10, 11, 12}. Recall that the definition of Ω = 2ln
(
2pi ba
)
, is given in
Eqn. 5.30. These are repeated in King [1969] and in Balanis [2005]. Storer provided
some minimal experimental results using a half loop above a ground plane, but no
experimental or simulation work has been done since Storer’s paper to show the ac-
curacy of the derivation. A section on the accuracy of these results follows Section
5.3.5.
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Figure 5.4: Two interpretations of the variable kb.
5.3.5 Resonances and Anti-Resonances
The input impedance is complex, Z = R + iX; the real part indicating the resis-
tance of the loop, the imaginary part indicating the reactance of the loop. The most
important feature of these curves is where the ring resonates and "anti-resonates".
These occur when the reactance crosses through kb = 0. These “zero-crossings (ZC)"
are marked in Fig. 5.5 (a). The resonances and anti-resonances of the loop are dis-
tinguishable by looking at their form near the zero-crossings and comparing those
forms to Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. Note that the first and second true resonances occur
near kb = 1 and kb = 2. These are the fundamental and second harmonic of the
loop. The anti-resonances occur at about half those values. The resistance shows
expected peaks at the anti-resonances; “expected" because the input current goes to
a minimum in a parallel resonant circuit and this imp lie a high resistance.
The next important feature of these curves is the position of peaks of the real part
of the admittance in Fig. 5.5(b). If V0 is taken to be 1 volt, Eqn. (5.23) indicates that
the admittance (Y = G+ iB) and the input current at the input (I(0)) are equivalent in
both real and imaginary parts; that is, the admittance curves may also be considered
current curves. The real part, called the “conductance”, shows peaks just to the left
of the resonances. The imaginary part, called the “susceptance", also shows the res-
onances and anti-resonances, but with the ZC reversed from those in the impedance
curves. Both conductance and susceptance are measured in “milli-Siemens" (mS).
Table 5.1 shows measures for the first two sets of ZC resonances and anti-resonances
for rings of size Ω = 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. Note that the resistance at every kb is the
radiation resistance of the ring. This is because the rings are perfectly conducting
and therefore have no heat losses.
5.3.6 Accuracy of the Results
When evaluating the accuracy of (5.23) using a calculational engine such as MATLAB,
a matter arises regarding the number of modes to include in the summation. Fig. 5.6
shows loops of three thicknesses, Ω = 8, 10, and 12. For each, the resistance and
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Figure 5.5: The impedance (a) and admittance (b) of a size Ω = 12 ring; b/a ≈ 64.2. Reso-
nances and anti-resonances are marked by circles in (a). Notice that the peaks of the admit-
tance are to the left of the true resonances.
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Table 5.1: Details of zero-crossing resonances and anti-resonances from (5.23) for PEC rings.
The thicker loops do not have some zero-crossings (marked as ’-’), but they do have admit-
tance peaks, nevertheless, albeit broader, hence lower Q than the thinner loops.
Resonances |I|2 Anti-Resonances
Ω # ZC R Peak # ZC G
kb ohms kb (mA)2 kb mS
12 1 1.09 147 1.04 53 1 0.47 0.35
2 2.14 195 2.06 34 2 1.46 1.0
11 1 1.11 152 1.05 54 1 0.46 0.05
2 2.22 127 2.06 36 2 1.43 1.51
10 1 1.15 165 1.05 56 1 0.45 0.06
2 - - 2.06 40 2 - -
9 1 - - 1.05 62 1 0.43 0.07
2 - - 2.06 54 2 - -
8 1 - - 1.03 180 1 0.31 0.04
2 - - 2.08 300 2 - -
reactance are plotted in three ways: (1) following Storer and summing to mode 4
with the PSI term (using (5.23)), (2) following Wu and summing to mode m0, defined
in (5.27) without the PSI term, and (3) simulating in CST’s MWS (see Appendix A).
In the second case, trial and error shows that the sums converge rapidly and that the
inclusion of modes up to mode m0 is adequate for thicknesses at least to Ω = 8. The
results of the comparison are the following:
• In general, Wu’s method replicates the simulation results better than does
Storer’s method.
• In general, both methods blue-shift the harmonic anti-resonances from the sim-
ulation results as the thickness increases. This may be due to the thin-wire
approximation used in theory.
• In general, the first anti-resonance does not shift and the resonances do not
shift, except for Storer’s method for Ω = 8.
• In general, the analytical model gives higher magnitude peaks for the resistance
of the harmonic anti-resonances than those given by numerical simulation.
The conclusion is that Wu’s method is reliable, but the analytical theory weakens
as one approaches Ω = 8 thicknesses and thicker. Therefore this is clearly a thin-
wire model, but one that does give good estimates of the first ZC anti-resonance
and ZC resonance if that is all that is required, such as for a quick estimate during
a design process. Limiting the summation to mode m0 creates a considerably fast
calculation in MATLAB that will yield results much faster than modelling the loop
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of Storer summation method and Wu’s summation method with
simulation results for Ω = (a) 12, (b) 10 and (c) 8 rings. Equation (5.23) matches simulation
results less and less as the ring becomes thicker, due to assumptions of the derivation. In (a0
and (b) Storer and Wu results are on top of each other. For (c), Wu’s method is more accurate
than Storer’s.
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Figure 5.7: Loop geometry used by Iizuka. The voltage sources marked, Vp are evenly spaced
around the ring. In this case, M = 6. Their general form must be a delta function generator
in series with an impedance; viz.,
(
V0p − I(φp)Zp
)
δ(φp)
in a simulation tool. The analytical model also allows us to interpret the behaviour
of loops in terms of their underlying modes.
5.4 Multiple Impedances in the Periphery of a Perfectly Con-
ducting Ring
In 1965, not long after Wu provided a solution to the convergence problem, Iizuka
[1965], found a simple method for including impedances in the periphery of the
ring. This was an important advance because current phasing around the ring can be
controlled using inductors and capacitors in the right places, thus effecting a control
over the major radiation beam of the ring. Moreover, one can expect such inductors
and capacitors to change the resonance and the quality factor of the ring.
The method is also important because it will be used to extend the theory of the
closed loop to a theory of split-rings, that is, rings with multiple gaps, in Chapter 10.
5.4.1 Derivation of the Current in the Ring
The derivation proceeds by replacing the Storer/Wu delta-function voltage source
(see section 5.3.2) with the same voltage source in series with a lumped impedance;
that is, with V0δ(φ)→ [V0 − I(0)Z0] δ(φ), which allowed Iizuka then to use the Stor-
er/Wu derivation for the ring’s current. Iizuka then went one step further and spaced
a number of voltage/impedance combinations evenly around the ring, separated by
an angle 2pi/M where M is the number of impedances. Suppose M = 6; the sources
are then at the angles φp = 2pi(p− 1)/6, p = {1, ..., 6}. The current in the ring results
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from a superposition of the currents due to all of the voltage sources. Using (5.22),
I(φ) =
M
∑
q=1
Iq(φ) =
1
ipibx
M
∑
q=1
(
∞
∑
m=−∞
e−im(φ−2pi(q−1)/M
am
)
Vq =
M
∑
q=1
Y(φ, q)Vq (5.35)
Note that at the source, p, the angle is φp = 2pi(p− 1)/M, leading to
Y
(
2pi
M
(p− 1), q
)
=
1
ipibx
∞
∑
m=−∞
e−im(2pi(p−q)/M)
am
≡ YM(p, q) (5.36)
This lends itself to matrix notation. The term YM(p, q) is the pth horizontal vector
with M elements, or, alternatively, a square, M × M matrix, where p is the row
counter and q the column counter. Hence, YM(p, q) →
[
Ypq
]
. The Y(φ, q) becomes a
horizontal vector, Yq(φ). Then (5.35) becomes
I(φ) =
[
Yq(φ)
] [
Vq
]
(5.37)
In order to include impedances, the voltage sources are turned into delta function
voltage generators with series impedance, as noted above. This appears as:
Vq → Vq −
M
∑
q=1
Zq Iq (5.38)
The term Vq refers to the voltage generator at q. Setting it to 0 eliminates the generator
leaving only the impedance. The term
[
Zq Iq
]
cannot work in matrix notation. The
alternative is to set Zq to a diagonal M×M matrix with the periphery impedances
on the diagonal, and then multiply. The result is
Zq Iq →
[
Zqk
]
[Ik] (5.39)
where [Ik] is a vertical vector. This is Iizuka’s intention, as can be seen from his equa-
tion (14). This provides enough information to find the current at each impedance
node. Setting φ = 2pi(p− 1)/M, (5.37) becomes
Ip =
[
Ypq
]
[Vq] = [Ypq]
(
[Vq]− [Zqk][Ik]
)
= [Ypq[Vq]− [Ypq][Zqk][Ik] (5.40)
Ip + [Ypq][Zqk][Ik] = [Ypq][Vq](Ipk + [Ypq][Zqk]) Ik = [Ypq][Vq]
The term Ipk is the diagonal identity matrix. To simplify the notation, define
[ fpk] ≡ Ipk + [Ypq][Zqk] (5.41)
This results in
Ik = [ fpk]−1[Ypq][Vq] (5.42)
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Figure 5.8: An example given by Iizuka to illustrate the use of (5.44). One must create an
even distribution of loads around the ring by giving some of them the value 0.
where the inverse of the matrix fpk has been taken. When (5.41) and (5.42) are sub-
stituted into the sum (5.37), the current at any angle in the ring results:
I(φ) =
[
Yq(φ)
] [
Vq
]→ [Yq(φ)] ([Vq]− [Zqk][Ik]) (5.43)
= [Yq(φ)][Vq]− [Yq(φ)][Zqk][Ik]
= [Yj(φ)][Vj]− [Yq(φ)][Zqk][ fpk]−1[Ypl ][Vj]
The last line requires a change in the counter notation so that similarly named coun-
ters from the previous line and from the substitution are not confused. The second
group of q’s has been changed to j’s. This allows the common voltage generator term
to be removed.
I(φ) =
(
[Yj(φ)]− [Yq(φ)][Zqk][ fpk]−1[Ypj]
)
[Vj] (5.44)
Equation (5.44) corresponds to Iizuka’s equation (13), except that Iizuka set Vj =
V0 for j = 1 and Vj = 0 for j > 1. He also set Z1 = 0. This represents the first of his
results.
Notice the difference between (5.44) and (5.35). Vj refers to the voltage generator
at j, while Vq refers to both the voltage generator and the impedance. Iizuka’s other
results are not pertinent to the current thesis.
5.4.2 Derivation of the Driving Point Impedance and Admittance of the
Ring
Iizuka finds the driving point impedance and admittance for several example rings.
Such an impedance occurs when there is only one driving source; his example put
the source at φ = 0, but that is completely arbitrary due to symmetry; the source
can be at any of the M number of angles spread evenly around the ring. Taking it at
φ = 0, the impedance and admittance are calculated by dividing the source voltage,
V1 = V0, by the current at φ = 0:
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Z ≡ V0
I(0)
=
(
[Y1(φ)]− [Yq(0)][Zqk][ fpk]−1[Yp1]
)−1 ≡ 1
Y
(5.45)
5.4.3 Examples of Circular Rings with Selected Impedance Loads
Iizuka first gives an example of a ring driven by two generators loaded by a resistor,
offset around the ring in a peculiar way, as shown in Fig. 5.8. His approach is to
distribute three more generators for a total of six, in order to balance the other three
around the ring, and then set them to 0, so they add nothing to the computation. He
shows no results for this ring.
His first fully worked example puts a driving source generator at φ = 0 and a
load impedance, ZL, at φ = pi/2. In this case, M = 4 voltage sources with V1 = V0,
V2 = −IZL, V3 = V4 = 0. The results match an unpublished calculation by King and
Harrison [Iizuka, 1965, reference 4].
5.5 Conclusion
The work of Storer and Wu laid the foundation for an understanding of loop be-
haviour as a resonant system with many modes. Their model gives the current
distribution and the characteristic input impedance of loops at low frequency when
constructed of perfect conductors. Iizuka extended their model further to include
impedances in the periphery of the loop. Their work remained essentially in this
form all through the rest of the century. The point of the thesis is to extend their
work to the optical region and to include gaps in the periphery. First, though, it is
important to see what work has been done on circular rings, by physicists in the MW
and optical regions. These are the topics of the next two chapters.
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Chapter 6
Prior Work on Circular Rings at
Microwave Frequencies
(1-100 GHZ, 3-300 mm)
6.1 Introduction
Prior work on rings at high frequency focuses on circular and square rings that are
used in meta-materials, beginning with work at the turn of the century in the MW
region where metals still behave like conductors rather than dielectrics. Veselago
[1968] had suggested that negative index of refraction materials could physically exist
and if constructed would show novel optical effects. Such a material would be “left-
handed”, in the sense that the vectors ~E, ~H, and~k would follow a left-handed rule of
orientation rather than a “right-handed” rule. This result would create optical effects
such as strange Doppler effects, Vasilov-Cerenkov effects, and negative refraction
behaviour at the boundary with right-handed materials.
Three seminal papers form the core of efforts to design and build such negative
index materials: the works by Pendry et al. [1999], Smith et al. [2000], and Shelby et al.
[2001]. After examining and calculating the permeability of various configurations
of metallic cylinders and rolled metallic sheets, Pendry’s group decided on the flat
disk, nested split-rings, shown in Fig. 6.1, as the fundamental building block of a 3D
structure, which they thought would show a region of negative permeability at 13.5
GHz. In 2000 they suggested it could be used to create a perfect lens (Pendry [2000]).
The Smith group included a small cylinder, just above the ring, to add a negative
permittivity to the structure and thus create the negative index of refraction. The
Shelby group built the structure shown in Fig. 6.2 and showed that it did indeed
yield negative index phenomena (see Fig. 6.3). They used square loops instead of
circular for ease of fabrication.
Pendry’s group modelled the system using RLC circuit theory. They considered
the individual ring as a single lumped inductor and approximated the mutual ca-
pacitance between two nested ring configurations in the 3D array by assuming that
they acted like infinite metallic sheets. These are gross approximations at best, but
did the trick to show the negative permeability of the system. In 2004, Shamonin
49
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Figure 6.1: Pendry et al. [1999] design of ring and 3D structure. a = 10.0 mm; c = 1.0 mm;
d = 0.1 mm; l = 2 mm; r = 2 mm. Consequently, the middle radius of the outside ring is
b = r + d + 1.5c = 2.6 mm.
Figure 6.2: The Shelby meta-material structure using flat disk square loops. From Shelby
et al. [2001]
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Figure 6.3: Effects of the negative Index of refraction on incident waves. The waves bend
away from the normal at a negative angle, instead of toward the normal at a positive angle.
From Shelby et al. [2001]
et al. [2004] set up a model which used an infinite number of lumped LC circuits
in a circular transmission line configuration, where a lumped capacitance was taken
for the gap. This allowed them to establish transmission line differential equations
relating the voltage and current. They were able to show how the first, second and
third harmonic resonances varied with gap widths.
A few years later, Zhou and Chui [2006] claimed more accurate results, finding
that Shamonin had left out important capacitances of the system. They used instead
a “Quasi-static Approximation (QSA)” of Maxwell’s equation, which they claim takes
into account the inductive and capacitive effects of the system completely and finds
the elements rigorously, rather than empirically. QSA is an assumption specifically
meant for structures that are small compared with the incident wavelength. The
assumption makes their analysis inherently weaker than that used by Storer and Wu
when applied to rings that are large compared to wavelength. Hence their method is
analytically strong for low kb and weaker for, say, kb > .6.
I examine the Pendry paper because it shows the traditional approach an engineer
would take to matter-wave interactions in the MW region. The group used RLC
circuit principles to design a model and from that predict, design, then redesign
until the desired behaviour is achieved. The paper is a fascinating study in the
technique. I then review a paper by Shamonin et al. [2004] which attempted to find
a more accurate RLC model of the same ring, but of different dimensions, using a
distributed element, transmission line approach. The transmission line approach had
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been used a bit earlier by Hsieh and Chang [2002] to extract lumped RLC elements
for the closed ring and split-ring, from that determining the Q. That study presents
a very different approach to transmission line models, but just as standard, and the
results are just as useful. I review one of these papers to show the ideas involved.
Two papers follow by S. T. Chui’s group: Zhou and Chui [2006] and Zhan and Chui
[2014]. Although 8 years apart, they use first principles of antenna theory in both, not
to calculate the impedance using RLC theory as engineers would do, but to calculate
the t-spectra (transmission and reflection coefficients), as physicists would have done.
They do, however, calculate the L and C for every mode and therefore have all of the
resonances determined by a circuit model. Results from the 2006 paper are used as
partial verification of the analytical model in this thesis in Chapter 10. Their 2014
paper shows an approach that combines engineering circuit theory with methods
used by physicists as they determine the t-spectra of structures. Their example is a
split-ring, and they find the zero-order resonance described in Chapter 10.
6.2 Magnetism from Conductors and Enhanced Nonlinear Phe-
nomena
Pendry et al. [1999] discovered two effects in their nested split-ring structure. The
first was a very strong resonant enhancement, which, coupled with a very strong
E-field within the gap, led to a high energy density storage system; the second was
the exhibition of negative permeability by arrays of these loops. Fig. 6.1 shows a
planar view of the single structure and a 3-dimensional view of the array. Although
later rings used in meta-materials are much shorter than the incident wavelength and
therefore called “sub-wavelength”, this loop is not (see Problem #4 in Chapter 11).
Nor is it a toroidal ring, since it is thin, broad and flat, more like a round disk.
The Pendry group’s approach was to calculate an effective permeability of the
structure by taking the ratio of the ~B field to the ~H field. The ~B field is a mag-
netic flux density in Webers/m2, while the ~H field is the magnetic field intensity in
Amperes/meter. Their ratio gives the magnetic permeability µ = ~B/~H = µe f fµ0 in
Henries/meter. Here µ0 is the permeability of free space, namely, 4pi × 10−7 H/m
and µe f f is the effective permeability to be calculated. Their approach was to calcu-
late an average ~B and an average ~H over the unit cell.
This led to the result
µe f f (ω) = 1− pir
2/a2(
1+ i 1ω
2lσ
rµ0
− 1
ω2
3lc20
piln(2c/d)r3
) (6.1)
= 1− 1(
γ− i
(
ωm− kω
))
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Figure 6.4: Pendry et al. [1999] constants: a=10.0 mm; c=1.0 mm; d=0.10 mm; l=2.0 mm; r=2.0
mm; σ = 2000 leading to the standard constants, m = 2.5× 10−7, γ = 796, and k = 1.8× 1015.
where
m =
1
Π
=
a2
pir2
; γ =
2lcom
rµ0
; and k =
klc20m
piln (2c/d) r3
(6.2)
and σ is the sheet resistance of the material ring around the circumference; c0 is the
speed of light.
Equation (6.1) is in the standard form for a resonance given by (4.12), except for
the 1 in front, which simply shifts it upward along the vertical axis. The resulting
function appears in Fig. 6.4 and shows a strong resonance at 13.47 GHz for the given
parameters.
The rather extraordinary thing that opened up the field of meta-materials was the
discovery that part of the permeability curve was negative. The lower boundary of
that negative piece is given by the resonant frequency; the upper boundary is defined
by the second zero crossing. Pendry’s group called the latter the “magnetic plasma
frequency”.
6.3 Properties of a metamaterial element: Analytical solu-
tions and numerical simulations for a singly split double
ring
In the mid-decade, researchers in Germany and the UK came together on two papers
in which they developed a transmission line RLC equivalent model of the Pendry
split-ring configuration, with and without a gap in the inner loop (Shamonin et al.
[2004] and Shamonin et al. [2005]). Using the model they calculated a very strong
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Figure 6.5: The configuration of the two ring systems studied by the Shamonin group. (a)
from Shamonin et al. [2004] Fig. (1) and (c) from Shamonin et al. [2005] Fig. 1.
resonance, reminiscent of the sub-wavelength resonance found by Smith et al. [2000]
(see Problem #4 in Chapter 11), which I shall call in Chapter 10, the “zero-order
resonance”. The configurations of the two systems with their corresponding RLC
values for their model appears in Fig. 6.5.
The model for the first configuration with a gap only in the outer loop is shown
in Fig. 6.6. In Fig. 6.5(a), the inner gap capacitance is set to infinity, while in (b) it is
given a finite value.
A standard solution of the transmission line equations in the angle, φ, yields
enough equations to solve for all unknown constants. Note that the angular coor-
dinate runs in the clockwise direction to match the transmission line current. An
equivalent circuit of one angular element of the loop, dφ, is shown in Fig. 6.7.
For system (a), the results are:
V = V0 sin(k(φ− pi)) (6.3)
V0 =
γC
D
ZC
ωLa
(G2ξM − G1ξ2) and k2 = ω2CLeq
I0 = i
V0
ZC
sin(kpi)
kpi
Leq
La
γ1/2L +−i
1
ωLa
[G2(ξ1 − ξM) + G1(ξ2 − ξM)]
I1 = i
V0
ZC
[
cos(k(φ− pi) + γ1 sin(kpi)kpi
]
− i 1
ωLa
(G1ξ2 − G2ξM)
I2 = I0 − I1
γC =
C
CG
, ZC =
√
Leq
C
, La =
√
L1L2 −M2, Leq = L1 + L2 − 2M
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Figure 6.6: The corresponding transmission line model for (a) in Fig. 6.5. From Shamonin
et al. [2004], Fig. 2.
Figure 6.7: A section, dφ, of the Shamonin transmission line model. From Shamonin et al.
[2004], Fig. 3.
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ξ1 =
L1
La
, ξ2 =
L2
La
, ξM =
M
La
, γL = (ξ2 − ξM)2
D =
(sin(kpi)
kpi
(2pik2 − γCγL)− γC cos(kpi)
Note that Leq is the equivalent inductance of the two loops taken together per unit
angle. The results are similar for system (b) with an extra gap capacitance1.
Resonances occur when D = 0, which leads to multiple roots. These can be
determined once all of the inductances and capacitances are known. This is the
difficult part of the exercise and probably the least accurate. Their method is to
use tables constructed by Grover [1981] and by Hammond and Sykulski [1994] to
determined the LC element values. There are several problems with this approach:
(1) The tables were generated for low frequency applications and are not applicable
when the material changes its behaviour at higher frequencies. This makes the
results meaningless much above 100 GHz. Fortunately, Shamonin et al. are
applying their work at 1 to 20 GHz, but their work cannot be extended to the
optical region.
(2) Using the tables forces values on the inductances and capacitances instead of
elucidating values, in the sense of a method that generates values as results. In
other words, the loop ought to be yielding the functions R = R(ω), L = L(ω),
and C = C(ω), from which resonances can be calculated.
(3) The geometries selected from the tables are similar to the ring, but do not
represent the ring exactly.
Nevertheless, their calculated resonances match simulated resonances well, and their
transmission line approach is a step toward a more accurate RLC model than the
approach of Pendry et al. [1999].
Shamonin’s group examined a number of the resonances, but I will focus on the
lowest mode resonance as an example of their method, because it corresponds to
the zero-order mode analysed in Chapter 10. They call this their “fundamental”
mode. The first example uses configuration (a). They give ω2 = (1+ γL)/(2piCgLeq),
their Eqn. (20), as the resonance condition. The resonances are determined by the
gap capacitance, Cg, and the equivalent inductance of the loop Leq = L1 + L2 − 2M,
which includes the significant mutual inductance between the rings. The capacitance
for a gap width of 2.5 mm is 16.5× 10−15F. They calculate resonance at 2.72 GHz.
The next step is important. They calculate that the fundamental resonance comes
from a half wavelength current distribution around the loop. This is very true, as
Chapter 10 notes. The gap capacitance, in conjunction with the zero-order mode in-
ductance of the loop, causes this resonance of rings to occur near the half-wavelength.
But it is not due to a fundamental half-wavelength resonance, as sometimes happens
in physical systems. The gap size is the important parameter and large gap widths
1It is likely that γ1 in I1 is a typography error and is probably γL.
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bring the resonance closer to kb = 0.45 than do smaller gap widths (see Chapter 10
for more details). So this is not a half-wavelength resonance, as they suspected.
The second example comes from their July 2005 paper, in which the inner ring
also has a gap with the same capacitance value as the gap in the outer ring. Here
the lowest resonance is again sub-wavelength but this time determined by (6.4). The
configuration table in Fig. 6.6 still applies.
ω20 =
1
Lav
( 2piC
4 + Cg1 + Cg2
) , Lav = L1 + L22 (6.4)
They give the resonances in their Fig. (3) (a), and it appears again to be very close to
2.7 GHz. Apparently the gap in the second ring does not greatly affect this mode.
The important point to draw from their work is that they use RLC circuit theory
to establish the resonances of the ring, they recognise the existence of the many
harmonic modes of the ring, and they have a way of calculating them. The model is
certainly not an easy one, and they neglect loss in the material, which is a reasonable
assumption for the MW region, but not for the optical.
6.4 Eigenmodes of metallic ring systems: A rigorous ap-
proach
A year or so following the two Shamonin papers, Zhou and Chui [2006] suggested
an analytical model based on first principles that yielded an RLC model of the thin
ring in approximation. They used it to calculate all modal resonances of the ring
and named them based on even and odd symmetric principles. The approximation
is called the “Quasi-static Approximation” [Jackson, 1999, see Sec. 5.18], in which
the the system is small compared to the wavelength associated with the dominant
time-scale of the problem. In other words, the system is sub-wavelength to the inci-
dent signal. This allows Zhou and Chui to neglect the displacement current in the
fundamental differential equation derived from Maxwell’s equations that describes
the system. It is an assumption which allows signals within the system to propagate
at the speed of light.
The analysis, consequently cannot be applied in the optical region where the
material is not a good conductor. Nevertheless, their efforts do produce a model
that gives the radiation resistance, inductance and capacitance of the loop and all
of the modal resonances within these conditions. The method is therefore worth
understanding.
They give the “inductive Electric field” as:
~EL(~r) = −∂
~A
∂t
= −ωµ0
∫
~j(r′)d~r′
4pi|~r−~r′| (6.5)
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and the “capacitive Electric field” as:
~EC(~r′) = −∇V(~r′) = −∇ 14pie0
∫
ρe(~r′)d~r′
|~r−~r′| (6.6)
=
1
iω
1
4pie0
∇
∫
[∇′~j(~r′)]d~r′
|~r−~r′|
The solutions to these are obtained by firstly assuming the “thin-wire” approxima-
tion, in which the radius of the metal wire is taken to be considerably smaller than
the radius of the ring, secondly by expanding the current as a Fourier series in the
azimuthal angle φ, and thirdly by expanding the term 1/(|~r −~r′|) in spherical har-
monics. The first simplifies the calculations by assuming that the current flows at the
center of the wire, even though it actually flows at the boundary, and that the current
is not toroidal. The second is the same approach taken by Storer (see (5.18)). The
third is a standard expansion to determine the far-field components of a radiating
field and in this, they follow [Jackson, 1999, Sec. 3.5].
The solutions are:
EmL = −iωLm Im and EmC = i
1
ωCm
Im (6.7)
where
EmL =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
~EL ·~eφe−imφdφ and Lm = µ0 (Am−1 + Am+1)4 (6.8)
EmC =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
~EC ·~eφe−imφdφ and Cm = e0 2R(R− a)m2Am
Am =
∞
∑
l=|m|
(l −m)!
(l + m)!
αj [Pml (0)]
2 and α =
R
R + a
in which Pml is the associated Legendre function. This is a remarkable result, since
the model gives inductance and capacitance values for the ring for every mode for
perfectly conducting metals. According to the authors, the external field, which
includes the incident and re-radiated fields plus the inductive and capacitive fields,
drives the current distribution through the resistance of the material from which the
ring is made and the resistance of the gap. ρ¯(m− m′) is the Fourier component of
resistivity normalized by the area through which the current passes: ρ(φ)/S.
Emext + E
m
L + E
m
C =∑
m′
ρ¯(m−m′)Im′ (6.9)
Emext =∑
m′
(
ρ¯(m−m′)Im′ + (iωLm Im − i 1ωCm )δmm′ I
′
m
)
=∑
m′
Hmm′ Im′ (6.10)
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Figure 6.8: Resonances given by Zhou and Chui for their example 1 ring: ring radius R =
4mm, wire radius a = .1mm, and gap width ∆ = pi/40; from Zhou and Chui [2006] Fig. 2.
where
Hmm′ = ρ¯(m−m′) + iωLm
(
1− ω
2
m
ω2
)
δmm′ where ω2m =
1
LmCm
(6.11)
The eigenvalues of Hmm′ , found by diagonalizing Hmm′ , are recognizable as the modal
impedances (see (4.22)):
λm = ρ¯m
(
1+ iQ
(
ω
ωm
− ωm
ω
))
where Q =
√
Lm/Cm
ρ¯(m)
(6.12)
Consequently, Zhou and Chui also have recognized a method for calculating the
quality factor of the loop and have ascertained that the loop acts like a series resonant
circuit at a given frequency.
They present the resonances calculated for two open-ring structures similar to the
Pendry outer ring. Both example rings have a gap of angular width pi/40. The first
ring has an α = .99, which corresponds to a Storer Ω value of 12.87. Fig 6.8 repro-
duces their Fig. 2. They call the resonances near 0.96 and 2.0 “even-numbered”, while
those near .5, 1.42, and 2.48 “odd-numbered resonances”. It should be noted that
the even-numbered resonances can be calculated using their formula for resonances
noted above; namely, ω2m = 1/(LmCm). This does not work for the odd-numbered
resonances and they suggest that these resonances are perhaps created by the gap.
They are not; according to Storer, they are the anti-resonances (see discussion in
section 5.3.5).
Zhou and Chui’s second ring has ring radius R = 4 mm and wire radius a = .1
mm, equivalent to a Storer Ω = 11. They present the transmittance of a 2D planar
structure, in which the xy plane is tiled with these rings, using a lattice constant 16
mm in both directions. Again they find even and odd-numbered resonances at about
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the same places as in their prior figure: .5, .96, 1.4, 2, and 2.48.
The importance of their work is that they produce a rigorous RLC circuit theory
for the ring. The inductances and capacitances for each mode are readily found, and
the model is not cumbersome, although complicated.
6.5 t matrix of metallic wire structures
Very recently, Zhan and Chui [2014] extended their group’s previous work, discussed
in section 6.4 above, to provide an RLC circuit theory model in which retardation
effects are taken into account for metallic wire structures. This provides the current
within the structure making it straightforward to calculate the scattered field and
hence the transmission matrix of the structure. They illustrate their method using
the split-ring resonator.
In their method an incident plane wave is expressed in terms of spherical Bessel
and Hankel wave functions.
Eo(~r) =
∞
∑
n=1
n
∑
m=−n
aoEmnN
(1)
mn (k~r) + aoHmn M
(1)
mn(k~r) (6.13)
The coefficients, ao, depend upon the polarization and propagation direction of the
wave. The scattered field may be expressed in the same way, and its coefficients are
related to the incident coefficients through the ’t’ or transmission matrix.
asPmn =
∞
∑
n′=1
n′
∑
m=−n′
tPmn,Pm′n′aoPm′n′ for P = E, H (6.14)
Scattering depends on the interaction of the incident wave with the metallic structure
which in turn depends upon the currents induced, so it is important to have a good
modal representation of that current. Zhan and Chui look for a set of basis functions
that will accomplish this for the given structure. The general form they introduce is
Im =
∞
∑
n′=1
n′
∑
m=−n′
Ym,m′Eom′,n′ (6.15)
where Y is an effective admittance. Eom,n are the expansion coefficients of the incident
wave in terms of the spherical basis functions mentioned above.
Eomn = ξEmna
o
Emn + ξHmna
o
Hmn (6.16)
The scattered field is calculated from the induced current by using the dyadic Green’s
function and carrying out some integrations. The coefficients are then given in terms
of the current:
asEmn = ηEmn Im and a
s
Hmn = ηHmn Im (6.17)
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Figure 6.9: Integrated density of states top) and density of states (bottom) calculated from
Zhan and Chui [2014], Fig. 2. Note the very high, zero-order resonance, marked “I”, at
xo = kro = .47. Also note the resonance marked “II” at x0 = 1.06
The t-matrix is then given by
[t] = [η][Y][ξ] (6.18)
Under various assumptions the scattering cross-section and the absorption cross-
section can be calculated from the transmission matrix.
In applying their model to the ring resonator, they introduce an RLC circuit model
of the following form. Consider a ring of radius r0 and wire radius a = .01r0 with a
small gap at the origin in air. Fourier current components, Im are induced in the ring
by the incident wave, where m is the modal number of the wave. The ring itself is
composed of modal impedances, where (using e−iωt)
Zm = ρc − i(ωLm − 1
ωCm
) (6.19)
The term ρc is the resistivity of the wire. The gap resistivity, ρg, is assumed to be very
large. Applying (6.8), they arrive at a closed form for the t matrix for the split-ring.
Fig. 6.9 shows their main results of the calculation. A large resonance appears at
about xo = 0.47kro and minor resonances follow at higher frequencies. Note that
k = 2pi/λ the wavenumber. This large resonance is the zero-order resonance and
again, as in Shamonin, it appears near the half-wavelength mark. They calculate a
quality factor, Q = 48.7. The source of this extra resonance is attributed to the zero-
crossing of the imaginary part of, what they call, the “effective” impedance of the
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loop, given as
Ze = 1/
(
∑
m
1
Zm
)
(6.20)
They cite McKinley et al. [2012] for this effective impedance.
The important point to take away from their results is that the RLC models of
rings are becoming more sophisticated, are using many Fourier modes, and can be
used as the basis for calculating scattering cross-sections. The Zhan and Chui model,
however, does not yet incorporate a sophisticated model of the ring material and
therefore is not useful for the THz and optical regions.
6.6 Conclusions
This is where things stand now with regard to attempts at finding accurate RLC
models of rings. There have been many alternative suggested, but all in the same
vein as those reviewed here. The search has been for less complicated and faster
computational models. Prior work performed in this regard at the optical frequencies
follows in the next chapter.
The work of this thesis in Chapters 8 and 9 advances the models of this chapter
in three ways:
• finding a more accurate RLC model at low frequencies,
• adding material characteristics to the low frequency model so that it becomes
useful at high frequencies, and
• discovering that the resulting model provides a fast computation of the current,
resonances, and other characteristics of the loop that are very close to simulated
and experimental results.
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Chapter 7
Prior Work on Circular Rings at
TeraHertz and Optical Wavelengths
(3-400 nm)
7.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews prior work in the TeraHertz (THz), Infra-red (IR), and Optical
(OR) regions. Of the many developments related to rings that have occurred during
the last decade and a half, the following are relevant to this thesis:
• the modelling of nano-particles and nano-particle systems as nano-resistors,
nano-inductors and nano-capacitors (see, for example, the seminal work by
Engheta’s group, including Engheta et al. [2005]);
• the modelling of plasmons using RLC elements (see, for example, the seminal
works by Yablonovitch’s group, including Staffaroni et al. [2012]);
• combining the two approaches, the most recent work along these two lines (see
work at IMRE in Singapore by Zhu et al. [2014]);
• the use of simple RLC models to understand various meta-material ring config-
urations at the higher frequencies (see, for example, Linden et al. [2004]; Zhou
et al. [2005]; Tretyakov [2007]; Soukoulis et al. [2007]; Delgado et al. [2009];
Elhawil et al. [2010]);
• applications of RF antenna theory to rings specifically designed for the optical
region (see in particular, Locatelli [2011]).
This is not to say there have been no other developments with rings. For example,
very interesting work has been done with loop arrays for light focusing (Memarzadeh
and Mosallaei [2011]), beam shifting (Ahmadi and Mosallaei [2010]), imaging (Xu
et al. [2010]), nested rings (Chowdhury et al. [2011b,a], and optical properties from
the point of view of plasmonics (Aizpurua et al. [2003]; Dutta et al. [2008]). Moreover,
there has been considerable work on the fabrication of nano-scaled rings (Linden
et al. [2004]; Clark and Cooper [2011]; Cai et al. [2012]; Halpern and Corn [2013];
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Figure 7.1: Silveirinha et al. [2008]’s design (their Fig. 2) of a nano-circuit using a ring to
close the circuit loop. Note the transformer coupling for exciting the ring.
Wang et al. [2014]) and on the imaging of plasmons in rings (Larsson et al. [2007];
Koh et al. [2010, 2011]). But these studies were not informed by low frequency circuit
theory. The focus here is on ring research using RLC circuit models.
7.2 Nano-particles as RLC Circuit Elements
A series of papers appeared in the mid-2000s from a group at the University of Penn-
sylvania in conjunction with a group at the University of Rome Tre in Rome, Italy
(Engheta et al. [2005]; Salandrino et al. [2007]; Alu et al. [2007]) in which the goal
was to treat nano-particles as lumped RLC circuit elements; “nano-elements”. They
were successful in constructing nano-scaled circuit representations of spherical nano-
particles, connecting these elements in series and parallel configurations, creating a
nano-circuit in the form of a ring, and even synthesising circuits from various nano-
structures. There does not appear to have been any extension of the ideas since then,
except for the idea of using a ring as a way to construct series and parallel inter-
connections of nano-capacitors and nano-inductors in a closed-loop (see Silveirinha
et al. [2008]). The rings shown in Fig. 7.1 are excited using a transformer coil carrying
current.
This work is important because it explores nano-particle configurations that would
work as tiny circuits; it explores the resistive, inductive, and capacitive behaviour of
these particles, not as plasmons, but as circuit elements. It also explores means of
interconnecting them. The use of Maxwell’s equations appears in the quasi-static ap-
proximation and is therefore is limited to perfectly conducting materials ([Jackson,
1999, see Sec. 5.18]).
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7.3 Plasmons as RLC Circuit Elements
An alternative to the idea that nano-particle structures, as objects, can be modelled by
RLC circuits is the idea that the behaviour of plasmons themselves can be modelled
by distributed RLC circuits, as in transmission lines. In a seminal paper Staffaroni
et al. [2012], provided descriptions for bulk plasmons, single surface plasmons and
parallel-plate waveguide plasmons, by which the authors meant simple circuits rep-
resenting plasmons induced in certain configurations of metallic materials. Bulk
plasmons, as they describe them, occur in the bulk of, say, a rectangular metal bar.
Single surface wave plasmons occur on the surface between a metal and free-space.
Parallel-plate plasmons are guided in some direction by the parallel plates.
The simple circuits created in this paper capture most of the physics, so the au-
thors claim, of behaviour in the optical region for these three types of plasmons. They
can, for example, reproduce frequency vs wave function ( f vs k) dispersion relations
and provide a characteristic impedance for the parallel-plate plasmonic waveguide.
For each new plasmonic configuration, the distributed inductance and capacitance
need to be recalculated, and this calculation depends greatly on something called the
“kinetic inductance” or “self-inductance” of electrons.
Kinetic inductance arises from the inertia of electrons. Since electrons have mass,
they have an inherent hesitation to accelerate and decelerate that all massive bodies
do. This phenomenon doesn’t warrant any attention at low frequencies because
electron mass is so small that the reluctance is almost nil. But at THz and optical
frequencies, when the incident ~E field alternates on the order of 1012 to 1015 times
per second, the electrons simply can’t keep up. First they go out of phase with the ~E
field and second, they lose kinetic energy to radiation (since electrons radiate when
they accelerate and decelerate).
The effect is seen in metals by the arising of a complex imaginary term in the con-
ductivity. The Drude model for the conductivity characterises metals in the optical
region (see section 9.2.1):
σ =
ω2pe0
2Γ+ iω
= ω2pe0
(
2Γ
(2Γ)2 +ω2
− i ω
(2Γ)2 +ω2
)
(7.1)
where Γ is the damping frequency, ωp a very large frequency called the plasma
frequency, and e0 is the permittivity of free-space. The imaginary term becomes
more important as the frequency increases. The real and imaginary parts are equal
when ω = 2Γ, so the imaginary term becomes important at about 1/10 of that, which
for gold is about .0013eV = 330 GHz. This fundamentally explains the difficulties in
bringing meta-material behaviour to the THz and IR regions from the MW region.
The electrons can’t keep up with the incident fields.
Kinetic inductance attempts to take this effect into account in an easy way. In
a conventional inductor, a changing magnetic field produces an electromotive force
(emf) that causes a current which opposes the original change in the field. This is
called “reactance”. In kinetic inductance, inertia prevents charge from responding
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immediately to an impressed electric field, and the effects with respect to the current
are the same as that described above in an inductor; the current behaves in the same
way, with a phase shift and a magnitude change. In a straight wire the kinetic
inductance is found by setting the kinetic energy of the electrons to the energy stored
in an inductor, the kinetic inductor. The number of electrons in a length, l of wire
with a cross-sectional area, A, is nlA, where n is the free electron concentration,
#/m3. The current passing is I = nAev. Then,
1
2
mv2(nlA) =
1
2
Lk I2 giving Lk =
ml
ne2A
(7.2)
Kinetic inductance then is a simple way of introducing an inductive element to
handle the Drude characteristics of a metal at THz frequencies and above. This
inductance is simply added to the Faraday inductance, which it dominates at these
frequencies. In fact the wire will now carry a complex impedance given by 1/σ ×
l/A. This will have a real term, the resistance giving heat loss, and an imaginary
term, the reactance, giving the phase differences.
The model is a remarkably simple way of thinking about electron behaviour at
optical frequencies, and the Staffaroni paper shows that it is about right in its corre-
spondence to actual behaviour for the three types of plasmons studied.
The work is important because it recognises the important way that the Drude
model affects metals at high frequencies and gives a simple circuit model for han-
dling it. This work has so far not been applied to metallic rings. I review the paper
because I use an expanded Drude model in Chapter 9 to extend low frequency an-
tenna theory of rings to the optical region.
7.4 Combining the Previous Two Approaches
An extension of the above approaches appears in a paper by the IMRE Singapore
group in Zhu et al. [2014]. They worry that the previous work does not lead to a
sufficiently intuitive understanding of the underlying physics. They therefore seek
to expand it using thermodynamic principles in which the underlying energy phe-
nomena are associated with corresponding nano-elements. In particular they seek
some predictive results from the modelling. Their effort is rewarded with an RLC
circuit model of a nano-rod plasmonic resonator which produces the correct spectral
response, including the main resonance and Q. The model includes the kinetic and
Faraday inductances, ohmic losses, radiation loss and capacitance due to the poten-
tial energy. They include a term for free-electron conduction that apparently isn’t
included in the previous work above. They apply the approach also to a metal nano-
sphere and to a square split-ring, modelling the zero-order mode resonance, found
in all of the meta-material split-rings, with a simple L and C.
The work is important because it attempts to ground the RLC nano-circuit ideas
developed in previous work with energy principles that can be applied to generic
configurations of plasmonic structures.
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7.5 RLC Models of Meta-material Ring Configurations
Given the success of meta-materials to effect negative index behaviour in the MW,
it would be natural to attempt an extension to the THz, IR and OR. Physicists and
engineers, both, moved in that direction almost immediately, but found that the
Drude behaviour of metals caused substantial losses and limited their effectiveness
(Stockman [2006]).
As part of that effort, several groups have turned to the development of equivalent
RLC circuit models that would take the Drude effects into account, and their method
of doing so was to employ the kinetic inductance term, then look for other sources of
capacitance that might affect the resonance of loops, such as capacitance between the
ring and the substrate and between coupled rings (Elhawil et al. [2010]). Some looked
at multiple gaps in the square ring to see how the addition of gaps might affect the
placement of the resonance, with the extra gaps also being modelled by capacitors
(Soukoulis et al. [2007]; Delgado et al. [2009]). Most of these efforts focused on
square rings, instead of circular rings but the results make little difference. All of
these studies found that the material caused a saturation of the zero-mode resonance
frequency determined by their simple LC circuit.
One way to show this saturation is to look at a plot of resonance vs some scaling
factor; that is, some representative size parameter of the ring, usually the radius of
the ring. Fig. 7.2 shows saturation curves given by Zhou et al. [2005]; Tretyakov
[2007], and Delgado et al. [2009]. The bending of the curves show a non-linear re-
sponse to scaling, and an eventual saturation in the resonances, so that at frequencies
above some limit, the dipole or ring will not resonate.
These works are important because they have found a way to include Drude ef-
fects simply, using the kinetic inductance, but they were then able to use this new
inductance with new capacitive effects to predict how resonances would change as
the Drude phenomena played itself out at the optical wavelengths; namely, as reso-
nance saturation.
Chapter 9 of this thesis elucidates resonance saturation with a more detailed and
accurate RLC model for toroidal rings and a more detailed Drude model for the
optical region that takes into account inter-band transitions in the metals.
7.6 Applications of RF Antenna Theory to Rings in the Opti-
cal Region
Beginning in 2009 a group at the University of Brescia, Italy, wrote two papers with
the express goal of applying low frequency antenna theory to the optical region.
They began with a standard center-fed wire dipole of optical length (Locatelli et al.
[2009]), by employing an integral approach. They recognised immediately that the
normal assumption of the perfectly conducting wire would not hold and instead
added a surface impedance that was dependent on the characteristics of the metal.
They borrowed the functional form of the surface impedance from a very early work
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Figure 7.2: Resonance saturation and wavelength scaling as given by (a) Zhou et al. [2005]
Fig. 2, (b) Tretyakov [2007] Fig 3, and (c) Delgado et al. [2009] Fig. 3a. The scaling factor, a or
r, is the radius of the ring. Scaling is evident from the bending of the curve and saturation
occurs when the curve goes flat.
by Stratton [1941], recently made more relevant by its application to IR and optical
dipole antennas by Hanson [2006].
The surface impedance term they used is:
Zs =
γJ0(γa)
2piaσJ1(γa)
(7.3)
where J0 and J1 are Bessel functions of order 0 and 1, a is the radius of the wire, σ
is the conductivity of the material, and γ is the characteristic complex wave function
in the material, given as k = β+ iα/2 = β = 2pi/λ = ω/c in the review of Storer’s
work, (5.10), but here α 6= 0. Instead,
γ = k =
ωη
c
=
ω
c
√
1− i σ
ωe0
if using e−iωt (7.4)
where η is the index of refraction of the material. The governing equation for the
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cylinder is
(∂2z + k
2
0)Az = i
ω
c
η (Ez − I(z)Zs) (7.5)
Locatelli’s group forms the vector potential ~A, as was done by Storer (5.8), but for
the cylindrical wire.
Az =
µ0
4pi
∫ L/2
−L/2
I(z′)K(z− z′)dz′ where (7.6)
K(z− z′) = 1
2
∫ 2pi
0
e−ik0R
R
dφ and
R =
√
(z− z′)2 + ρ2 + a2 + 2ρacos(φ′)
The point (x, y, z) is the observation point and (x′, y′, z′) is the position of the source
element located on the wire surface at ρ = a. This result, Eqn. 7.5, is Pocklington’s
equation as it applies to a cylindrical wire in the optical region.
The group continued by simulating Eqn. (7.6) using a Method of Moments to
find the current distribution on the wire. A 1 volt delta function across the gap
drives the loop, the method used by Storer (see (5.6)). They then calculated the input
impedance, as would normally be the case in applied antenna theory. They produced
plots of the input resistance and reactance, showed how they could remove the effects
of the gap used in the simulation scheme, and determined the radiation resistance
and the loss resistance. Fig. 7.3 shows the impedance curves from their paper.
The second paper was written singly by Locatelli [2011], and focused on the
optical properties of rings. He simply took the cylindrical wire and brought the ends
almost together to form a ring with a small gap. The results from the first paper for
cylindrical wires apply. He was able to develop the input impedance, which showed
the fundamental and several of the harmonic modes (see Fig. 7.4). He pointed out the
integer and half-integer resonances. He shows that the radiation efficiency, given by
Rrad/(Rloss + Rrad) peaks at the fundamental (see Fig 7.4). He shows some stunning
simulations of the current distribution at the integer and half-integer resonances,
Fig 7.5 showing that indeed the half-integers are anti-resonances in which very little
current flows, as was determined by Storer (see Section 5.3.5 ). Finally, he was able
to show wavelength scaling and resonance saturation for rings.
It is worth pointing out his note that the gap did not affect the position of the
resonances but did affect the position of the anti-resonances.
The work by the Brescia group is important because it provided, for the first time,
standard RF antenna theory principles and design procedures to the optical region,
arriving at significant results. The work of this thesis uses many of their ideas and
extends their results by creating a full RLC circuit model of the loop applicable at all
frequencies, which is the topic of the next Part “New Work”.
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Figure 7.3: The Locatelli dipole (d) and impedance curves (a), (b), and (c). From Locatelli
et al. [2009] Figs. 1 and 3.
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Figure 7.4: The Locatelli ring (c) and impedance curves (a) and (b). Identified wavelength
scaling, approaching resonance saturation (d). From Locatelli [2011] Figs. 1, 2, and 3. 2pib =
110 nm. ω0 = 472 THz (635 nm).
Figure 7.5: The Locatelli ring current distribution at the integer ((b) and (c)) and half-integer
((a) and (c)) resonances. From Locatelli [2011] Fig. 7. These rings have gaps; it is clear that
the ~E field is substantially enhanced within the gap at the anti-resonance.
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Chapter 8
RLC Circuit Theory for Perfectly
Conducting Circular Rings
(1 MHz to 100 GHz)
8.1 Introduction
Previous chapters indicate that no general analytical study of loop antennas and
rings, developed from standard antenna theory, exists that is at once applicable to
the Radio Frequency (RF), Micro-wave (MW), TeraHertz (THz), Infra-red (IR), and
Optical (OR) regions. Nor is there any RLC circuit theory model, rigorously devel-
oped from the analytical model. This thesis seeks to fill that gap.
This chapter is the first step on that journey. It reaches back to the original Stor-
er/Wu model of loop antennas, described in Chapter 5, and with a minor transfor-
mation of variables produces a fully rigorous RLC circuit model for perfectly con-
ducting metal loops, applicable in the RF and MW region. From that, the impedance
found by Storer/Wu is recovered. But more importantly, the functions R = R(ω),
L = L(ω), and C = C(ω) for every mode are found, and the full RLC representation
of the loop is calculated. All of the original Storer/Wu results are retained, but the
RLC model gives new information on the inductive and capacitive behaviour of the
loop for each mode and for the entire loop at any frequency. The circuit model also
permits the calculation of the bandwidth and Q of each mode.
The contents of this chapter were published in McKinley et al. [2012]. The chap-
ter following this one extends the analytical model to lossy metals and therefore to
frequencies above the MW.
8.2 Derivation of the RLC Circuit Model for the Ring
Chapter 5 presents a derivation of the current distribution on a loop (shown in Fig.
8.1) excited by a delta-function voltage generator at angle φ = 0 on the periphery.
75
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The equation governing the physics is Eqn. 5.7:
V0
b
δ(φ) =
1
b
∂Φ
∂φ
+ iωAφ (8.1)
where V0 is the driving voltage, Φ is the scalar potential and A is the vector potential.
The solution for the current distribution is Eqn. 5.22, reproduced there:
I(φ) =
∞
∑
m=−∞
Imeimφ =
V0
ipibx
[
1
a0
+
∞
∑
m=1
2 cos(mφ)
am
]
(8.2)
Figure 8.1: The geometry of the loop for purposes of the derivation. b is the ring radius. a is
the wire radius. The size of the loop is given effectively by Ω = 2ln(2pib/a).
The coefficients a0 and am determine the behaviour and their functional depen-
dence can be found in Eqns 5.20 and 5.33.
The first step is to transform variables: Z0 ≡ ipibxa0 and Zm ≡ ipibxam/2. This
leads to:
I(φ) =
∞
∑
m=−∞
Imeimφ = V0
[
1
Z0
+
∞
∑
m=1
cos(mφ)
Zm
]
(8.3)
and
Y =
1
Z
=
[
1
Z0
+
∞
∑
m=1
1
Zm
]
This admittance suggests that the ring can be modelled as a parallel system of
impedances as viewed from the gap.
A plot of Zm for several modes, m, show forms consistent with series resonances
(see Fig. 4.3). As an example, Fig. 8.2 shows the impedances Z1 and Z2. The modal
impedance therefore has the form
Zm = Rm + j
(
ωLm − 1
ωCm
)
= Rm
(
1+ iQm
(
ω
ωm
− ωm
ω
))
(8.4)
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Figure 8.2: The impedances for mode 1 and mode 2 of a thin Ω = 12 (b/a = 64.2). Note that
the resonances (marked in red) occur where the imaginary parts pass through 0. At those
points the real parts are positive and do not vary much. Locally, these resonances have the
same form as series resonant circuits (see the discussion in Section 4.3.1).
where Qm =
√
Lm/Cm/Rm.
Substituting Eqn. 5.20 and Eqn. 5.33,
Rm ≡ bx
[
kbrm −m2/(kbgm)
]
(8.5)
Lm ≡ µoblµm
Cm ≡ eoblem/m2
where rm, gm, lµm and lem are unit-less and kb = 2pib/λ, the wavenumber times the
radius of the loop. µ0 and e0 are the permeability and permittivity of free space, such
that the balanced reactance of free space is bx ≡
√
µ0/e0.
These unit-less functions in detail are:
rm =
{
pi
8
∫ 2kb
0
(
J2(m+1)(x) + J2(m−1)(x)
)
dx if m > 0,
pi
2
∫ 2kb
0 J2(x)dx if m = 0.
(8.6)
gm =
{
1/
[
pi
4
∫ 2kb
0 J2m(x)dx
]
if m > 0,
∞ if m = 0.
lµm =

1
2 ln
(
8b
a
)
− 12∑mk=0 12k+1 − 12∑m−2k=0 12k+1
−pi8
∫ 2kb
0
[
Ω2(m+1)(x) +Ω2(m−1)(x)
]
dx if m > 0,
ln
(
8b
a
)
− 2− pi2
∫ 2kb
0 [Ω2(x)] dx if m = 0.
lem =
{
1/
[
ln
(
8b
a
)
− 2∑m−1k=0 12k+1 − pi2
∫ 2kb
0 [Ω2m(x)] dx
]
if m > 0
∞ if m = 0.
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Compare lµ0, mode = 0, here with lµ in Eqn. 5.5. They are the same for kb = 0.
Equations 8.4 through 8.6 apply to perfectly conducting loops at all frequencies
and circumferences, but practically speaking, real metallic materials are not perfectly
conducting. Real metals are very lossy at high frequencies and this loss modifies
these functions, the focus of the next chapter, Chapter 9.
Figure 8.3: The impedance of an Ω = 12 loop, showing resistive and reactive parts, using
Eqns. 8.3 through 8.6. This is the same as in the Storer/Wu derivation, Fig. 5.5.
8.3 The Total Impedance, The Zero-Crossing Resonances, and
The Modal Resonances.
A plot of Eqn. 8.3 using the modal impedances is given in Fig. 8.3. Note that the
zero-crossings of the imaginary part match those in the Storer/Wu derivation, Fig.
5.5, as they should, because Eqn. 8.6 is not something new, it represents only a simple
reorganisation of the terms.
The elements Rm, Lm, and Cm in Equations 8.5 are plotted for 0 < kb < 2.5 in Fig.
8.4 for modes 0, 1 and 2. Evidently these elements are not constant over frequency,
as they would be in typical RLC circuit theory. This fact has four very interesting
effects:
• Firstly, it prevents the loop from behaving like a circuit with constant values
of R, L, and C. Fig. 8.5 show the natural resonances for mode 2 (m = 2)
for an extremely thin loop, as shown in part (a) of the figure, and for a thick
loop, as shown in part (b) of the figure. The modal resonances of the thin loop
have traveling waves with wavelengths that fit the circumference exactly. This
produces a very narrow bandwidth and therefore a high Q, because only a few
wavelengths can participate in the resonance. In this case alone, can constant
values be found for the series R, L, and C of each mode. Thick loops, on the
other hand, present a wide choice of path length due to wire thickness, thereby
broadening the resonance, and lowering the Q value.
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Figure 8.4: An Ω = 10 (b/a = 24) loop. (a) The modal resistances and inductive reactances;
(b) the modal capacitive reactances, for m = 0, 1, and 2. There is no zero mode capacitance.
These results apply to perfectly conducting closed loops.
• Secondly, two principal discrepancies appear in Fig. 8.5: a shift in the resonance
away from kbm = m and a shift upward in the reactance (a phase shift). These
shifts are explained by the fact that R, L and C are functions of kb. Specifying
these functions (Eqn. 8.5) is the first key result of this thesis. We thus obtain an
RLC model of the circular loop, in which the modes are treated as series RLC
circuits with varying values, in parallel with each other and with a zero order
mode, as illustrated in Fig. 8.6.
• Thirdly, the individual modal resonances, m = {1, 2, 3, ...}, do not occur at
the zero-crossing resonances, because the modal resonances are broad enough,
especially for thicker rings, that they affect each other and when added, move
the total zero-crossing resonances. The sum of the effects causes the specific
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Figure 8.5: Mode 2 admittances for two differently sized loops. This analytical model is
compared with a conventional series RLC circuit model, given by Eqn. 4.22 using constant
values. In (a), an extremely thin loop compared with R = 360 ohms, Xb = 14400 ohms. In
(b), a thicker loop compared with R = 428 ohms, Xb = 1198 ohms.
zero-crossing resonances to differ from the individual modal resonances a small
bit. To see this compare the zero-crossing resonances given in Table 5.1 with the
mode resonance given in Fig. 8.7. For example, the zero-crossings are kb = 1.09
and 2.14, while the modal resonances are kb = 1.07 and 2.10.
• And lastly, the varying RLC elements makes it difficult to assign a quality factor
to the modal resonant circuit, using Eqn. 4.20, because it would vary unless
one selects the Lm and Cm at some value of kb. Since Q has no utilitarian value
except at a resonance, how is resonance calculated? If the resonance function
ωm(kb) =
1√
Lm(kb)Cm(kb)
(8.7)
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Figure 8.6: The proper RLC model of a circular Loop antenna looking in from the source.
is transformed to k-space, using ω = kb(c/b).
kbm(kb) =
m√
lµm(kb)lem(kb)
(8.8)
and the right side plotted, the result is a set of rolling curves over kb, as shown
in Fig. 8.7 for the first four modes. When the variable kb crosses these curves,
the ring resonates, hence the intersection of the line y = kb with the function
kb1 gives the resonance of the first mode, and so forth with increasing m.
This method of solving equations by plotting will be used again in Chapter 10
(see from Fig. 10.5 on), where the rolling curves will fluctuate much more. It
is important therefore, to understand how the resonances must be given by the
intersection of the red line with the rolling blue curves, and to be able to spot
these intersections easily easily.
These resonances, with associated values of the unit-less functions, are given
in Table 8.1. When referring to a value that occurs at a modal resonance, a
tilde above the symbol will be used henceforth; for example, R˜2 refers to the
resistance of the loop at the modal resonance, k˜b2. The Resistances R˜0 and R˜m
are, in fact, radiation resistances for these modes since there is no loss.
With these values Eqn. 8.5 can be calculated for each mode of a given loop, with
radius b. It is important to note that the inductance and capacitance depend
directly on the loop radius, but the resistance does not. This implies that there
is no heat loss and therefore this resistance must be radiation resistance.
8.3.1 The Total R, L and C of the Loop at Any kb
As was pointed out in Section 4.3, a system with many resonances will have a number
of inductors and capacitors, some in series, some in parallel, but when the analysis is
complete, each of the resonances will consist of some mathematical combination of
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Figure 8.7: The resonance functions, k˜bm, for the first four modes on a size Ω = 12 Loop.
the inductors to produce one inductance, and of some mathematical combination of
the capacitors to produce one capacitance. The same is true of the resistors. There-
fore, the complicated infinity of series resonant circuits in parallel, illustrated by Fig.
8.6 can be reduced to a single R, L, and C in series. Remembering that the impedance
is complex:
Z∗ =
Z∗Z
Z
= |Z|2
[
1
Z0
+
∞
∑
1
1
Zm
]
= |Z|2
[
Z∗0
Z∗0 Z0
+
∞
∑
1
Z∗m
Z∗mZm
]
(8.9)
= |Z|2
[
R0 − iX0
|Z0|2 +
∞
∑
1
Rm − iXm
|Zm|2
]
= |Z|2
[(
R0
|Z0|2 +
∞
∑
1
Rm
|Zm|2
)
− i
(
X0
|Z0|2 +
∞
∑
1
Xm
|Zm|2
)]
= RT − iXT
Equation 8.9 gives the total resistance and reactance of the loop, taking into account
all of the modal impedances. It is, of course, identical to (1/Y)∗ where Y is given
in Eqn. 8.3. In a similar fashion, the reactance can be expanded to give the total
inductance and capacitance of the loop. Remembering that the capacitance has no
zero mode:
X = |Z|2
[
X0
|Z0|2 +
∞
∑
1
Xm
|Zm|2
]
(8.10)
XL = ωLT = |Z|2
[
ωL0
|Z0|2 +
∞
∑
1
ωLm
|Zm|2
]
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Table 8.1: Key RLC circuit values at the modal resonances for various sized, perfectly con-
ducting rings.
Ω m k˜bm r˜0 R˜0 l˜0 X˜L0 r˜m g˜m R˜m l˜µm l˜em b˜xm Q˜m
1 1.069 .5075 204 4.70 1895 .5776 3.9408 143.3 2.06 .425 829 5.8
12 2 2.099 1.922 1521 4.19 3312 .4976 3.5865 193.4 1.93 .471 1526 7.9
3 3.123 1.876 2209 2.75 3234 .4619 3.4439 228.3 1.84 .502 2163 9.5
4 4.144 1.131 1767 2.79 4361 .4414 3.3565 255.9 1.77 .527 2759 10.8
Ω m k˜bm r˜0 R˜0 l˜0 X˜L0 r˜m g˜m R˜m l˜µm l˜em b˜xm Q˜m
1 1.096 .540 223 3.712 1533 .5813 3.701 147 1.544 .539 638 4.3
10 2 2.147 1.967 1592 3.118 2523 .5112 3.304 201 1.417 .612 1147 5.7
3 3.190 1.815 2183 1.694 2038 .4821 3.125 240 1.327 .666 1596 6.7
4 4.230 1.128 1799 1.845 2943 .4674 3.004 271 1.258 .711 2007 7.4
Ω m k˜bm r˜0 R˜0 l˜0 X˜L0 r˜m g˜m R˜m l˜µm l˜em b˜xm Q˜m
1 1.162 .625 273 2.732 1196 .5881 3.202 156 1.011 .732 443 2.8
8 2 2.285 2.070 1783 1.911 1644 .5455 2.657 222 .881 .870 758 3.4
3 3.420 1.591 2050 .5803 748 .5448 2.316 274 .786 .979 1013 3.7
4 4.580 1.237 2134 1.035 1786 .5630 2.027 322 .708 1.077 1222 3.8
XC =
1
ωCT
= |Z|2
∞
∑
1
1/(ωCm)
|Zm|2
Reducing, we have for LT and CT:
LT = µ0blµ = |Z|2
[
L0
|Z0|2 +
∞
∑
1
Lm
|Zm|2
]
(8.11)
1
CT
=
1
e0ble
= |Z|2
∞
∑
1
1/Cm
|Zm|2
These are functions of kb. Fig. 8.8 (a) shows RT and XT for an Ω = 12 loop. Notice
that RT does match the Re(Z) in Fig. 5.5. Fig. 8.8 (b) shows the inductive reactance,
XL, and capacitive reactance, XC. Fig. 8.8 (c) shows the unit-less functions, lµ and le.
It is worthwhile pointing out that at kb = 0, the function lµ = 4.24, as for small loops,
given in Section 5.2.
8.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, an RLC circuit model was derived from the Storer/Wu model of
Chapter 5 for perfectly conducting circular rings of modest size. As with the Stor-
er/Wu model, the analytical model does not apply as well to thick rings where Ω < 8
as it does to thin loops. The model is applicable from very low frequencies to about
200 or 300 GHz for gold, since loss affects the results above that frequency. The model
provides calculations for the current distribution, the complex impedance, the resis-
tance, inductance and capacitance for all modes as a function of frequency, and the
total resistance, reactance, inductance and capacitance of the ring at any frequency.
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Figure 8.8: An Ω = 12, PEC Loop. (a) Inductive and capacitive reactances; and (b) the
unit-less functions lµ and le. The total reactance of the loop is XL − XC.
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Chapter 9
RLC Circuit Theory for Lossy
Metallic Circular Rings (3 mm to
400 nm)
9.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the Storer/Wu equations of Section 5.3 were rearranged
using a transformation of variables to yield greater insight into the behaviour of per-
fectly conducting loops. The transformation produced an RLC circuit model. In this
chapter, the analytical model will be extended to higher frequencies by accounting
for material characteristics from which the ring is constructed. The method used will
be one suggested by Locatelli et al. [2009] and described in Prior Work, Section 7.6.
The RLC circuit model will be extended to the optical region, resulting in a clearer
understanding of wavelength scaling and resonance saturation (noted in Section 7.5),
the effect of the index of refraction of the material on current distribution and on
input impedance, and of the radiation efficiency and Q of the ring in these short
wavelength regions.
The contents of this chapter were published in McKinley et al. [2013].
9.2 Derivation of the Current
The essential addition to the model of Section 8.2 is a term called the “surface
impedance", which describes the effect of the losses and of phase shifts between the
incident driving voltage and the current around the ring. The reason for the loss is
given in the discussion of kinetic inductance in Section 7.3. The problem arises from
the inertia of electrons. Since electrons have mass, they have an inherent hesitation
to accelerate and decelerate that all massive bodies do. This phenomenon doesn’t
warrant any attention at low frequencies because electron mass is so small that the
reluctance is almost nil. But at THz and optical frequencies, when the incident ~E field
alternates on the order of 1012 to 1015 times per second, the electrons simply can’t
keep up. First they go out of phase with the ~E field and second, they lose kinetic
energy to radiation (since electrons radiate when they accelerate and decelerate).
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Figure 9.1: A reproduction of Fig. 5.1. The geometry of the ring for purposes of the deriva-
tion. b is the ring radius. a is the wire radius. The size of the loop is given effectively by
Ω = 2ln(2pib/a)
There are also effects due to electron transitions across the band gaps between the
outer valence shells and the conduction band. For example, at room temperature,
most of the electrons in the outer shell are within the conduction band, and this is
what gives metal its conduction properties at low frequency. But if the energy of an
incident wave is large enough (at optical frequencies) it corresponds to the energy
of the gap between the next inward shell and the conduction band, giving these
electrons enough energy to jump the gap. For gold, these begin around 2.5 eV (600
THZ or 500 nm) and continue through 7+ eV.
The imposed electric field across the gap, Eφ given in Eqn. 5.6, causes a current
in the ring which induces a voltage drop across the characteristic impedance of the
material, zs, in ohms/m. This adds to the left side of Eqn. 5.7 an additional term
V0
b
δ(φ)− Iφ(φ)zs = 1b
∂Φ
∂φ
+ iωAφ (9.1)
In a perfectly conducting wire, the current moves everywhere to create an electric
field which exactly cancels any imposed electric field. Therefore the driving field,
Eφ, appears only in the gap. As a result, a boundary condition for the solution of
Eqn. 9.1 is that the total electric field, given by the sum of the imposed field and the
reactive field, is zero on the surface of the wire; represented by zs = 0.
In an imperfectly conducting wire, this is not the case; the surface current pro-
duces an electric field through the wire, across the wire impedance, Es = Iφzs. The
propagation vector has a primary component in the tangential direction, but also
a component in the axial and toroidal directions which grow larger as the incident
wavelength of the source shortens while approaching the IR. This raises several dif-
ficulties in the solution of Eqn. 9.1. An assumption that the wire is thin, a2  b2,
forces both to zero and allows a simpler solution. Applying the solution to thicker
rings, therefore, will be less accurate than applying to thinner rings. Moreover, ap-
plying the solution in the IR and OR will also be less accurate. These are all effects
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of using the thin-wire approximation.
From hereon, the derivation follows Section 5.3.2 precisely and the result for the
current is:
I(φ) =
∞
∑
−∞
[
V0
i2pibxam/2+ 2pibzs
]
e−imφ (9.2)
= V0
[
1
Z0 + 2pibzs
+
∞
∑
m=1
cos(mφ)
Zm + 2pib(zs/2)
]
= V0
[
1
Z′0
+
∞
∑
m=1
cos(mφ)
Z′m
]
where
Z′0 = Z0 + 2pibzs (9.3)
Z′m = Zm + 2pib(zs/2).
Compare this with Eqn. 5.22.
9.2.1 The Surface and Characteristic Wire Impedance
The input impedance at the driving source becomes
Z =
V0
I(φ = 0)
= 1/
[
1
Z′0
+
∞
∑
m=1
1
Z′m
]
(9.4)
The functional character of zs remains to be determined. The impedance, zs, is re-
quired to go to zero at low frequencies and to play a significant role in the mode
summation at optical frequencies.
A cylindrical wire, made of an imperfectly conducting material, propagates an
electromagnetic field inside that can be described well using Bessel functions of the
first kind. The field external to the wire uses Hankel functions. Derivations are
shown in Stratton [1941] and Hanson [2006]. Novotny [2007a] uses the same ap-
proach to derive a theory of wavelength scaling in dipoles. Stratton and Hanson give
the surface impedance of a cylindrical wire as
zs =
γ
2piaσ
J0(γa)
J1(γa)
≡ 1
2pia
Zs (9.5)
in ohms/m. γ is the transverse propagation constant in the wire, the same as k in
Eqn. 5.10, γ = k = β+ iα/2, except that α, the damping coefficient, is no longer 0. a
is the radius of the wire, so γa expresses the total phase shift and damping over the
radius of the wire. J0(γa) and J1(γa) are the zero and first order Bessel functions of
the First Kind. Under these assumptions, the conductivity is directly related to the
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index of refraction, η = n− iκ:
γ =
ω
c
η and σ = iωe0(η2 − 1) (9.6)
γ
σ
= −ibx η
η2 − 1
Zs = −ibx
(
η
η2 − 1
)
J0(γa)
J1(γa)
where bx is the characteristic impedance of free-space,
√
µ0/e0. This surface impedance
applies to any material for which the complex index of refraction is known. No as-
sumptions have been made limiting the material, hence it can be a noble metal, an
alloy, a semi-conductor, or an insulator. The effects of the extra term on the current
and impedance differ from material to material, but this term accurately handles
these differences. In this thesis, only metals will be considered.
9.2.2 Modeling the Index of Refraction
The conductivity of any material is, in general, complex and can vary dramatically
over the full range of frequencies from DC to the visible. The magnitude of the
conductivity of gold, in particular, begins at 4.5× 107 siemens per meter at DC, then
falls off by a factor of 30 between λ = 1500 µm in the MW and 2 µm in the infrared,
where the first measured values of the index of refraction by Johnson and Christy
[1972] occur. The imaginary part dominates the real from 400 µm until the onset of
the inter-band and intra-band transitions in the middle of the visible region (about
600 nm), where the real part again dominates and gold picks up its yellowish color.
The conductivity at low and high frequencies is shown in Fig. 9.2.
This decrease in conductivity is due to Drude behavior and to inter-band transi-
tions. These transitions are rapid changes in the conductivity due to the freeing up of
electrons from ties to the valence bands. Electron transitions occur between the outer
valence bands and the conduction band when incident light matches the band gap.
Drude’s model doesn’t include the transitions, but does provide a reasonable repre-
sentation of the conductivity to the onset of the transition. Since the conductivity is
directly related to the index (see Eqn. 9.6 above), it is possible to develop a Drude-like
model for the index itself. However, the Drude model must be extended to include
the critical points of the transitions. Several models appear in the literature that do
that. Etchegoin et al. [2006, 2007] and Vial and Laroche [2007] are recent examples.
The transitions appear in the models as a summation of Lorentzian resonances where
the critical energy band transitions occur. The model used by Etchegoin’s group was
given in terms of the permittivity, e(ω) where e = e0er and er = η2 − 1.
er(ω) = e∞ −
ω2p
ω (ω− iΓ) (9.7)
+∑
m
fm
[
eiφm (ωm −ω− iΓm)µm + eiφm (ωm +ω+ iΓm)µm
]
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where ωp is the metal’s plasma frequency; fm are related to the quantum probabilities
of transition; ωm are the critical Lorentzian points; and Γm are the Lorentz broadening
(damping frequency) terms for the transitions. It uses an “infinity term”, as do many
of these models, to handle the low frequency end, but a simple extension ensures that
both the inter-band transitions and the DC conductivity of the metal are satisfied in
the same function. Writing in terms of the index:
η2 = 1− f0ω
2
p
ω
(
1
(ω− j2Γ0) +
α
(ω− j2βΓ0)
)
(9.8)
+
∞
∑
m=1
fmω2p
2ωm
[
eipi/γm
ωm −ω+ iΓm +
e−ipi/γm
ωm +ω− iΓm
]
Using Eqn. 9.8, the DC value of the conductivity is:
σ0 =
f0ω2pe0
2Γ0
[
1+
α
β
]
(9.9)
The index is shown in Fig. 9.3 for gold in the optical region, using diamonds to
indicate the data measured by Johnson and Christy [1972] and using a solid line to
indicate the fit. Note that the original Johnson and Christy data assumes a exp (−iωt)
dependence, and therefore their original data is the complex conjugate of that given
by the functional fit of Fig. 9.3. Table 9.1 gives the fitted parameter values for the
noble metals gold, silver, and copper.
Figure 9.4 shows the real and imaginary parts of the wire impedance of a thin
gold ring (Ω = 12) given by Eqn. 9.6 for three different circumference lengths in
the NIR and OR. The principal reason for the sudden increases in the curves is the
effect of the transition bands on the Bessel function ratio, J0(γa)/J1(γa). The figure
shows that the degree to which a given ring is affected by the transitions depends
on its circumference and the driving wavelength. Different sized rings respond to
the same driving wavelength differently. For example, a 600 nm circumference ring
will be affected by the transitions when the driving wavelength reaches the length of
the circumference, at 600 nm. But a 350 nm ring will be affected when the driving
wavelength reaches double its circumference, at 700 nm. In any case, resonance
saturation puts all of the modal resonances of such rings outside transition effects.
Section 9.4.1 will show that at optical circumferences these rings resonate in the
region kb ≤ .2, shown by the insets.
9.2.3 The Driving Point Impedance and Admittance.
Figures 5.5, 9.5 and 9.6 show the input impedances for three gold nano-rings with
different circumference lengths, one in the GHz region, one in the NIR and one in
the OR, as given by Eqn. 9.4 and by numerical simulation using CST"s Microwave
StudioTM(MWS). The match between the analytical model and numerical simulation
is remarkably close for all three rings and supports substantially the correctness of
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Figure 9.2: Gold’s conductivity showing the Drude effects at (a) low frequency and the inter
band transitions in (b) the optical region.
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Figure 9.3: Gold’s index of refraction, as given by Johnson and Christy [1972] and by the
function Eqn. 9.8.
Table 9.1: Parameter fits for Eqn. 9.8 for gold, silver and copper
σ0 × 106 α β f0 Γ0 f1 ω1 γ1 Γ1
(0/m) (eV) (eV)
Au 45 1.540 13.180 0.37 0.005 0.20 2.62 4.00 0.60
Ag 63 0.100 0.350 0.94 0.010 0.14 4.32 4.62 0.34
Cu 60 0.035 0.005 1.00 0.064 0.23 2.30 3.53 0.52
f2 ω2 γ2 Γ2 f3 ω3 γ3 Γ3 ωp
(eV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)
Au 0.35 3.70 4.00 1.10 0.60 7.00 4.00 2.20 9.0
Ag 0.45 5.50 12.32 1.40 0.40 7.53 4.00 2.10 9.0
Cu 0.22 3.14 2.56 0.95 0.32 4.87 2.70 1.10 8.4
model.
An examination of Figs. 5.5, 9.5 and 9.6 show that the extra optical term in Eqn.
9.3 causes the input impedance function to compress; all resonances migrate toward
wavelengths longer than the circumference. Three points are important: (1) the shape
of the functions are essentially the same; (2) the zero crossings migrate; and (3) the
magnitude of the impedance increases with shorter circumferences. The first point
means that all rings respond similarly to incident energy. The second means that
the ZC resonances move toward smaller values of kb as the circumference decreases;
the ZC resonances must therefore eventually saturate. The third means that smaller
rings carry smaller current magnitudes and lag the driving field.
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Figure 9.4: An Ω = 12 gold loop in the optical region. The characteristic wire impedance, Zs
for three circumferences, from Eqn. 9.6; (a) resistance and (b) reactance. The inset shows the
region where closed loops resonate: .05 < kb < .2. Thicker loops show smaller values.
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Figure 9.5: The impedance for two circular thin rings, calculated from Eqn. 5.23 compared
with numerical simulations. (a) 2pib = 3000 nm and (b) 2pib = 600 nm.
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Figure 9.6: The impedance of a circular thin ring of circumference 2pib = 353 nm. The first
ZC resonance is at 353/.057 = 6192 nm.
In Fig. 9.5 (b) notice that although the ring circumference matches a wavelength
in the mid-visible region, the ring’s first ZC resonance is at 600/.095 = 6316 nm, well
outside the OR. In Fig. 9.6 the ring circumference matches a wavelength in the UV
region, the ring’s first ZC resonance is at 353/.057 = 6192 nm, not too far from the
first resonance of the previous ring, which is 70% longer in circumference.
9.3 The RLC Model for Lossy Metals and Dielectrics.
An exact RLC model for the perfectly conducting closed ring was presented in Sec-
tion 8.2. That model may be applied to rings in the region 0 < kb < 2.5. The goal
now is to produce an exact RLC model for the optical rings. This is difficult in the
model’s present form, because the Bessel functions in Eqn. 9.6 cannot be reframed
to show R, L, C elements. However, by assuming γa  1 (that is, by again asserting
the thin-wire approximation), the Bessel functions can be approximated to first order
in γa (Stegun and Abramowitz [1964]). This will be the only approximation for the
following RLC model:
J0(γa)
J1(γa)
≈ 1− (γa)
2/4
(γa)/2
(9.10)
Substituting into Eqn. 9.6, the optical term, 2pib× zs = ba Zs, can be approximated as:
b
a
Zs = −ibx
(
b
a
)(
η
η2 − 1
)
J0(γa)
J1(γa)
(9.11)
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=
bx
|η2 − 1|2
×
[(
kb
2
+
2(b/a)2
kb
)
Im(η2) + i
kb
2
(∣∣η2∣∣2 − Re(η2))]
+ i
bx
|η2 − 1|2
[
2(b/a)2
kb
(
1− Re(η2))]
= bx
[(
kbrs − 1kbgs
)
+ i
(
kblµs − 1kbles
)]
Using Eqn. 5.23 and the definitions,
R′m ≡ bx
[
kb(rm + rsm)− 1kb
(
m2
gm
+
1
gsm
)]
(9.12)
L′m ≡ µob(lµm + lµsm)
C′m ≡ eob
1
(m2/lem + 1/lesm)
the modal input impedance in Eqn. 5.23 becomes:
Z′m = R′m + j
(
ωL′m −
1
ωC′m
)
(9.13)
= bx
(
kb(rm + rsm)− 1kb
(
m2
gm
+
1
gsm
))
+ ibx
(
kb(lµm + lµsm)− 1kb
(
m2
lem
+
1
lesm
))
where
rsm =
 Im(η2)/(4|η2 − 1|2) if m > 0Im(η2)/(2|η2 − 1|2) if m = 0
gsm =
 −|η2 − 1|2/((b/a)2Im(η2)) if m > 0−|η2 − 1|2/(2(b/a)2Im(η2)) if m = 0
lµsm =
 (|η2|2 − Re(η2))/(4|η2 − 1|2) if m > 0(|η2|2 − Re(η2))/(2|η2 − 1|2) if m = 0
lesm =
 −|η2 − 1|2/((b/a)2(1− Re(η2))) if m > 0−|η2 − 1|2/(2(b/a)2(1− Re(η2))) if m = 0
Since the index of refraction is wavelength dependent, it is not sufficient to specify
only a value for kb in order to calculate the modal RLC elements. One must specify
a circumference as well. Fig 9.7 compares the reactance of Eqn. 5.23 using the
exact Zs term, Eqn. 9.5, and using the approximate Zs term, Eqn. 9.13, for various
circumferences of a thin ring, Ω = 12 (b/a = 64). For circumferences larger than
20-30 µm, the approximate reactance in Eqn. 9.13 is a poor fit with the exact result
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Figure 9.7: The reactance for three thin gold rings (Ω = 12; b/a = 64), comparing the effect
of the exact optical term Eqn. 9.5 with the approximate Eqn. 9.11. The smaller the ring, the
more exact the optical term approximation becomes.
given by Eqn. 9.5. This is due to that γa 1 approximation, made so that the Bessels
could be reduced to first order. But for 6 µm and shorter, the agreement is very good.
Therefore, any calculations with the approximation Eqn. 9.10 can be applied to rings
with circumferences shorter than about 10 µm.
9.4 The Effects of Material Characteristics on Ring Response
9.4.1 Resonance Saturation of Rings in the Optical Region
Several authors have noticed that as dipoles and rings are made shorter, they tend to
resonate at wavelengths longer than their lengths, or circumferences, would suggest
Okamoto et al. [2012], Khurgin and Sun [2011], Novotny [2007a], Soukoulis et al.
[2007], Klein et al. [2006]. Also see Sections 7.5 and 7.6. Indeed, they eventually
reach a minimum wavelength below which they will not resonate. The model given
above yields an accurate functional curve for this behavior in rings. The reason is the
extra optical term in Eqn. 9.3.
Using the approximation Eqn. 9.13, an equivalent expression to Eqn. 8.7, which
gives the modal resonances in the OR, is:
kbmr =
2pib
λmr
=
√
m2 + lem/lesm
lemlµm + lemlµsm
. (9.14)
Since this assumes the small γa approximation, it applies only to rings with circum-
ferences less than 10 µm. lµm and lem are the low frequency, unit-less, functions
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Figure 9.8: The first modal resonance (m=1) as a function of the circumference for four gold
rings of various thicknesses, given by Eqn. 9.14. All rings show cutoffs in the near infrared,
except the thickest.
related to the ring inductance and capacitance, respectively, found in Eqn. 8.6. lµsm
and lesm are the high frequency additions coming from the new optical term. Figure
9.8 shows a plot of Eqn. 9.14 for rings of various thicknesses. The model is less ac-
curate for thick rings, because of the thin-wire approximation. Even so, the analytic
model matches numerical simulations down to thicknesses of Ω = 8 (b/a = 8.7).
We see immediately a resonance saturation for each ring. The cutoff for the thinnest
ring is about 6.2 µm, below which closed, gold nano-rings will have no first har-
monic (m=1) resonance. The analytical model predicts a cutoff for a thick Ω = 6
ring of about 600 nm, but the simulations put it at about 1.0 µm. This is because the
thin-wire approximation makes theoretical results for thicker rings less accurate.
Resonance saturation occurs for hexagons and squares as well. Figure 9.9 shows
ZC resonances for simulated circular, hexagonal and square rings, compared with
the ZC resonances identified from numerical input impedance plots of circular rings
using Eqn. 5.23. The radius of the wire, a, for these rings is taken to be the radius
of a circumscribing circle through the middle of the wire at the corners. The circle
circumscribing the hexagon or square itself has radius b. We conclude that the shape
of the ring is not an important parameter for saturation.
9.4.2 Radiation Efficiency of the Ring
The distribution of current on a circular ring in the OR is given by Eqn. 9.2 and by
Eqn. 9.4 with V0 = 1. It is composed of a zero-order DC current and cosine terms
associated with each mode. Figure 9.10 shows the current magnitude at φ = 0 for a
600 nm circumference gold ring as a function of kb. The first ZC resonance occurs at
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Figure 9.9: The first ZC resonances of simulated gold circular, hexagonal and square nano-
rings of size Ω = 10 (b/a = 24) compared with ZC resonances measured from plots using
Eqn. 5.23. The line joins the points calculated from Eqn. 5.23 as a guide to the eye.
kb ≈ .1, but the current peak occurs at kb ≈ .09. This slight discrepancy occurs for all
rings, even at long wavelengths, as Table 9.2 shows. Interestingly, the table also shows
that the current peaks occur at the modal resonances. This is important because rings
radiate best where the current is high, consequently one should design to the modal
resonances, not the ZC resonances. Since the modal resonances for thicker rings
overlap more than in thin rings, their current peaks are not as pronounced and their
current peaks are smaller and broader.
The high current in the very low kb region in Fig. 9.10 is due to the zero-order
term in Eqn. 9.2. The peak and half power points can be directly measured from the
curve, which allows a calculation of the ring’s modal quality factor. Q is calculated
using kbr/(kbu− kbl), where ‘u’ and ‘l’ refer to the upper and lower half power points
respectively. Table 9.3 shows these peak current magnitudes and Q as a function of
the circumference of the ring, taken from such calculations.
The radiation efficiency of the ring is the power radiated divided by power input.
This leads to
erad =
Rrad
Rrad + Rloss
(9.15)
The radiation resistance is normally taken at the ZC resonance, since reactance goes
to zero. However, since the current peak and the resonance are slightly different,
and since one would match the generator to a ring at the current peak, the radiation
resistance is that at the kb position of the peak, Rres, calculated by Eqn. 9.4 . Since
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Figure 9.10: The squared modulus of the current as a function of kb for a gold ring of
circumference 600 nm. The first, second and third harmonic peaks are marked. The upper
and lower half-power points of the first peak are also marked.
Table 9.2: Zero-crossing Resonances from Eqn. 5.23, Modal Resonances from Eqn. 9.14 and
Squared Current Peaks from Eqn. 5.22 at φ = 0 for thin gold closed rings. This table shows
that the current peaks occur at the modal resonances rather than at the ZCs.
Ω = 12 Resonance #1 Resonance #2
2pib ZC m=1 |I|2Peak ZC m=2 |I|2 Peak
µm kb kb kb kb kb kb
≥ 3000 1.09 1.07 1.04 2.15 2.10 2.15
10.00 0.86 0.81 0.80 1.70 1.59 1.60
8.00 0.80 0.75 0.73 1.56 1.47 1.47
6.00 0.70 0.66 0.64 1.35 1.28 1.28
3.00 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.83 0.79 0.78
0.86 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.26 0.24 0.24
0.60 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.18 0.17 0.17
0.35 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.11 0.10 0.10
there is additional loss in the optical region, the radiation resistance is
Rrad = Rres − Rloss (9.16)
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(Locatelli et al. [2009]). The radiation efficiency, then, is
erad =
Rres − Rloss
Rres
(9.17)
We follow Hanson [2006] in deriving Rloss from the ohmic power loss:
Pohmic =
1
2
Rloss |Iin|2 = Re(zs)2
∫ 2pi
0
∣∣Iφ∣∣2 bd(φ) (9.18)
and therefore
Rloss =
1
2pi
b
a
Re(Zs)
|Iin|2
∫ 2pi
0
|I(φ)|2 d(φ)
Table 9.3 gives a comparison of various measures for the rings of Table 9.2 at the first
modal resonance for two thicknesses of wire. The thicker ring shows higher currents
throughout the range, lower losses due to the thicker wire size, higher radiation
efficiencies, and higher Q.
Table 9.3: Absolute square modulus of the current peak, the radiation resistance, ohmic loss,
radiation efficiency and quality factor of gold closed rings with varying circumferences, and
sized Ω = 10 and 12. All measures given for the first modal resonance of the ring. Note that
the currents are calculated using V0 = 1.0 in Eqn. 5.23.
Ω = 10
2pib |I|2|Pk Rrad Rloss e Q
µm 10−6A2 ohms ohms
≥ 3000 56.2 115 1 1.00 3.7
10.00 47.7 134 22 0.86 3.8
8.00 48.5 136 27 0.83 3.9
6.00 43.0 131 38 0.77 4.0
3.00 34.5 86 92 0.48 4.6
0.86 8.7 4 324 0.01 5.9
0.60 4.5 1 450 0.00 5.8
0.35 1.6 0 782 0.00 5.6
Ω = 12
≥ 3000 5.20 128 0 1.00 5.0
10.00 1.54 81 150 0.35 3.5
8.00 1.19 76 193 0.28 3.3
6.00 0.82 59 262 0.19 3.2
3.00 0.27 32 537 0.06 3.0
0.86 0.24 10 1849 0.01 2.8
0.60 0.12 31 2563 0.01 2.7
0.35 0.04 21 4509 0.00 2.6
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9.5 General Conclusions on the Effects of Surface Impedance
In general, closed rings follow the analytic model for perfectly conducting rings (low
frequencies) with, however, an extra term prominent in each mode (see Eqn. 9.3)
that represents the lossy part of the material. The extra term accounts for material
dispersion at frequencies higher than the MW region, where electrons can no longer
oscillate in phase with the incident energy. This slowing leads to wavelength scal-
ing and resonant saturation. The index of refraction completely accounts for these
influences and appears prominently in this extra term. Careful modeling of the in-
dex is important, because the OR introduces inter-band and intra-band transitions
that affect conductivity. We therefore use an extended Drude model to compute the
index.
For gold, the extra term begins to influence the input impedance and current cal-
culation at ring circumferences shorter than 3 mm, but dominates by 10 µm. The low
frequency input impedance model leads to an RLC circuit representation of the ring,
where element values are not constants, but rather functions of the circumference of
the ring compared with driving wavelength, ie., functions of kb = 2pib/λ. As the
driving wavelength reaches the THz regime, wavelength scaling sets in, and these
RLC values also become functions of the index of refraction, which is inherently a
function of wavelength.
The modal harmonic resonances are important, because the current peaks occur
there, rather than at the zero-crossing resonances of the ring. All modal harmonic
resonances saturate; the first mode (m=1) saturates in the NIR for all rings thinner
than Ω = 8. The “roll-off" away from the linear slope toward saturation is rather
abrupt, so that a rather large number of ring circumferences will give resonances at
roughly the same wavelength (see Fig. 9.8).
The quality factor (Q) of thin gold ring antennas begins around 5 in the low
frequencies and reduces as Drude behavior sets in, until it saturates at about 2.5. In-
terestingly, the Q of thick gold rings increases from about 3.7 at long wavelengths to
5.5 at saturation. The radiation efficiency decreases dramatically for both thick and
thin rings as the driving wavelength shortens, due to increased losses. These data im-
ply that the performance of OR rings is substantially poorer than their performance
at RF.
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Chapter 10
The Theory of a Single Impedance
or Gap in the Periphery of Circular
Rings
10.1 Introduction
The analytical model of Storer/Wu, expanded in Chapter 8 to a fully detailed RLC
circuit theory in the RF and MW regions and then extended further in Chapter 9 to
the THz, IR and OR, is extended further in this chapter to include gaps. Iizuka’s
method of placing lumped impedances evenly around a loop, given in Section 5.4,
will provide results when the impedances are capacitive reactances. The effects of a
capacitor placed in the periphery of a loop is examined in detail, and compared with
the results of numerical simulations, in which rings with a single gap are illuminated
by a plane wave across the frequency spectrum.
The governing equation for one impedance in Iizuka’s model leads to an under-
standing of how a single gap affects the current distribution, the impedance, and
ultimately the resonances of the closed loop. The extra capacitive reactance leads to
a very high Q resonance in the sub-wavelength region, which will be identified here
with the mode 0 inductance of the loop and the extra capacitance. It therefore will
be called a “zero-order resonance”. Varying the capacitor value changes the position
of the resonance, effectively tuning the antenna.
The results of the comparisons with the numerical simulations are three-fold:
(1) A single gap gives rise to a zero-order, high Q resonance, similar to the reso-
nances given by a single capacitor. Indeed, there is a capacitor value that yields
maximum Q.
(2) Across the spectrum, a single gap has the same reactive behaviour as a capaci-
tor, and gap width can be correlated with capacitor value.
(3) The models used in the literature for gaps may be adequate when simple LC
combinations are used to discover the zero-order mode resonance, but they are
103
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Figure 10.1: Derivation geometry for a loop with a single impedance at the source. The gap
is infinitesimally small. The source and lumped Z are delta-functions at φ = 0.This is a very
good model for loops at RF, since no one puts gaps in RF loops.
not accurate when used with the extended Storer/Wu model for rings. Nor do
they take into account the effects of wavelength scaling properly.
10.2 The Current Distribution and Impedance of a Ring with
Single Impedance
The following method follows Iizuka [1965], as reviewed in Section 5.4. Place an
impedance, Zq, in series with the delta-function source. The model of the loop now
appears as in Fig. 10.1. The governing equation then receives an extra term.
V0δ(φ)
b
− Iφ
[
zs +
Zq
b
δ(φ)
]
=
(V0 − IφZq)δ(φ)
b
− Iφzs (10.1)
(V0 − IφZq)
b
δ(φ)− Iφzs = 1b
∂Φ
∂φ
+ iωAφ
The derivation proceeds as in Section 9.2 except that the voltage term, V0, may be
replaced by the new term, V0 → V0 − I(0)Zq. As in Eqn. 9.2, the current becomes:
I(φ) =
(
V0 − I(0)Zq
) [ 1
Z′0
+
∞
∑
m=1
cos(φ)
Z′m
]
(10.2)
=
(
V0 − I(0)Zq
) 1
ZCL
where ZCL is the impedance of the closed loop without the series impedance. The
input impedance is defined as the ratio of the source voltage to source current at
φ = 0:
I(0)
(
1+
Zq
ZCL
)
= V0 (10.3)
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or
ZCL + Zq =
V0
I(0)
= Z
This is an expected result since the Zq impedance was placed in series with the
voltage source and was taken as a lumped impedance; therefore it should appear in
series with the closed loop antenna impedance in the result.
10.2.1 The Effects of Zq as a Capacitive Reactance
Assume now that the impedance is a capacitor with reactance Xq = 1/(ωCq). Taking
this to k-space and using C = e0bleq as defined in Eqn 8.5, Xq = bx/(kbleq), where bx
is the characteristic impedance of free space. Substituting into Eqn. 10.3:
Z = ZCL + Zq = RCL + iXCL − iXq (10.4)
= R + iXL − iXC − iXq
= R + i(XL − (XC + Xq))
where the subscript “CL” was dropped on the R, XL, and XC of the closed loop. The
capacitive reactances of the closed loop and of the lumped capacitor add: XC + Xq.
The effect of this added capacitance on the resonances of the loop can be visu-
alised. Fig. 10.2 (a) shows the inductive reactance of an Ω = 12, 2pib = 3 m, perfectly
conducting loop as a red line. A resonance occurs whenever an inductive reactance
equals a capacitive reactance. The absolute value of the sum, |XC + Xq|, is therefore
superimposed for a variety of Xq values to show the crossings. All of the kb values
where an |XC + Xq| crosses the red XL curve, indicate a resonance of the loop, either
a true resonance or an anti-resonance. Therefore, in Fig. 10.2 (a), (b), and (c), look
for crossings of the red line.
The important features to notice are as follows:
(1) In (a), increasing XC + Xq eventually reaches a value for which it no longer
crosses the red curve. That is, there is a capacitance which saturates the loop
and there can be neither true resonances nor anti-resonances.
(2) In (b), in the “sub-wavelength” region, kb < 0.47, a new true resonance appears,
as marked by magenta circles, and blue-shifts as Xq increases.
(3) In (c) the mode 1 resonance of the closed loop blue-shifts, but the anti-resonance,
normally at kb = 1.46 is red-shifting, as given by the magenta and green circles.
As Xq increases the resonances eventually disappear.
Fig. 10.2 (d) shows another view of the same phenomenon. The total loop reac-
tance drops because the capacitive reactance, which is always negative, is becoming
increasingly more negative. Eventually all of the resonances disappear and Xq dom-
inates.
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Figure 10.2: The effect of adding capacitors in series with an Ω = 12, 3m, PEC closed loop,
as given by Eqn. 10.4. In (a) the inductive reactance curve, XL, is shown in red. Various
capacitive reactances, Xq, are added to the closed loop capacitive reactance, XC, shown as
blue curves. Resonances occur where the blue curves cross the red curve. In (b) a new
resonance arises and blue-shifts, as shown by the magenta circles. This is the sub-wavelength
region. In (c) the resonances near kb = 1 to 1.5, pinch-off as XC + Xq increases. The magenta
circles mark resonances; the green mark anti-resonances. In (d) the total reactance for various
added capacitive reactances is compared with that of the closed loop. Magenta and green
circles match up with those in (b) and (c).
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Recall that although capacitive reactances add because they are in series, the
capacitances themselves do not. The total capacitive value is smaller than either one
of the two values. This reduced value will be called C′.
XC + Xq =
1
ωCCL
+
1
ωCq
=
1
ω
1
C′
(10.5)
where C′ =
CCLCq
CCL + Cq
If the capacitive value, Cq gets very small, the capacitive reactance Xq gets very large
and capacitor acts like an open circuit cutting off current to the ring. Conversely, if
the capacitive value become large, the reactance becomes small and the capacitor acts
like a short circuit to the current; this reverts the loop to a closed loop. Both extremes
make the additional capacitor completely ineffective.
10.2.2 The Sub-wavelength, Zero-mode Resonances
The absolute value of the admittance, squared, of the same loop, as obtained from
Eqn. 10.4, is shown in Fig. 10.3. The same set of capacitors as in Fig. 10.2 are
applied to the loop. The sub-wavelength resonances clearly appear. To what should
these be attributed? According to Eqn. 10.4, every value of capacitor, Cq, changes
the total capacitance, C′, of the loop and each new C′ resonates with the closed loop
inductance, LCL.
Figure 10.3: The squared modulus of the admittance, |Y|2 for various capacitor values in
the Ω = 12, 3 m loop. The sub-wavelength resonances grow weaker as the anti-resonance is
approached. Note that the Q of the resonances vary.
In Section 8.3.1 it was shown that many modes add to create the total inductance
and capacitance of the loop. One must sum the effect of all of them for accuracy at
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any desired kb. However, in the sub-wavelength region, all of the other modes are
far enough away that they should have little impact on the inductance of the loop.
A sufficiently thin loop, such as Ω = 12, in fact, will have its closed loop inductance
in this region determined almost entirely by mode 0. To show this, Fig. 10.4 (a)
compares the inductance given by mode 0 with the total inductance of a thin closed
loop. The largest difference occurs close to the anti-resonance and is about 8%. This
is not the case for the loop capacitance, however. There is no mode 0 capacitance;
and mode 1 is not a good approximation for the total capacitance. The same figure
shows in (b) that the total loop capacitance is a combination of the lumped capacitor
and the closed loop capacitor for kb > 0.20. In the region 0 < kb < 0.2, the closed
loop capacitance dominates.
This means that these sub-wavelength resonances are determined by the zero-
mode inductance of the closed loop and by a combination of the closed loop capac-
itance and the lumped capacitor. In the region 0 < kb < 0.2, L0 and Cq determine
the resonance. In the region kb > 0.20, L0 and the combined capacitor, C′, do. These
resonances come to an end at the anti-resonance, kb = 0.47.
10.2.3 Quality Factor, Q, of the Zero-Order Resonances
The resonances can be calculated using the standard approach.
ωr =
1√
LC′
→ kbr = 1√lµl′e (10.6)
where L is the inductance of the closed loop and C′ is the combined capacitance of
the closed loop and the added capacitor. C′ = e0bl′e. This relation can be plotted
the same way that the relation Eqn. 8.7 was plotted in Fig. 8.7. The right hand side
is a function of kb, so it will produce a rolling curve for each new value of leq. The
resonance occurs where the straight line y = kb intersects with the rolling curve. A
set of lumped capacitors, leq, with their rolling curves are shown in Fig. 10.5 (a) for an
Ω = 10 gold loop, and in Fig. 10.6 (a) for a thicker loop. These curves do not change
from the RF to about 300µm, the THz regime. The intersections, indicating the zero-
order resonances blue-shift with increasing leq. The upper limit of the intersections,
which marks the anti-resonance, is clearly evident.
The quality factor for these resonances can be found using the standard approach,
Eqn. 4.20:
Q =
1
R
√
L
C′
∣∣∣∣
kbr
=
bx
R
√
l
l′e
∣∣∣∣
kbr
(10.7)
Figures 10.5 (b) and 10.6 (b) show the quality factors immediately below their corre-
sponding resonances in (a). These factors are truly remarkable, all of them being in
> 1000 with a maximum, 2063, at kb = 0.35 for the thinner loop and 3300 at kb = .3
for the thicker loop. To see such high Q peaks in numerical simulations requires high
resolution on the independent variable, kb, as in Fig. 10.10.
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Figure 10.4: (a) The Inductance and capacitance of an Ω = 12, 3m, PEC closed loop in the
sub-wavelength region. In (a) a comparison of lµ0 with the total inductance lµ; at kb = .4,
the difference is about 8.5%. Also a comparison of le1 with the total capacitance; the mode 1
capacitance does not dominate over the other modes. In (b) the total capacitance of the loop
compared with several of the lumped capacitors.
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Figure 10.5: An Ω = 10 gold ring with 2pib = 3 m (RF), 3 mm (MW), and 300 µm (THz). (a)
The ZO resonances, using Eqn. 10.6. (b) The Q of these resonances, using Eqn. 10.7. There
is a peak in the quality factor occurring about kb = 0.35, given by a capacitor value leq = 1.0.
The dashed line guides the eye.
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Figure 10.6: Repetition of Fig. 10.5; with a thicker (Ω = 8) loop. The peak of the quality
factor has red-shifted, but increased by 60% over the thinner loop.
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Figure 10.7: The relation between fields during scattering off a loop antenna.
10.3 The Transition from Lumped Impedance to Gap Impedance
10.3.1 The Use of the Radar Cross-section
In the case of analytical model, a gap in series with a voltage source can be mod-
elled mathematically using the delta-function technique. But this can’t be done with
the numerical simulation tool, MWS, some another method must be developed to
simulate a gap in series with the source.
One solution is to illuminate the loop, as discussed in Section 3.2.3, and as shown
in Fig. 10.7. In the case of illumination, the single gap acts like a voltage source
as long as the incident ~E is polarised to develop a voltage across the gap, as noted
by Zhan and Chui [2014]. The latter’s paper was reviewed in Section 6.5, because
they had found a zero-order resonance due to the presence of the gap. Their s and
p polarisations are shown in Fig. 10.8; it is the s polarisation that energises the
loop, while the p does not. This has been reported by others (Katsarakis et al. [2004];
Enkrich et al. [2005]; Rockstuhl et al. [2007]). Therefore, the model should give results
that are comparable to results of simulation using an illuminating plane wave under
the correct polarisation. The simulation produces a radar cross-section (RCS), which
should be directly comparable to a calculation of the radiated power, |Y(0)|2Rrad, as
discussed in Section 3.2.3.
Fig 10.9 (a) shows simulated cross-sections for three Ω = 10, gold rings, each
with the same gap width ratio, g/a = 0.5, illuminated in the RF, MW, and THz
regimes. They all show a zero-order resonance at kb ≈ 0.4. The data in the figure are
normalised to the area of the loop, because the cross-sectional area diminishes as the
area of the ring diminishes (a cross-sectional area is usually on the order of the area
of the target object). Four points of interest are important:
(1) The zero-order resonance at kb = 0.4 created by the gap in all three rings
correlates with a capacitor value of leq = 0.5 according to Fig. 10.5.
(2) This resonance does not move as the ring moves through the different regimes.
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Figure 10.8: Polarisations of the plane wave as given by Zhan and Chui [2014].
Moreover, all have the same relative peak and width (and therefore same Q),
compared with their first order mode.
(3) The gap blue-shifts the mode 1 resonance to about 1.4, where it stays for all
three rings.
(4) The cross-sections are on the order of 5 to 8 for the mode 1 peak, but much
higher for the ZO resonance.
10.3.2 The Gap as a Capacitive Reactance.
The match between the results of model, given in Fig. 10.5, and the results of simula-
tions given in Fig. 10.9 suggests the validity of the assertion that a gap behaves like a
capacitor. However, for a gap to behave truly like a capacitive reactance, it must not
change its capacitance value over kb (i.e., Cgap = µ0bleg, where leg is constant), and
the reactance itself must respond inversely proportional to kb (i.e., Xgap = bx/kbleg).
Does the gap really behave this way?
Fig. 10.10 compares the theoretical RCS, |Y|2Rrad (namely, Eqn. 10.4 and leq = 0.5)
for the Ω = 10, 3 mm and 300 µm rings with the corresponding simulated RCS
curves. It appears that the two simulated rings follow the lumped capacitor curve
across kb, verifying the assertion, at least for Ω = 10 sized loops in the MW and THz
range, and strongly suggesting that the gap does behave like a capacitive reactance.
If it didn’t follow a 1/kb functional form, some spreading or narrowing of the first
mode resonance would be occurring.
The analytical model picks up a mode 2 resonance that the numerical simulation
does not see. This is probably because the illuminated gap does not behave like
a delta-function voltage generator. Perhaps it is a resonance that can be excited
internally, by an internal generator, like the delta-function source, but cannot be
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Figure 10.9: Radar cross-sections normalised to loop area from numerical simulations of
three Ω = 10 gold rings illuminated in the RF, MW, and THz regions. Each ring has a gap at
φ = 0 of width ratio g/a = 0.5. The gap blue-shifts the first mode resonance, but leaves the
zero-order resonance at the predicted position in place.
excited externally; so called “dark modes”. It could also be due to polarisation, but
this is unlikely, as Figs. 10.11 and 10.12 show.
• The current distributions on the loop at the two mode peaks, one given by nu-
merical simulation, the other by the analytical model using Eqn. 10.2 are shown
in the first figure. The distributions are exactly the same for numerical simu-
lation and analytical model. The second mode does indeed exist, the capacitor
does not prevent it from occurring; the magnitudes of the currents are simply
different.
• In the second figure, a numerical simulation using the P polarisation is used.
The RCS shows a mode 1 resonance that sits right on top of the closed loop
mode 1 resonance, and the figure does not show the zero-order resonance,
indicating that the illuminated wave does not see the gap at all.
Further study of this effect remains for future work.
10.3.3 The Effects of Material Loss
In Chapter 9 the effects of loss due to characteristics of the material from which the
ring is made were included in the model. The effects of these lossy characteristics
can be seen when Fig. 10.5 and Fig. 10.9 are extended to the IR and OR regions.
In Fig. 10.9 the scattering cross-sections were shown for low frequency gold rings,
as given by numerical simulations. In Fig. 10.13, the cross-sections are shown for
short wavelengths, 30 µm, 10 µm and 4 µm rings, but from calculation using the
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Figure 10.10: Results of the analytical model compared with numerical simulations results
for two Ω = 10, gold rings. (a) 3 mm (MW) and (b) 300µm (THz). In both cases the gap
behaves like a lumped capacitor across the spectrum.
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Figure 10.11: A comparison of numerical simulations of RCS for an Ω = 10, 300µm loop.
P-polarised plane wave does not stimulate the gap at all. The loop behaves as if it were a
closed loop.
Figure 10.12: Results of the analytical model compared with numerical simulations results
for two Ω = 10, gold rings. (a) 3 mm (MW) and (b) 300µm (THz). In both cases the gap
behaves like a lumped capacitor across the spectrum.
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Figure 10.13: Theoretical calculations of the RCS in the infra-red region. The zero-order
resonances collapse and the mode resonance red-shifts.
analytical model (Eqn. 10.6). The 30 µm curves overlap those at longer wavelengths
given by the simulations in Fig. 10.9. The 10 µm and 4 µm curves red-shift due
to the resonance saturation (wavelength scaling), and the height of the zero-order
resonance drops quickly due to increasing loss. The Radar Cross-section, taken from
a simulation of the 10 µm ring, is overlaid and the results suggest that the gap acts
capacitively even at these short wavelengths, as they did at 3m and 300 mm in Fig.
10.10.
Similarly, Figs. 10.14 and 10.15 shows the high frequency effects on the zero-order
resonances that were shown in Figs. 10.5 and 10.6 at low frequencies. The easiest
way to see the effect is to look at the red-shift of the upper limit line from kb = 0.42
at 10µm to 0.35 at 3µm. A careful look at the intersections between red and blues
lines will also show the red-shift. The corresponding Q values of these resonances
are also much lower due to the loss.
10.3.4 Gap Size Correlated with Capacitor Value
At every point of intersection in these four figures, a capacitor value is matched to a
resonance. These are extracted and plotted in Fig. 10.16. No resonances occur at kb
values above the upper limits of the curves, because there are no intersections to the
right of those values. These mark the smallest capacitors that will cause a zero-order
resonance for rings of this size with one gap.
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Figure 10.14: The ZO resonances and Q for an Ω = 10 gold ring with 2pib = 10 µm and 4 µm
in the IR. There is no peak in the quality factor for either ring.
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Figure 10.15: The ZO resonances and Q for an Ω = 8 gold ring with 2pib = 10 µm and 3 µm
in the IR. There is no peak in the quality factor for either ring.
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Figure 10.16: The capacitor values required to establish zero-order resonances. (a) Ω = 10
and (b) Ω = 8 gold rings. From the RF through MW and THz to the IR.
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10.4 Models of Gap Capacitance
10.4.1 Gap Models in the Literature
Three models for gaps in dipoles and in rings have appeared in the literature.
• The Flat-Plate Model (Corrigan et al. [2008]), in which the gap is asserted to
have the geometrical properties of a flat-plate capacitor; namely, two flat plates
with square area, A, separated by a dielectric a distance, g. The capacitive value
is Cgap = e0A/g. If this is the case, then the relation between leq and the gap
ratio, g/a can be derived easily if we assume a round wire:
Cgap = ebleq = e
pia2
g
= eb
pi
(b/a)(g/a)
(10.8)
or
le, f p =
pi
(b/a)(g/a)
• The Flat-Plate with Fringe Effects (Sydoruk et al. [2009]), in which the electric
field is assumed to escape the gap somewhat, thus affecting the overall capac-
itance of the gap. Fringe effect is usually accounted for in a round wire using
C f ringe = e0(2pia + g). The total relationship becomes:
Cgap = e0b
(
pi
(b/a)(g/a)
+
2pi
b/a
+
g/a
b/a
)
(10.9)
or
le, f rng =
pi
(b/a)(g/a)
(
1+ 2(g/a) +
(g/a)2
pi
)
• The Flat Plate with Fringe Effects and With Surface Capacitance (Sydoruk
et al. [2009]; Delgado et al. [2009]), in which the surface charge distributed
around the ring affects the overall resonances of the loop. If one has a simple
LC model of the loop, this added capacitance should be added to the gap
capacitance in order to calculate the resonance. The gap model producing leq
takes this surface charge into account, so it would be appropriate to compare it
with this model. The surface charge for a round wire is:
Csur f = 4ae0ln
(
4b
g
)
= e0b
4
b/a
ln
(
4(b/a)
(g/a)
)
(10.10)
or
le,sur f = le, f rng +
4
b/a
ln
(
4(b/a)
(g/a)
)
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Figure 10.17: Rings with 6 nm gaps by Clark and Cooper [2011].
10.4.2 The Reduction in Total R, L, and C
The gap also reduces the total ring resistance, inductance, and capacitance due to a
slight shortening of the metal forming the loop. This reduction, ρ, is related to an
angular section of the ring and thus to the gap ratio g/a:
ρ =
∆φ
2pi
=
b∆φ
2pib
=
g/a
2pi(b/a)
(10.11)
As an example of the magnitude of the reduction, consider the gap ratio, g/a =
0.5, that was used in the numerical RCS simulations for Figs. 10.9 to 10.13. The
thicker loop (Ω = 8) has a size ratio, b/a = exp(8/2)/(2pi) = 8.7. The gap reduction,
ρ, in that case is 1% of the circumference. Loop antennas in the RF region will use
rolled, trimmer or other type capacitor rather than a gap for tuning. However, gaps
in optical rings can get much wider. The gaps in Fig. 10.17 are only 6 nm wide, but
occupy a good percentage of the ring circumference, so it is important to take into
account the effect of the reduction.
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10.5 Practical Gaps and the Best Model
The problem of matching gap widths with capacitor values can be solved by com-
paring the zero-order resonances created by the gap in numerical simulations with
the resonances calculated using capacitor values in the analytical model. Table 10.1
shows gap ratios used in the simulations and their corresponding resonances (as kBr
values). Next to it are the capacitor values that generate a match with the analytical
model (as values of leq. These matches are shown for 10 and 300 µm.
They suggest two important points:
• The gap does not have to be too big before these resonances hit the upper limit
near the anti-resonance at kb = .47 in the case of 300 µm and kb = .43 in the
case of 10 µm. These upper limits were pointed out in the earlier figures.
• In order to find a resonance below kb = .30, the gap must be made very, very
small. A gap ratio of 0.2 implies a gap width of 0.2a, where a is the radius of
the wire.
Table 10.1: Zero-order resonances given by various gap widths in two sizes of nano-rings.
Corresponding capacitor values, leq, taken from Fig. 10.16 are compared with the two models
in Eqns. 10.8 and 10.9.
Ω = 10
300 µm 10 µm All λ
g/a kbr leq kbr leq le, f p le, f rng le,sur f
0.2 0.36 1.00 0.33 1.11 0.67 0.94 1.98
0.5 0.40 0.54 0.37 0.56 0.27 0.55 1.44
1.0 0.43 0.23 0.39 0.34 0.13 0.44 1.21
1.5 0.44 0.07 0.40 0.24 0.09 0.42 1.12
Ω = 8
300 µm 10 µm All λ
g/a kbr leq kbr leq le, f p le, f rng le,sur f
0.2 0.33 1.50 0.30 2.00 1.80 2.55 4.92
0.5 0.40 0.35 0.37 0.53 0.72 1.50 3.46
1.0 0.43 0.06 0.39 0.24 0.36 1.20 2.83
1.5 0.44 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.24 1.14 2.58
Fig. 10.18 shows what Ω = 8 and 10 gaps look like. A comparison with Fig. 10.17
should make it clear that practically fabricated gaps in rings will generally place the
resonance very near the upper limit. Tuning a ring by changing the gap may seem
intuitively possible, but Table 10.1 suggests that it is not likely to be possible in actual
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Figure 10.18: Gaps of various widths in Ω = 8 and 10 sized rings.
practice. Therefore, worrying about fabricating a gap size to obtain a particular zero-
order resonance for a given loop in the IR and OR is not likely a worthwhile design
approach, given the limits of fabrication with methods in use today.
For example, an Ω = 8 gold ring of circumference 10 µm has a radius of b =
1.6µm and a wire radius of a = 1.6/8.7 = 183 nm. A gap ratio of 0.2 means that the
gap width itself is 0.2× 183 = 36.5 nm. Given the 6 nm gaps now being fabricated,
this is evidently a practical gap, and one might be able to tune the ring around the
actual resonance at 10/0.33 = 30.3µm (where kbr = 0.33 taken from the table).
On the other hand, suppose one wants a ring to resonate in the IR, say about 2.0
µm. The circumference of the ring needs to be 2.0× 0.33 = 0.66µm. The radius is 105
nm with wire radius, a = 12 nm. The gap width is 2.4 nm for a gap ratio of 0.2 and 18
nm for a gap ratio of 1.5. While the 18 nm gap may be practical, resonance saturation
has set in by 2 µm and tuning is not really possible because of the flattening of the
saturation curve in that region. One can see the flattening in the Ω = 8 red curve of
Fig. 9.8.
Table 10.1 also shows that none of the gap models proposed in the literature
includes effects due to wavelength scaling, and second, that the capacitive values
they produce do not correlate well with gap values from the numerical simulations
and analytical model using Section 10.3.4, though the fringe model does pretty well
with the smallest gaps.
10.6 Comparison with the Literature
In Section 6.5 a review of the paper Zhan and Chui [2014] showed a resonance in
the sub-wavelength region at kb = .47. This is an Ω = 12.88 loop; no diameter or
gap width is given. The presence of the resonance and its position agrees with the
results of this chapter. Thin loops of this size have their anti-resonance at kb = 0.47
and a reasonable gap, as has been shown, will push the resonance toward that upper
limit. Hence, in analysing such a resonance, there is possibility of confusion as to the
source of the resonance. It is due to the gap resonating with the mode 0 inductance
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of the loop; it is not due to the anti-resonance.
10.7 Conclusion
The addition of a single capacitive impedance in the periphery of a loop, whether
at low or high frequency, generates a unexpectedly high-Q resonance in the sub-
wavelength region. The Qs are remarkably high, in the several thousands, and there
is a peak in the Q curve around kb = 0.35. The resonance itself is expected because
the closed loop acts inductive in this region. Indeed the inductance of the loop in this
region is dominated by the mode 0 inductance of the loop and it is this inductance,
together with the capacitance of the closed loop and the additional capacitance that
creates the resonance; hence the name for these resonances: “zero-order resonances”.
Rolled or trimmer capacitors can be used to effect the resonance and tuning at
low frequency (RF and MW); but gaps need to be used for higher frequencies (THz
and IR). Matching the resonances given by numerical simulation with calculations of
resonances using the analytical model leads to a correspondence between gap width
in a high frequency ring and a capacitive value. Up to about 10µm for Ω = 10 loops
and 6µm for Ω = 8 rings, varying gap width may allow for tuning, but for shorter
wavelengths, gap tuning is probably ineffectual given current fabrication methods.
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Chapter 11
Design Examples and Problems
11.1 Introduction
This chapter presents some general considerations when designing loops and rings
for particular regions of the spectrum. One of the very useful results of this thesis is
a body of MATLAB code that can provide much information about a loop without
the long wait time of a numerical simulation tool like MWS. The code is described
in Appendix B. Understanding the principle issues with regard to loops and rings,
which are delineated in the Conclusions will also provide the basis for quick “back
of the envelope” calculations that will suggest whether a particular size loop or ring
will give the desired characteristics.
11.2 General Design Considerations
When designing loop antennas at low frequency for the RF and MW regions, or rings
at short wavelengths for the THZ, IR and OR, the following approach makes the best
use of the results of this thesis:
• Determine first the design frequency and rough bandwidth of operation. These
will determine whether losses will play a significant role in the behaviour of
the loop.
• Then if the region of interest is the RF or MW, use the general results of Chapter
8; if THZ, IR or OR, use the results of Chapter 9.
• If a very narrow bandwidth is required, consider using a capacitor (if low fre-
quency) or a gap (if short wavelength) in the periphery of the loop, perhaps
near the source. The advantage is an extremely high Q factor; Qs on the order
of several thousand are possible. Large loop antennas at low frequency will
also be tuneable using the capacitor. Tuning won’t be possible in the IR or OR,
but may work in the THZ region.
• The actual size of the loop is determined by the design wavelength, λd. The first
resonance in a closed loop will occur near that frequency, and the circumfer-
ence of the loop will be about 2pib = λd. However, the very high Q, zero-order
127
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resonances using capacitors are readily attainable for perfectly conducting met-
als and can vary between 0.2 < kb < 0.47. If the loop meets those specs, then
design the loop for the highest Q resonance, at about 0.35. This means that the
size of the loop will be 2pib = 0.35λd, considerably shorter in circumference
than the wavelength.
• If the design wavelength is in the THZ or IR down to about 4 µm, use the
smallest gap possible in the periphery. Expect the resonance to be near λd/.4,
unless λd is in the saturation region (<10-30 µm), then remember resonance
saturation.
• If the design wavelength is in the OR, there is unfortunately no noble metal
that will allow a closed ring resonance below about 3 or 4 µm, due to resonance
saturation. Use of multiple gaps may be a help, but this work was not studied
in the thesis and remains as future work.
11.3 Estimate the Q of a Closed Loop Antenna for the 20-
meter Amateur Band.
The answer to this is found in the material of Section 5.3 and Chapter 8.
• The 20 meter band is low frequency, so the material may be considered perfectly
conducting.
• All PEC loops have their resonances at the same place in kb space.
• The best resonance to use is the fundamental mode resonance, which, according
to Table 8.1, occurs at kb = 1.069. That same table gives the Q of the loop as 5.8.
Double checking using values from the table: the Q is
Qm =
√
Lm/CM
RM
= bx
√
lµm/lem
Rm
= 377
(
2.06/0.425
143.3
)
= 5.8 (11.1)
11.4 Design a Loop Antenna with a Single Capacitor for the
2-meter Amateur Band.
The answer to this is in Section 5.3 and Chapters 8 and 10.
• The two-meter band occupies the frequencies 144 MHz to 148 MHz (λ = 2.03
to 2.08 m) in Australia.
• The single capacitor will cause a zero-order resonance. Fig. 10.5 shows the
resonances for an Ω = 10, gold loop, but we want to use perfectly conducting
material and perhaps make the loop thinner. We could run the MATLAB code
for Ω = 12, PEC. Instead, let’s estimate using data in this thesis. The 10 loop
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Figure 11.1: Three rings reviewed in Chapter 6. (a) The Pendry ring: c=1.0 mm; d=0.1 mm;
r=2.0 mm; width = 1.0 mm. (b) The Smith Ring: c = 0.8 mm; d = 0.2 mm; r = 1.5 mm. (c)
The Shamonin Ring: r10 = 9 mm; w = 0.5 mm; h = 1.0 mm; d = 2.5 mm.
is not much different from a 12, and this is low frequency, so gold operating
at 300 µm is almost perfectly conducting. The figure says that the highest Q
occurs at kb = .35.
• Designing for a resonance in the mid-band at 2.06 m, the circumference should
therefore be: 2.06× 0.35 = 0.72 m.
• The best capacitor value from the figure is leq = 1.0, which means that a capac-
itor is needed with the value
Cq = e0bleq = 8.85× 10−12× 0.722pi × 1.0 = 1p f (11.2)
• Setting the circumference to 0.72m, the ends of the bands are at kb = 0.346 and
0.355, which means that the capacitor of 1.0 will keep a high Q throughout the
band.
• Much more useful is a capacitor that varies over a range, allowing a tuning of
the loop over the 2 meter band. An appropriately sized capacitor might be a
trimmer capacitor of appropriate voltage rating, which doesn’t vary much from
1 pf, perhaps something like .8 to 1.2 pf.
11.5 Approximate the Resonances of the Pendry, Smith and
Shamonin Split Ring-Resonators, Reviewed in Chapter
6.
The rings are shown in Fig. 11.1.
It is sufficient to convert to the standard variables used in the thesis and calcu-
late the resonance of the outer ring. The radius of the outside ring in the Pendry
configuration is b = r + d + 1.5c = 3.6 mm.
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• The design wavelength, therefore, is λd = 2pib = 22.62 mm. This corresponds
to 13.26GHz . This is very close to the 13.47 GHz reported by the group for
their resonance.
• One will remember that theirs was a 3 dimensional structure, where the capaci-
tance they calculated was between the rings, not from the gap. The capacitance
of the gap therefore is not needed, which means that the ring is being used at
its fundamental resonance, and not at its zero-order resonance.
The ring given in Smith et al. [2000] has a radius b = r + d + 1.5c = 2.9 mm or
circumference 2pib = 18.22 mm. This corresponds to 16.46 GHz.
• They give a resonance at 4.845 GHz, which would mean a kb = 4.85/16.46 =
0.3. This would correspond to a gap ratio about 0.2, much too small for the
gap shown. The model of Chapter 10 applies to round wires rather than these
flat disks, but these results do suggest that the ring is sub-wavelength and has
found a zero-order resonance.
The Shamonin outer ring has a radius b = r10 − 0.5w = 8.75 mm. Therefore,
2pib = 55 mm, or 5.45 GHz. In this case, the authors calculated the capacitance of the
gap and reported a calculated resonance as 2.72 GHz. This means that they are using
the zero-order resonance, where 0.45 is the upper limit of the zero-order resonances.
• The wire is rectangular with square area dw = 2.5(.5) = 1.25 (mm)2. The equiv-
alent round wire radius is a =
√
1.25/pi = .40 mm. Hence g/a = 1/0.40 = 2.5,
a good sized gap, leading the resonance to appear at the upper limit, kb = 0.45.
• The resonance will be 5.45× 0.45 = 2.45GHz . This is a bit shy of their reported
2.72 but closer than in the Smith case, possibly because the Shamonin ring is so
thin and less “disky”.
11.6 Design a High Q, Single Gap, Copper Ring for 300 GHz.
The high Q will come from the zero-order resonance, which we want to be 300 GHz.
Perhaps an Ω = 10 ring will do with a lumped capacitor of about leq = 1.5.
• The desired resonance, 300 GHz, corresponds to 1 mm wavelength.
• Since 1 mm is > 300 µm, we can use the resonances in Fig. 10.5, neglecting the
fact that it is for gold not copper, and find that kbr for leq = 1.5 is ≈ 0.32.
• The circumference of the loop should be 1× 0.32 = 0.32 mm, or radius b =
0.32/2pi = 51µm.
• The capacitor value to use is C = e0 × 51µm × 1.5 = 0.68 × 10−15 F. This is
much too small for a physical capacitor, so we should provide it with a gap.
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Figure 11.2: Prob #5: An Ω = 8 copper ring for 300 GHZ (1 mm). The zero-order resonance
is exceptionally high with Q = 1456.
• To do so, we should probably use an Ω = 8 wire or thicker. Table 10.1 suggests
that an leq = 1.5 corresponds to a gap size of g/a = 0.2. Can we make this?
• For an Ω = 8 ring with b = 51µm, the wire size is a = 51/8.7 = 5.9µm.
Therefore the gap width should be g = 5.9 × 0.2 = 1.18µm. That may be
doable.
To check on these results, we run the MATLAB code, using:
[kbList, RCS, ACS] = CalculateRCS(’z’, [0;0;1.5], [1], ’omega’, 8, ’circum’,
.32, ’units’, ’mm’, ’material’, ’Cu’ )
Fig. 11.2 shows the resulting Radar Cross-section. The zero-order resonance is at
kb = 0.33, which is equivalent to a wavelength of λd = .32/.33 = .970 mm. This is
309 GHz, as needed.
The quality factor, Q, can be calculated using the following MATLAB code:
[Q, Qcl, R, lu, le] = CalculateZOQ( [.33], [0;0;1.5], ’omega’, 8, ’circum’,
.32, ’units’, ’mm’, ’material’, ’Cu’ )
The result is Q = 1456, quite a high Q.
11.7 Estimate the Q of a Square, Silver Ring for Use at 1 THz,
a zero-order resonance.
Squares are not much different than circular rings and in Fig. 9.9 it was shown that
wavelength scaling and resonant saturation applies to them in about the same way
that it does to a circular loop. We assume a round wire formed in the shape of a
square and regard it as equivalent to the circle passing through the corners. Gaps at
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1 THz will all be so large that they force the resonance to the upper limit, around
kbr = 0.4.
• The corresponding wavelength for 1 THz is 300 µm.
• The design wavelength is therefore λd = 300× 0.4 = 120µm.
• The radius therefore is b = 120/2pi = 19.1µm.
• And the gap ratio will be on the large side, say , 1.5 or more.
To check this we, run MATLAB code:
[kbList, RCSProb6, ACSProb6] = CalculateRCS(’z’, [0;0;1.5], [1], ’omega’,
8, ’circum’, 120, ’units’, ’um’, ’material’, ’Ag’ )
The resulting resonance is at kbr = 0.395, which is very close to 0.40, as predicted.
11.8 What is the shortest resonant wavelength that can be ex-
pected from a gold ring?
The answer to that for the closed loop is given in Fig. 9.8. It is about 1 µm for an
Ω = 8 ring. Adding multiple capacitors doesn’t help bring a good resonance beyond
kb = 1.0, so some other way of reaching the optical region is necessary.
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Conclusions
12.1 Introduction
The general realisation on which this thesis is based, is that no general analytical
study of loop antennas and rings, developed from standard antenna theory, exists
that is at once applicable to the Radio Frequency (RF), Micro-wave (MW), TeraHertz
(THz), Infra-red (IR), and Optical (OR) regions. Nor is there any RLC circuit theory
model, rigorously developed from the results of that study. This thesis was intended
to fill that gap.
This goal has been achieved.
I will outline the results of the study, draw some general conclusions and then
suggest future work that would be based on the material of this thesis.
12.2 Principal Technical Results
The following are the most important technical results of this study:
• An analytical set of mathematical functions has been derived from Maxwell’s
equations that give the current distribution on closed and single gapped loops
at all frequency regimes from the RF through OR, constructed of any metal for
which the index of refraction is known.
• The analytical functions indicate that loops will resonate at many modes, deter-
mined in the main by their circumference and whether they have an impedance
or gap in the periphery. Generally, the strength of the modes die out as the
modal number increases, but not rapidly, so that some rings have good Q fac-
tor at many harmonic frequency bands. This also means that such a loop will
radiate at these harmonics, if the source is noisy enough to contain frequencies
within those bands.
• A detailed RLC circuit model has been derived from these functions, accurate
at all frequency bands, from which the total R, L and C of the loop at any
frequency or wavelength, and the R, L and C of any modal resonance, can be
calculated. The circuit elements are functions of frequency; that is, R = R(ω),
L = L(ω), and C = C(ω).
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• The circuit model suggests that the loop is properly represented by an infinite
set of series resonant circuits all in parallel with each other. Each series resonant
circuit represents one harmonic mode. A mode 0 circuit exists consisting of a
series resistor and inductor.
• The input impedance of the circuit model can be calculated as a function of
wavelength for closed loops and single gap loops.
• From the circuit model, the radiation resistance, resistive loss, radiation effi-
ciency, radar cross-section, and quality factor (Q) can be calculated.
• The analytical functions predict wavelength scaling and resonance saturation
accurately. For example, they predict accurately the resonances of a lossy metal-
lic ring at all wavelengths into the OR.
• While loops designed for the RF and MW region act nearly like perfect con-
ductors, no matter what metal they are made from, they begin to lose this
characteristic as their design frequency increases into the THZ region. By the
time the IR has been reached, the rings have acquired so much resistive and
reactive loss that they have very weak currents, so that even though their Q
factors may be reasonable (3 to 8), they are not effective radiators or receivers.
The intra and inter-band transitions may add electrons to increase the conduc-
tivity, yet the electrons can not respond rapidly at these high frequencies to the
incident wave, and hence do not improve ring response.
• A single impedance in an RF or MW loop, or a gap in a THZ or OR ring,
will introduce a zero-order resonance in the sub-wavelength region with an
extremely high Q factor on the order of several thousand. The resonance is
tuneable in a thin, large loop at the RF, MW, THZ or far IR, but given today’s
fabrication methods, is not likely to be tuneable in a nano-scale loop in the near
IR or OR.
• Gap width and capacitance value of the gap are closely related. However,
none of the simple models suggested in the literature, such as the flat-plate
capacitance model, generates the correct relationship, at least for gaps in rings.
12.3 General Conclusions
Until the end of the 20th century, loops were thought as magnetic dipoles, useful per-
haps as magnetic sensors, but for not much more. They were certainly not considered
useful in RF communications. There were several good reasons for this:
(1) A loop that was large enough to radiate well had to be on the order of a wave-
length. In the RF region this is several meters in circumference, well too large
to be comfortably portable, a bit unsightly as a TV or radio antenna on a house.
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(2) It was difficult to get a very high Q with a loop, so the modal resonances were
broad. Noisy sources also tended to transmit on the harmonics, as much as on
the fundamental.
(3) Radiation efficiency was poor compared to the dipole and to many other an-
tenna configurations.
In general all of these points were verified by this study. Closed loops do not have
particularly useful characteristics for communications. What they do have, however,
is the basis for a surprising effect when a capacitor is placed in the periphery. That
capacitor interacts with the mode 0 inductance of the closed loop, and combines with
the capacitance of the closed loop to generate a very high Q resonance. Moreover,
the use of the capacitor reduces the size of the required loop by half.
The gap also opens up interesting phenomena at frequencies higher than the RF.
The smaller gap make communication loops easier to build in the MW and THz
regions and drives a high-Q resonance around which design can proceed. Since the
loops are small, arrays are easier to build, which may lead to high-gain directional
arrays and capacitive tuning of the resonance.
Gapped loops may also be useable in the far IR, since fabrication methods have
reached a point that nano-scaled rings with nano-scaled gaps can be made to order.
The effects are less pronounced as the IR is approached, due to material losses. It
may be, though, that a material will be found that provides good conductivity in
this region, and loops here could be used for communications or to enhance as yet
unknown optical effects.
12.4 Future Work
Other avenues of research are opening for rings.
• One of the key areas is the use of band-gap materials (Schuller et al. [2007]; West
et al. [2010]; Filonov et al. [2012]; Liu et al. [2013]), such as dielectrics, semicon-
ductors and semiconductor alloys take the place of the noble metals. These
include, among many others, silicon, germanium, tellurium, silicon-carbide,
titanium-dioxide, graphene and perovskite. The goal here is to find useable
resonances in the optical region. In fact, both metals and semi-conductors are
so lossy that both would be useless in the optical region, except that electrons
in the outer bands of these semi-conductors are suddenly released to the con-
duction band when incident energy reaches their band gaps (see the discussion
on the interband transitions in Section 9.2.2). These band transitions produce
available electrons in semi-conductors on the order of 10 times those in metals.
But the effects still cannot overcome the high absorption characteristics. Elec-
trons in the conduction bands simply can not follow the rapidly changing ~E
field of an incident optical wave. Simply increasing the number of electrons
available may not be enough to counter these absorption problems.
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• Another area of further research focuses on toroidal currents in rings. These are
the currents that are set to zero during the initial derivation of the differential
equations describing currents in the ring. It is an approximation called the
“thin-loop” approximation. But these currents, if controlled, could produce a
constrained magnetic flux within the closed ring; they may be associated with
modes that can not be excited externally, sometimes called “dark” modes. Such
toroidal currents are the objects of some interest in the optical region, since
they could provide a way of storing energy at these very high frequencies.
Dielectric materials would be used to support such currents using the inter-
band transitions. Unfortunately, it is likely that absorption characteristics will
rapidly dampen these currents.
• One promising area for research are gapped rings that focus on that zero-order
resonance. Unfortunately, the ring must be very small in diameter if the zero-
mode resonance is to appear in the optical region. To gain the optical frequen-
cies, multiply gapped rings may be the answer, in which each segment of the
ring acts like an inductor, and together with one of the gaps creates its own
little LC circuit. The circumference will not then produce as strong a limit to
the resonances, with the result that the loop may actually have resonances that
show in the optical region.
• Multiple impedances, particularly multiple capacitances or gaps, around the
loop would change the current phasing as well as the position and Q of the res-
onances. Manipulation of the capacitance could allow a certain degree of beam
control. Marrying this with very high Q resonances would be an interesting
project.
• It would very interesting to fabricate 3D structures of loops at MW or THZ
region for the purposes of beam control, as is suggested by Ahmadi and Mos-
allaei [2010]. My father also had visions of such a thing when he drew Fig. 12.1
in 1968.
• Nested loops and rings might be beneficial for nano-scaled rings, as suggested
by Memarzadeh and Mosallaei [2011]. Fig. 12.2 shows a conception of nested
loops in my father’s personal papers as well.
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Figure 12.1: A vision of phased rays in 3D. Found in personal papers, McKinley II [1968b]
Figure 12.2: A vision of nested loops in 3D. Found in personal papers, McKinley II [1968a]
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Appendix A
Simulating the Physics of 3D Ring
Structures
A.1 Introduction
Three tools were used principally in simulating loops and rings.
(1) An industry standard numerical simulation tool, Microwave Studio (MWS), de-
veloped by the German company, CST1. It is used widely around the world to
examine the effects of electromagnetic fields on structures.
(2) The Graphing Calculator by PacificTech2 is a fast responding, rapid prototyping
tool yielding plots of mathematical formula and functions.
(3) MATLAB, by Mathworks3 is a fully develop programming environment for
mathematical needs. Appendix B is devoted to the code built for the thesis.
A.2 Microwave Studio (MWS)
A.2.1 Capabilities
MWS has been used for many years in the RF and MW regions, and has recently
moved into the THZ and optical regions. It has become a general purpose electro-
magnetic simulator, using classical principles, based on a Finite Integration Tech-
nique, furnishing results either in time domain or frequency domain.
The FIT method splits the domain of calculation into many small elemental grid
cells, called the “mesh”; it discretises Maxwell’s equation along the boundary of
those cells and over the area enclosed by those boundaries. FIT can be applied to
hexagonal grids and tetrahedral grids. On Cartesian (flat) grids, the FIT formulation
can be written in Time Domain to reproduce standard Finite Difference Time Domain
(FDTD) methods, but the latter are limited to staircase approximations of boundaries,
1Computer Simulation Technology AG, Microwave Studio. 2012. Darmstadt, Germany.
www.cst.com
2Pacific Tech. Berkeley, CA. 2012. www.pacifict.com
3Natick, MA, USA; www.Mathworks.com
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whereas MWS applies what is called the Perfect Boundary Approximation (PBA) that
maintains all the advantages of Cartesian grids, but allows accurate modelling of
curved structures.
Two solvers are used to generate the results of the thesis: the Transient (or Time
Domain Solver) and the Frequency Domain Solver. Both yield the same results, given
the same 3 dimensional structure; however, the meshing is critical in both cases, and
results will not be similar unless the mesh is fine enough in both cases to accurately
capture field behaviour in the same way. A period of trial and error on new models
is required to be sure that both are yielding the same results.
The Time Domain solver simulates a structure’s behaviour over a wide frequency
range in a single computational run, and it therefore produces results more quickly,
however, experience seems to indicate that it requires a much large number of mesh
cells to produce accurate results.
The Frequency Domain solver requires considerably more time for a run than
does the time domain solver. Technical support at CST suggests that one run a
structure quickly in the Time Domain, playing with the meshing until satisfied, then
run in Frequency Domain to be sure that the results are similar. They claim the FD
solver is more accurate and can be trusted. All results for Closed Loops in the thesis
were run with the FD solver. The TD Solver was used for loops with gaps once the
meshing was tested against the FD solver results.
MWS handles material characteristics in several ways. In the simplest case the
permittivity and permeability of a material can be specified using scalars, or al-
ternatively, by specifying the material’s electric and magnetic conductivity. Loss is
specified by giving the material’s “tangent delta”. For materials with more com-
plex response, one of 11 different dielectric and magnetic dispersion functions can
be assigned to the material with coefficients set by the user. Alternatively, a list of
measured dispersion data over frequency can be assigned to the material. This last
method is used in the thesis for the noble metals. gold, silver and copper with data
taken from Johnson and Christy [1972].
A.2.2 Port Sources
Rings in the analytical model are energised using a delta-function voltage source
across and infinitesimal gap. There is no such voltage source in MWS, but it can be
approximated by using a “discrete power port” across a finite gap. Figure A.1 shows
the port across the gap and its equivalent electrical circuit. The port has two pins
which are connected to either side of the gap and the overall length must be much
shorter than the wavelength of interest. The connecting wires are perfectly conduct-
ing, and in the first version of CST used, must be tied to perfectly conducting metal.
The requirement was relaxed in the current version being used. It was not a problem
for the loop antennas run in Chapter 8, which focused on perfectly conducting loops,
but became an issue for the next Chapter 9, when the loops were made of real metals.
The problem was solved by embedding little PEC balls within the metal of the loop
and connecting the port to exposed portions of the ball (see Fig. ??).
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Figure A.1: MWS representation of (a) the discrete power port for the driven ring, and of (b)
the equivalent circuit representation of the port, as given in MWS documentation.
Figure A.2: PEC balls were used in the beginning of the study to overcome a problem with
the port simulation.
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The size of the gap now introduces some capacitance, which was found in Chap-
ter 10 to produce an additional resonance. At the time of the earlier studies on closed
loops and rings the gap width was handled by trial and error, looking for changes in
the impedance resonances. Gaps widths used were g = .03b initially and .05b finally.
These map into g/a = 1.9 and 3 respectively for Ω = 10 rings and g/a = .7 and 1.2
respectively for Ω = 8 rings. Comparing with Table. 10.1, the 1.9 and 3 gaps were
too wide to cause problems with the Ω = 10 loops, but this is not true for the .7
and 1.2 gaps. Fortunately, some post-processing was added to remove the effect of
the gap assuming that they acted as flat-plate capacitors, following the literature (see
Section 10.4.1). Interestingly, the zero-order resonances were never seen, suggesting
that the gap capacitances really did not have much affect at all on the simulation
results, no matter what their size. This would be because the gap is not in series with
the source, but in parallel. Subtracting out the effect of a small parallel capacitor was
helpful, but may not have been necessary.
Port power is kept at magnitude 1 watt by the simulator; the port resistor can
be set by the user. Standard power matching theory says that the greatest power
will be transferred when the port impedance matches the antenna impedance. Con-
sequently, the best choice for the port resistance is the real part of the antenna
impedance at resonance where the imaginary part of the load goes to 0. The process,
then, is to run the simulation with an arbitrary port resistance, find the first resonance
and see if the real part of Za has the same value. If not, adjust the port-resistance and
run again, repeating until they are the same. This gives maximum power flow to the
ring and a common basis for comparing the current and Q of different sized rings.
MWS calculates the S-matrix (scattered power). Squaring the S11 element of the
matrix gives the reflection coefficient, and resonance occurs when this term goes to
0. It is a way of finding all of the principle resonances that is a bit different from
finding the imaginary zero-crossings of the impedance. Figure A.3 compares |S11|2
with the imaginary part of the ring input impedance for an Ω = 12, 2 µm loop. This
is a particularly illuminating way of telling the differences between the resonances
and the anti-resonances.
A.2.3 Boundary Conditions
One way to substantially speed up simulation time is to set boundary conditions that
account for symmetries. This was done for all of the closed loop simulations, but not
for the simulations which included gaps. In the former, the loop or ring sits in free
space in the XY plane with the port gap at (0,−b, 0). Two symmetry planes are set:
the YZ plane has the tangential component of ~E = 0 (i.e., ~Et = 0) and the XY plane
~Ht = 0. The design frequency is defined: fd = c/(2pib), where c is the speed of
light. The frequency range is set: < .1 fd to 2.5 fd. The horizontal axis measure, kb, is
calculated in post-processing by dividing this range by fd. Post-processing calculates
the real and imaginary parts of the impedance, Z, and the reflected power, S211. Rp is
at first arbitrary, but is iteratively replaced until S211 reaches minimum. At this value,
Rp equals Re(Z) and maximum power flows from the port into the antenna. If the
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Figure A.3: MWS calculations for an Ω = 12, 2 µm ring. (a) The reflection coefficient,
which when it goes to 0, indicates maximum power transferred to the ring and radiated.
That occurs at a resonance. The peaks correspond to the anti-resonances and indicate that
the loop is reflecting power maximally. (b) The imaginary part of the impedance, which
indicates resonances when the imaginary part crosses 0. True resonances occur when the
reflected power and the zero-crossings coincide, as shown.
antenna resonates, the minimum occurs very close to Im(Z) = 0.
A.2.4 Illuminating sources
Illumination by plane wave is the alternative method for energising the ring when it
contains a gap, since a gap cannot be placed in series with a discrete port. The illumi-
nating Electric field magnitude can be set, always to 1 for normalisation purposes for
this thesis. Figure A.4 shows an Ω = 10 ring illuminated by a polarised plane wave
and the domain of calculation. Boundaries are opened, so that they do not reflect, in
such a way the total ~E can be collected at every far-field point. Subtracting the inci-
dent known ~E gives the scattered field and hence the scattered power. The absorption
cross-section is the difference between the incident and scattered cross-section.
MWS provides a far-field monitor to collect scattered power at some given wave-
length. Adding many such monitors yields a full spectrum collection of power and
hence the radar cross-section (RCS), used in Chaptercha:Gaps. Surface current mon-
itors are also available at user selected frequencies, allowing a comparison of the
current distribution on the simulated ring with the theoretically calculated current
distribution.
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Figure A.4: A sample of an illuminated ring. This one is for an Ω = 10 loop.
A.3 PacificTech’s Graphing Calculator
Most of the calculations that were finally done in MATLAB were accomplished first
on a tool developed by the company PacificTech, called “The Graphing Calculator”.
I consider it a rapid prototyping engine that provides very rapid turn-around for
plotting functions and data. Some of its benefits:
• Functions written in mathematical format in the programming region of the
tool are immediately displayed in the plotting region in 2D, 3D or 4D, whichever
is appropriate.
• Writing a number of functions superimposes them in the plotting region; func-
tion display can be turned on and off discriminately by function.
• Substituting functions as variables in functions is allowed as long as the out-
come is not circular.
• A coefficient can be attached to slider, so that its effect on the shape of the graph
can be quickly determined. This feature is particularly useful if one needs to fit
data to a function, as was done in Section 9.2.2.
• The tool handles scalars, vectors, and matrices, and draws them as needed in
3D or 4D space.
• Variables can be any length and contain most alphanumeric symbols.
• Animation of a parameter is available and a movie can be extracted from the
results.
• It will solve algebraic equations when the user moves the variables within the
equation.
• It will take the full or partial derivative of a function and evaluate simple inte-
grals
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• It handles summations to any limit, positive and negative.
• It handles data tables. In fact, data copied in Excel is readily pasted into the
tables.
• A column in tables can be specified as a forum columns so that its members
are the results of calculations on other columns in the same table.
• Copied graphs are transparent, so they can be copied back into the tool for
comparison with another graph later on. This is particularly useful if one wants
to see minor differences between to plots taken some time apart.
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Appendix B
Computation Code in MATLAB
format.
B.1 Introduction
MATLAB is a general purpose, numerical calculating tool that uses the matrix as its
basic form of numerical variable. This allows for two types of processing: normal
matrix methods and element by element computations. This capability allows Matlab
to handle very large data sets in numerical computations very easily. The resolution
of dependent and independent variables used by a function is clearly exposed within
the matrix representing these variables.
This appendix explains the code used to generate the results of the thesis, enough
that a user should be able to generate the same results without very much effort. The
code itself is available on the attached CD.
B.2 Organization of the Program
The main code is divided into two directories. “Primary Control Code” provides the
top level files needed to perform most tasks.
B.2.1 Directory “Primary Control Code”
In general, LoopDescriptor.m holds the default descriptive information about the
loop being worked on. The parameter ’varargin’, which appears as one input pa-
rameter in all of the primary functions overrides these defaults. It works the same
for every function in which it appears. Any of the files will explain how to form the
parameter and what characteristics of the loop can be overridden. If you prefer not to
override using ’varargin’, you can simply change the defaults in LoopDescriptor.m.
That is often the fastest and easiest way to do it, but you have to remember to check
that the current values are the ones you want. For transparency and clarity, a list of
current loop characteristics appears first thing whenever a function is invoked.
• CalculateLoopImpedance.m: This calculates the input impedance and admittance
of the loop over a variable called ’kb’, which equals the wavenumber of the
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driving wavelength (namely 2 pi / wavelength) times the radius of the loop ’b’.
• CalculateLoopCurrent.m: This calculates the current at any place on the loop
and will plot the current distribution against the angle ’phi’ in two different
ways: with ’phi’ on the horizontal axis (using phiPlotType = ’XY’), or with ’phi’
around a circular loop (using phiPlotType = ’rPhi’). The driven source is at phi
= 0 on the right hand side, center, of the drawn loop.
• CalculateRCS.m: This calculates the function |I(0)|2Rrad against ’kb’. |I(0)| is
the absolute value of the input current at ’kb’; ’Rrad’ is the radiation resistance
at ’kb’. For PEC materials the real(Z) is the radiation resistance, since there is
no loss in the material. |I(0)|2 ∗ Rrad is a function that is proportional to the
RCS; the magnitude is not the same as the actual RCS, but the resonances it
produces are the same as the RCS resonances given by the illumination of an
incident wave.
• CalculateEVList.m: This calculates a list of electron volt values corresponding to
a given loop circumference and list of kb values. The circumference must be in
meters; for example 300e-6 for 300 um. The kbs are calculated on the basis of
that circumference as kb = 1.0.
• CalculateRefractiveIndex.m: This calculates a list of refractive indices given an
eVList and a material.
• CalculateZOQ.m: This calculates the zero-order resonances for a given list of
kb’s. The kbr’s refer to the zero-order resonances. Any other kb will give a
meaningless Q. The calculation requires a list of Z3Loops. See the file descrip-
tion for what a z3Loop is.
• PlotModalResonance.m: This plots the modal resonance functions and shows the
intersection line that defines the actual modal resonances of the given loop.
• PlotZOResonances.m: This function plots the zero order resonance for a single
lumped capacitor in series with the voltage source at phi=0. It produces results
just like those of the function PlotModalResonances.m but for one capacitor.
B.2.2 Directory “Ancillary code”
This directory contains functions that you may want to use; feel free to explore. The
directory “Internal Private” contains classes and functions used internally and are
not expected to be useful to anyone except those expanding the code.
Each of the other directories contains code to help the primary functions in
the Primary Code Directory do their work. Hopefully, all of these files are self-
explanatory.
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B.2.3 Use
Put the top level directory into the MATLAB path. Open one of the main function
files. Copy the call to the command line, add the appropriate parameters, and run.
Have fun.
If you want to adjust the code, feel free. If you want to contact me about the code,
feel free to do so at arni.mckinley@gmail.com
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Appendix C
The Design of a 1968 Closed Circuit
Resonant Loop (CCRL).
In the 1960’s my father began designing loop antennas with one capacitor. A typical
design appears in his personal papers. I recall that he went straight to the single
capacitor rather than begin with the closed loop, prompted, I am sure by his interest
in resonance and, what was to him the obvious choice of mating a capacitor to an
inductive loop. Fig. C.1 shows one of his earliest design in 1964, which he tested
using a light build across the small coil to discover the standing wave on the loop.
On the right hand side, one can see clearly that he found the best circumference
near the half wavelength.
The resonant frequency and characteristic impedance of the matching tank circuit
at the coupling end of Fig. C.1 is
fo =
1
2pi
√
L′C
=
1
2pi
√
.57µH × 227pF = 14 MHz (C.1)
bx =
√
L′
C
=
√
.57µH
227pF
= 50.1 ohms
Evidently the design of the loop is for the 20 meter band (14 MHz) with a coupling
to a 50 ohm coax cable.
On the loop side of the coupling is an inductor and two capacitors. He found
that the capacitors added in value, which implies that they are in parallel, as they
would be, roughly, in the sub-wavelength region. The resonance and characteristic
impedance of this combination is
fo =
1
2pi
√
LC
=
1
2pi
√
1.29µH × 100pF = 14 MHz (C.2)
bx =
√
L
C
=
√
1.29µH
100pF
= 114 ohms
The circumference of the loop including the 89 cm of the inductive/capacitive
coupling section is 689 cm. This corresponds to 43.5 MHz. This would be what I
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Figure C.1: The design for a single capacitor loop for the 20 meter band from the late 1960s
(McKinley II [1964]).
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call in the text the design wavelength and design frequency. The kb value of the
resonance is
kb =
14.0
43.5
= 0.32 (C.3)
This is definitely sub-wavelength. He had captured the zero-order resonance very
close to the optimal Q (see Fig. 10.5).
The loop is very thin. Using the given dimension b = 689/2pi = 110 cm and
a = 0.82 mm, the ratio b/a = 1337, or an Ω = 18.1.
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